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Abstract
One trend in manufacturing industry is that products nowadays become more
customized and are manufactured in small batches. This trend requires manufacturing
systems to reduce lead time from design to manufacturing, diminish human
interventions during the process and be tolerant to machining failures and stoppages.
Another trend is servicelization in the entire manufacturing process from the CAD,
CAPP, CAM to CNC.
Current control system of machine tool is facing difficulties in meeting the
requirements of the users and the machine tool vendors. The proposed cloud-base
smart machine control system provides control of a machine as a cloud-based service.
Low-level machine control data is generated in the cloud and executed in the local.
However, the inabilities of the Internet introduce new challenges to the proposed
system. Proper Internet protocols were analysed and chosen, and the mechanism
dealing with long delay and/or interruption of data transmission was developed.
The highlighted smart feature of this research is auto-recovery from machining
stoppages. Because of the use of G/M code as the format for part programmes,
currently recovering from machining stoppage highly relies on operator’s experience
and is time-consuming. The proposed auto-recovery of machining stoppage utilizes
STEP-NC as the format of part programmes. As a new generation of the ISO standard
for part programmes, it defines the machining job by features and operations rather
than toolpaths. Therefore, the proposed system is able to disengage the cutter from the
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workpiece, generate new toolpaths according to the available cutters, and adjust the
sequence of the workingsteps to minimise the overall machining time. The information
about the interrupted workpiece can also be stored into the STEP-NC part programme,
which can be loaded by another machine tool to continue the interrupted machining.
A prototype of the proposed system was developed. The mechanism of transmitting
setpoints over the Internet was validated by simulation and experiments. Two case
studies were conducted. In one case study, the process of saving information of the
interrupted machining into the original STEP-NC part programme was demonstrated.
In the other case study, a complete process of a pocket milling controlled by the cloudbased control system was presented.

Keywords: MCaaS, CSaaS, STEP, STEP-NC, smart manufacturing system, machining
stoppage auto-recovery
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine tools play a vital role in the
manufacturing industry. The CNC controller or system precisely controls the machine
tool to perform manufacturing tasks following predefined instructions automatically,
which also greatly increases production rate and reduces labour cost. Almost all of the
modern CNC systems follow the same concept of John Parsons in

s, who

calculated the points within complex geometry and sent the information to a controller
by using punch cards to drive each axis to reproduce the shape in the design [ ]. CNC
technology has advanced along with information, electronic and other technologies to
meet the requirements of the changing business environment. In this chapter, the CAx
chain from design to manufacturing and the trends in manufacturing are introduced.

1.1 Manufacturing in the CAx and CNC point of view
Producing a product now follows a Computer Aided Design (CAD) – Computer Aided
Manufacturing (CAM)/Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) – CNC cycle. The
geometry produced by the CAD system is read by the CAPP system, where the process
planning is performed. The CAM system then generates the toolpaths regarding the
design, machine tool, and cutter. The toolpaths are stored in a part programme, which
is executed by the machine tool to produce the workpiece.
CAD is an activity that uses a computer system to not only create but also analyse,
optimise and manage product designs [ ]. Before CAD emerged, engineers had been
using mechanical drawings for centuries to express the design of a product and to

communicate with other engineers. The shortcomings are obvious: paper-based
mechanical drawing is hard to create, modify and analyse. In the early days of CAD,
s, CAD was only for assisting the production of two-dimensional ( D) drawings.
Later on, the CAD system had the ability to build three-dimensional ( D) models by
using parameters or proprietary geometry features. Parameterised design and featurebased design developed at this stage with the help of the CAD system. The typical
output of the CAD system is a model expressed by geometry features.
The CAD system greatly facilitates engineering analysis of a design. The use of
computers to perform an engineering analysis is called Computer Aided Engineering
(CAE). CAE is a broad area that covers Finite Element Analysis (FEA), kinematics and
dynamics analysis, thermal and fluid analysis, process simulation, optimisation of
design and etcetera. A large amount of product design data is managed by the Product
Data Management (PDM) system, which allows a member of a product design team to
access design data from an integrated source [ ]. Further extending PDM, the term
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) was addressed, which manages all the parts and
products of a company in an integral way across the entire lifecycle from concept design
to disposal [ ].
The CAPP system is the use of computer systems to do process planning, that is,
deciding proper machine tools, machining processes and conditions, and the sequence
of the processes for manufacturing a product. It also selects inspection methods for
quality insurance. It is based on interpretation of the geometry with Geometric
Dimensioning and Tolerances (GD&T) information of the design that the CAD system
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provides [ ]. During this decision-making process, the knowledge base and decisionmaking rules are utilised [ ].
The CAM system is responsible for generating and optimising toolpaths that the CNC
machine tool executes. The generation of the toolpath is based on not only the
geometry and GD&T requirements of the design, but also the machine tool to be used,
the cutters available, the property of the raw material and the cutting conditions. For
optimisation of the toolpath, the CAM system may follow different strategies aiming
for the best machining quality or to minimise machine time, tool wear, cost, energy
consumption and so on. To achieve these goals, the CAM system must analyse the
geometry of the design, decide setups and fixtures, divide the whole machining into
workingsteps and sequence them, choose proper cutters while avoiding collisions and
overcuts, and optimise the cutting parameters. Finally, a part programme is generated
which contains the toolpaths and instructs the machine tool on “how to make” the
product.
The CNC system receives the part programme and generates serialised digital signals
to drive the actuators, which are commonly the servo motor and the stepper motor.
These two types of motor can rotate by specified angles precisely according to the
digital signal. The encoder can be installed on the axis of the motor or beside the
working table of the machine tool. The feedback data of the encoder is received and
processed by the CNC system, and close-loop control can be established. Also, the CNC
system processes Input/Output (IO) information, in an on-off pattern. The output
applies to the control of lubricants, cooling, lighting, chip conveying and so forth, and
the input can be received from the sensor, switch and other systems, for example, the

cutter monitoring system. The processing of IO is based on the part programme and
the internal logic of a machine tool – the Programmable Logic Control (PLC). Please
note that the term PLC is also used to describe the device or the system that takes
IEC

- programmes, such as ladder diagrams, as the input and controls the IO

points accordingly [ ].
The generation of digital signals from the toolpath is interpolation. Following various
algorithms, a series of points, namely setpoints, at or close to the toolpath within a
certain tolerance, are generated according to the toolpath information: the start, end,
type, and kinematic parameters. These algorithms are realised by either a hardware
interpolator or a software interpolator [ ].

1.2 Integration of CAx and CNC
These systems use various data formats to store product information. To enhance
cooperation and collaboration, there have been demands for integration between
stages for better efficiency, and data sharing and re-use within each stage. However,
the information barrier from proprietary data formats has not been resolved yet, which
is more of a business issue rather than a technical one [ ].

1.2.1 CAD/CAM
CAD/CAM integrates design and manufacturing activities within a single computer
system. This integration provides a direct connection between CAD and CAM, with a
unified expression and data structure that avoids a time-consuming and duplicated
two-step process [ ]. The CAD/CAM integrated system is now mainstream in the
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design and manufacturing software market – Creo by PTC, CATIA by Dassault System
and NX by Siemens, for example.

1.2.2 Interoperability issues in CAx chain
The term interoperability means that systems and procedures are organised to
guarantee that the information can be exchanged or re-used freely, both internally and
externally [

]. More specifically for design and manufacturing, interoperability refers

to information sharing and re-use, firstly between two different CAD, CAM or CNC
systems and secondly among CAD, CAM and CNC systems [ ].
The proprietary data formats that CAD/CAM vendors apply naturally place an
information barrier between the users of different CAD/CAM systems, and hinder
cooperation and integration among companies or departments. The Drawing
eXchange File (DXF), Initial Graphics Exchange Standard (IGES) and Product
Description Exchange for Standard (PDES) formats were early efforts to exchange the
geometric data. In

, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)

published the ISO

STandard for the Exchange of Product model data (STEP),

which has a broader scope covering different product types [ ]. The aim of STEP is to
provide a common computer-interpretable data format for a product during its whole
lifecycle from design to manufacturing, use, maintenance and disposal. The data can
be exchanged and archived among different computer systems, while maintaining the
completeness and consistency. The scope of ISO

includes the representation of

the product information, covering components and assembly, and the exchange of
product data, including its storing, transferring, accessing, and archiving [ ].

The parts of STEP implementation are called Application Protocols (APs), which define
scopes for specific purposes. By adding new APs, STEP is extended. STEP AP

:

Configuration Controlled D Designs deals with the exchange of D geometry. STEP
AP

: Core Data for Automotive Mechanical Design Processes adds GD&T and other

information, and is seen as the extension of STEP AP

. Both APs are widely accepted

by CAD/CAM vendors. However, they only contain geometric representation and lack
the information about geometric features, which means that the design model saved as
STEP AP

format is not easily re-used. In

, ISO published STEP AP

Managed Model-based D Engineering, which consolidates STEP AP
AP

:

and STEP

and includes support for composite design, kinematics, Product Manufacturing

Information (PMI), design rules and requirements, and shape data quality [ ,
Nevertheless, being the latest standard, STEP AP

].

has not been fully supported by

CAD/CAM vendors.

1.2.3 Interoperability issues among CAMs and CNCs
The toolpath is stored in a so-called part programme, which is a text file containing
letters, digits and symbols. The prevailing format for the part programme is the G and
M codes, which represent the toolpaths and machine tool functions respectively. The
G/M code was standardised by ISO

firstly in

, then updated in

[ ].

Because the G/M code only describes the toolpath, which is low-level information, and
does not contain the design information, the information flow is unidirectional from
CAM to CNC.
Furthermore, CNC system vendors always define peculiar G/M code for their exclusive
functions and follow different grammars for their part programme, such as whether
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there are line numbers and whether there is a blank between the letter and the
following digit. The part programme in G/M code is always machine tool dependent.
It is neither portable nor interoperable. The CAM system has to use post processors to
output a part programme that conforms to a particular format.
STandard for the Exchange of Product model data – Numerical Control (STEP-NC) is
a newer standard for Numerical Control (NC) programming. STEP-NC is defined by
STEP AP
and ISO

: Application Interpreted Model for Computerised Numerical Controllers
: Data Model for Computerised Numerical Controllers separately using

two different forms of data representation. Instead of expressing “how to make” a
product explicitly, STEP-NC tells “what to make” – the product. It defines the
machining task in terms of workplans and workingsteps, which include the machining
feature and its corresponding technology, instead of actual tool paths (although it can
still do this when necessary). However, STEP-NC has not been implemented by major
commercial CAM and CNC system vendors.

1.3 Trends in manufacturing
Manufacturing patterns are changing from mass production to customised production.
The challenge is how to produce customised product which meets the customer
requirements as much as possible at an affordable cost. With the emerging
technologies of cloud computing and cloud manufacturing, servicelization in the
manufacturing process is emphasised by both the academia and the industry. These
trends introduce new requirements for manufacturing systems.

1.3.1 Customised products
Mass production is a predominate pattern for manufacturing, which dramatically
reduces product cost and contributes to the increase of living standards. However,
targeting customer preference has been a proven profitable business strategy for over
half a century [ ]. In a customer centric business environment, the customer, to a
greater extent, favours customised products.
There are a few concepts that reflect this change, such as mass customisation and mass
personalisation. These concepts aim to provide individualised or personalised
products in one or more dimensions of the product at a reasonable price, while quickly
responding to customer requirements [ - ]. There is an equilibrium between the
price and the extent of satisfying personalised customer requirements such as product
quality and deliver time.

1.3.2 Servicelisation in manufacturing
The concept of servicelisation or servitisation means that the company is organised to
offer not only the product itself but also integrated products and service, which could
date back to

[

]. It has been gaining in importance in academia and business

since then, and has become more prominent through cloud computing and cloud
manufacturing.
Cloud computing, as National Institute of Standards and Technology of the United
States (NIST) defines, is the way that the computing resources be shared in a resource
pool which can be ubiquitously accessed by users through a network [ ]. These
computing resources, which are not limited to computer programmes but include
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networks, storages and servers, are delivered as services over the Internet [

]. Cloud

manufacturing adopts the concept of cloud computing, that is, manufacturing
resources are “virtualised”, scheduled and distributed through networks as services [
]. Cloud computing and cloud manufacturing eliminates upfront payment from the
user and is provided in a pay-per-use or pay-as-you-go manner. One benefit is, the
initial investment and upgrading charges for the expensive machine tools, equipment
and software are decreased. The other, for the service provider, is the utilisation rate
of the resources being increased. Apart from that, cloud manufacturing further
facilitates cooperation between companies both vertically and horizontally.

1.3.3 New requirements to manufacturing systems
The manufacture of customised products requires the manufacturing to be flexible and
intelligent, so as to reduce lead time and labour cost. The manufacturing system also
needs to be fault tolerable. The machining stoppages occur from time to time.
Recovering from machining stoppages takes extra time and labour cost, or the failed
workpiece would be discarded, which is a waste of material. Because customised
products are not made in large batches as is mass production, production failures or
stoppages will have a greater impact on profit.
The servicelisation of a machine control entails a change to the architecture of the
machine control system, which is constrained by the implementation of the machine
control system, in other words, the hardware and software architecture. What is also
required is the data being transmitted properly over the networks. If the provider and
the receiver of the machine control service locate far from each other, the control data

,

have to be transmitted over the Internet and even across countries, which brings
uncertainty to the machine control system.

1.4 Research objectives and scopes
This research aims to develop a cloud-based smart machine control system which
meets the demands of future manufacturing systems. There are two major objectives:
. Develop a cloud-based smart machine control system which is able to deliver
the control of machine tool as a service.
. Explore and realise methods to automatically recover from machining
stoppages targeting various situations. ISO

STEP-NC is the chosen data

format for the part programme
The research involves developing strategies for various situations of machining
stoppage. How the incidence of the stoppage is triggered is beyond the scope of this
research. An assumption is made that the incident is triggered by another tool
monitoring system. The system implementation is based on ISO

STEP-NC . -

demensional manufacturing features for a three-axis milling machine. The STEP-NC
file, being processed by CAM/CAPP systems, is the input part programme used. The
automatic selection and optimisation of cutting parameters for a certain machining
process are not in the research scope.
The tasks of the research are listed below:
. Propose the framework for the cloud-based smart machine control system.
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. Study machine tool stoppages, develop corresponding recovery strategies and
make extensions or modifications to the STEP-NC data structure when needed.
. Investigate the network protocols and develop a proper method of transmitting
control data over the Internet.
. Develop a prototype system.

1.5 Thesis outline
In Chapter

, a comprehensive literature review on the evolvement of the NC

architecture, computer networks used in the manufacturing area, STEP-NC, cloud
computing and cloud manufacturing are presented.
Chapter

explains the enabling technologies used in this research. The ISO

STEP-NC is described, including details of the data structure and implementation
methods. The data sampling interpolation method is introduced later. The EtherMAC
real-time Ethernet fieldbus is presented, which makes possible the pure software
implementation of the interpolation algorithms, and is used for communication
between the system and the target machine tool.
Chapter

presents the framework of the cloud-based machine control system.

Following discussion of the tasks of the CNC system, the framework is proposed.
Additional requirements considering the data transmission and security issues are
discussed.
In Chapter , the mechanism of transmitting setpoints over the Internet is reported.
Details about the mechanism and the corresponding algorithms are provided.

Chapter

provides the details of the STEP-NC enabled auto-recovery. Machining

stoppages are analysed and grouped. The means of reacting to the stoppage and
recovering from the stoppage is explained. Details of the recovery strategies, selection
of the alternative cutter, adjusting workingsteps, and machine tool independent
recovery are detailed.
Chapter

explains the implementation of the system. The development environment,

libraries used and the development of each module are described. The case studies are
reported.
Chapter

concludes the research, discusses the limitations of this research and

provides recommendations for future research.

Chapter 2.

Literature Review

The control system is the brain of the CNC machine, which was used to be highly
hardware-dependent. Besides performance improvements, the evolution of the control
system has made it more open and interoperable, which not only reduces costs but
more importantly removes obstacles to information flow among systems and system
components, and facilitates the cooperation and collaboration at various levels. This
chapter reviews the relevant literature and developments of the open architecture of
the CNC control system, computer networks used in the manufacturing systems, STEPNC related research and cloud manufacturing, including the cloud-based control
system. Based on the review, the research gaps and motivations are identified and
discussed.

2.1 Open architecture of the CNC system
With the advancement of electronics and computer technology, the hardware of the NC
controller evolved from vacuum tubes, transistors, relays, integrated circuits, to
computers. The change of the architecture of the CNC system reflects the involvement
of the hardware capabilities and functionalities.
The architecture of CNC has entered a new era, being increasingly more open and
interoperable since the

s. The purpose of an open architecture CNC is to provide

a vendor-neutral and standardised interface for a user to implement and integrate
user-specific functions or algorithms. The openness of a controller can be determined
by its portability, interoperability, extensibility, and scalability [

]. Portability means

that the system can operate on different platforms with no changes, while maintaining
its functionalities. Interoperability, as mentioned in Chapter , describes the ability to
exchange information in different ways among various types of system. Extendibility
and scalability are similar concepts; however, the former indicates that for an existing
system, the functionalities can be easily added or subtracted with no conflict with the
other functionalities, and the latter determines that the set of functionalities can be
varied to suit the system size and the user requirements.
Many large-scale projects have been undertaken throughout the world. In North
America, the NIST conducted a reference model architecture named Real-time Control
System (RCS) for intelligent real-time systems. In this system, the control task was
divided into basic elements. The elements were then grouped into nodes and
rearranged into hierarchical layers that have their own functionality and timing [

].

Based on RCS, the National Centre for Manufacturing Science and the United States
Air Force sponsored Next Generation Controller Specification for an Open System
Architecture Standard (NGC SOSAS) programme [

]. NIST later defined an

Enhanced Machine Controller (EMC) architecture validating RCS and NGC SOSAS.
The system grouped the components in layers following RCS and defined Standardised
Applications following NGC SOSAS [

]. In

, Chrysler, Ford Motor Co., and

General Motors published the Open Modular Architecture Controller (OMAC) white
paper, which reflected the interest from the industry. The OMAC user group defined a
set of component-based and message-based application programming interfaces (API),
aiming to provide machine manufacturers with the standard components for easy
configuration and integration of machine control systems [

]. The research on open

CNC was also carried out in the Manufacturing Automation Laboratory, University of
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British Columbia (UBC) in Canada. A hierarchical multiprocessor open CNC
(HOAMCNC) system was developed. The machine tool tasks were divided and running
separately in a non-pre-emptive microkernel and a real-time operating system
microkernel respectively. Later on, the Open Real-Time CNC Operating System
(ORTS), which consisted a PC and Digital Signal Processor (DSP)-based control board,
and Intelligent Machining Module (IMM), which was dedicated to processing censor
outputs, were developed to provide much more open capabilities [

,

].

In Europe, the European Strategic Program on Research in Information Technology
(ESPRIT) commissioned an ESPRIT III program called Open System Architecture for
Controls within Automation systems (OSACA). The system defines platform-internal
interfaces and information exchange protocols between modules. The external
behaviours of the modules are standardised by APIs, while the implementation of each
module can be vendor-specific. Later, the Herstellerübergreifende Module für den
nutzerorientierten Einsatz der offenen Steuerungsarchitektur (HÜMNOS) project
followed the OSACA architecture and developed a prototype that is implemented
partially in some commercial products [

,

]. Institute for Control Engineering of

Machine Tools and Manufacturing Units (ISW) of the University of Stuttgart and
Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production Engineering (WZL) of the RWTHAachen University developed CNC system based on the OSACA specification
respectively. The UBC, WZL and ISW also conducted a cooperative project, which
allow the ORTS tasks to be accessed by OSACA commands [

]. The Open Controller

Enabled by an Advanced Real-Time Network (OCEAN) project aims to realise a realtime platform for distributed control. An open source Distributed Control System RealTime Framework (SCRF) was developed based on a standardised communication

system. Compared with that of OSACA, the SCRF is real-time capable, which is
important for distributed control systems. A reference architecture for componentbased open numerical control was defined. All functionalities were reflected by
components [

,

]. The Foundation for the Smart Factory of the Future (FoFdation)

project, which began in June

, was funded by the Seventh Framework Program

(FP ) of the European Commission. One of the objectives of this project is to develop
a FoFdation Smart Machine Controller (FSMC). Characteristics of the FSMC include
[

]:
x

knowledge learning from the experience, and performance improvement based
on knowledge and the simulation;

x

automatic selection of the machining conditions to impove the quality and the
efficiency;

x

improvement of the machining parameters and the design model itself via
online calibration; and

x

use of high-level language to describe parts and components, control the
machining process and store the history.

In Japan, the consortium Open System Environment for Controllers (OSEC) was
established. Two versions of OSEC were released, and prototypes of each version were
demonstrated. Three models were defined: the reference model, architecture model
and implementation model. The system uses an ordinary PC, and the object-oriented
architecture is divided into function blocks with plug-and-play capabilities [

]. In

parallel to OSEC project, the Japanese Open Promotion (JOP) group developed a
standard API for the communication between NC and PC-based HMI. The
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specification was named PAPI and can be implemented on various types of PC-based
CNC system [

].

Hamilton, Hascoet and Rauch compared the architectures implemented in these
projects, as shown in Table . [

,

].

Table . Comparison of openNC controller architectures [

,

]

2.2 Computer networks in manufacturing systems
The computer networks have been widely used in the manufacturing system.
Researchers in control theory area studied the behaviour of the Network Control

System (NCS). The fieldbus especially the Ethernet fieldbus are developed to replace
the old wiring system, which makes the pure-software CNC system possible, pushing
the openness of CNC system to a new level.

2.2.1 Architecture of the computer networks
The architecture of the computer networks can be described by the Open System
Interconnection (OSI) model. The OSI model is an abstract and standardised model,
and uses a seven-layer architecture to describe all the computer network. The model
uses the concept “open system” to represent the autonomous system in conformance
with all applicable OSI protocol. And the “terminal” determines the system which is
manipulated by a human being and communicates with other systems following the
OSI standard. Table . illustrate the layers of the OSI model, in which Layer is close
to the hardware side of the computer network, and the Layer
application end [ ,

is close to the

].
Table . OSI model

Layer

Data Unit

. Application
. Presentation

Device

Example
HTTP, FTP, SMTP

Data

. Session
. Transport

Segments

TCP, UDP

. Network

Packet/Datagram

IPv , IPv

. Data link

Bit/Frame

PPP, IEEE

. Physical

Bit

DSL, USB

Router
. , L TP

Switch
Hub
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In the home and office network environment, the dominant Local Area Network (LAN)
solution is the Ethernet. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
standard IEEE
IEEE

defines a set of standards for LAN. The service and protocols the

defines are limited to Layers - of the OSI model. The Layer data link layer

is divided into two sub-layers: Logic Link Control (LLC) and Medium Access Control
(MAC) [

]. The Ethernet using common MAC with speed ranging from Mb/s to

Gb/s is standardised by the IEEE
standard family [

. or ISO/IEC/IEEE

- of the IEEE

].

2.2.2 Network control system
The NCS is a control system in which the components of controller, sensors, actuators
and other system components exchange the information using a shared media or
network. By using the NCS, the control functions of the system can be distributed
among controllers [

].

The ideal NCS does not exist. As the components are distributed, and also, because of
its limited bandwidth and computing power, there is always delay in the system. Apart
from that, the communication scheduling mechanism and the structure of the
transmitted data cause time-delay uncertainty in the system, which may be constant,
bounded or random [

].

For several decades, researchers have investigated the influence of the network delay
on the system: the scalability [

], stability [

], and quality of control (QoC) [

].

The system’s performance is also application dependent, for example, the sampling

rate [

] and whether the sampling is time-varying or constant [

] will influence the

system performance.

2.2.3 Real-time Ethernet fieldbus
The traditional wiring system, in which the circuits of components or devices of the
controller are electronically connected peer-to-peer, such as using RS

(serial port),

has limited transmitting speed, reliability and flexibility. The fieldbus technology
began to develop in around the late

s and early

s. All the components or

devices connecting to and transmitting data through the fieldbus are treated as nodes
[ ]. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard defines the
fieldbus as “a digital, serial, multidrop, data bus for communication with industrial
control and instrumentation devices such as – but not limited to – transducers,
actuators and local controllers” [

].

Thomesse generalised the impetus of the fieldbus into two categories: functional enduser needs and technological capabilities. The end-user needs include: ( ) the need for
standardisation, ( ) the requirements of some projects, such as Manufacturing
Automation Protocol (MAP) by General Motors and Technical and Office Protocol
(TOP) by Boeing, ( ) the concept of computer integrated manufacturing and
hierarchical architecture, and ( ) wiring simplification needs. The technological
capabilities consist of technological advancements such as the OSI model, the LAN and
protocols, microelectronics and integrated circuits [

].

Using fieldbus rather than point-to-point connection has the following advantages [
x

interoperability in working with other devices,

]:
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x

greater system functionality,

x

simplicity in electric connection and ease of use compared with analogue device,

x

accuracy in data transmission, and

x

low cost in purchasing, implementation and maintenance.

Because the Ethernet is faster, more capable of transmitting large quantities of data,
and has cheaper hardware, industries choose to use the Ethernet for the industrial
control system named real-time Ethernet (RTE) [

]. Apparently, when used as a

fieldbus, Ethernet must meet these requirements in the field area [

]:

. time-deterministic communication, which means that the communication of
every cycle will complete by a predefined period;
. time synchronisation between field devices, for example, the moving axes
should be synchronised to guarantee the accuracy of the toolpath; and
. the ability to exchange very small data records efficiently and frequently,
regarding that the data for every control cycle is usually in small size, and the
cycle time is short.
There are also implicit requirements for retaining communication capability so that
the entire infrastructure and software is reusable. This will allow support for the
migration of the office Ethernet to RTE, the use of standard hardware and software
components, and the ability to permit the coexistence of Ethernet and RTE on the same
cable [

].

The standard IEC

- defines some of the main performance indicators, such as

the delivery time, number of nodes, topology and accuracy of time synchronisation [

].

Taking into consideration the delivery time and the clock synchronisation, there are
three real-time classes [

]:

. soft real-time with a scalable cycle time, which is used for shop-floor and process
automation;
. hard real-time with a cycle time of

-

ms, which is used for the control of

devices, except for the motion control; and
. isochronous real-time, with a cycle time of

μs to ms and jitter of less than

μs, which is used for the motion control.
The Ethernet used in the home and office network is based on the Transmission
Control Protocol (User Datagram Protocol)/Internet Protocol [TCP(UDP)/IP], which
is standardised by IEEE

. and IEEE

. [

]. The Ethernet is not designed to

transmit real-time data in the field area, because of the Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) mechanism, which deals with the scheduling of
communications among systems or nodes in the network. The procedure is described
as follows [ ]:
. If the medium is idle, start the transmission. If not, wait until it is idle.
. Transmit the data while monitoring the data transmission.
. If another signal is detected in the network while transmitting, stop the
transmission and transmits a jam signal to all nodes.
. Wait for a random period of time.
. Re-transmit the data by repeating the procedure.
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It is obvious that according to CSMA/CD, real-time communication via the Ethernet
cannot be guaranteed. Many RTE solutions have involved modifications to the
Ethernet technology. Felser concluded that such solutions could be categorised into
three groups, which are shown in Figure . . The first one modifies the top layer rather
than the TCP/UDP/IP protocols and is called “on top of TCP/IP”. Modbus/TCP,
EtherNet/IP, P-Net and Vnet/IP belong to that category. The second one bypasses the
TCP/UDP/IP protocols (“on top of Ethernet”). Ethernet Powerlink (EPL), TimeCritical Control Network (TCnet), Ethernet for Plant Automation (EPA) and
PROFINET CBA are the typical examples. The last one modifies the Ethernet
mechanism and infrastructure to reach a time-deterministic performance (modified
Ethernet), which includes SERCOS III, EtherCAT and PROFINET IO. However, all of
the solutions use the universal cable defined in IEEE
with the Ethernet [

. to preserve compatibility

].

Figure . Structure for RTE [

]

RTE provides a new possibility for a pure-software CNC system. With the rapid
development of personal computer technologies, the PC-based open architecture CNC
has attracted a lot of attention because of its low price, high computing and image
processing capability, sophisticated operation system, and rich application software.
The first stage of the PC-based CNC is the use of a PC with a hardware motion control
board, in which the hardware board takes charge of the motion control [

]. Pure

software implementation requires no specific hardware and is more flexible and agile
in terms of motion control algorithms. The development of the fieldbus, especially the
RTE, enables the advanced, pure software implementation, in which all the control
functions including the motion control are realised by a software module, and the realtime motor commands are transmitted to motor controllers cycle by cycle. Ma
developed an open architecture CNC system obligating OMAC model and using a
SERCOS compatible motion controller [
based on Profibus [
CANBUS [

]. Zhou proposed an open CNC controller-

]. Chen discussed a configuration-style CNC system based on

]. On the RTE front, Zhang proposed a hierarchical architecture for RTE-

enabled CNC systems [

]. Wang discussed a CNC system based on Ethernet for

manufacture automation control (EtherMAC) and Windows NT [
a real-time Ethernet-based CNC system with a ring topology [

]. Xu talked about

]. Erwinski developed

a CNC controller running under Linux Real-Time Application Interface (RTAI) that
adopted Ethernet Powerlink as the communication means between a CNC controller
and a servo driver [

].
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2.3 STEP-NC
As mentioned in Chapter , the proprietary data formats cause interoperable issues
between CAD, CAM and CNC systems. The STEP and STEP-NC, as standardised and
neutral data formats, facilitate the information flow among those systems.

2.3.1 G/M code vs. STEP-NC
The G/M code is still the dominant format for the part programme. However, there are
many drawbacks with using G/M codes [ ]:
. After a G/M code is generated, all high-level information (i.e. design
information) of the machining is lost. The part program written in G/M codes
is hard for an operator to read, modify and verify; this is more so when the
workpiece is complicated.
. The data flow is unidirectional. If the program needs to be modified based on
the condition of the machine tool on the shop floor, the changes cannot be easily
fed back to the CAD/CAM system.
. The part program in G/M code is control system dependent and lacks
interoperability. Although the G/M code complies with the same standard, the
parser of CNC systems follows various arrangements. CAM systems have to use
corresponding post-processors for different CNC systems. Furthermore, control
system vendors tend to introduce their own G/M code extensions for better
performance and functionality, making the program even less portable.
. It is hard to optimise all the cutting parameters during the machining. The
operator can override the spindle speed and feedrate during the machining.

However, overriding other parameters such as the depth of cut is impossible
after the part program is generated.
Unlike the G/M code, STEP-NC defines the machining task by features and the
corresponding operations. The details will be presented in Chapter . STEP-NC has
many advantages over the G/M code [

,

]:

. STEP-NC provides a complete structured data model including geometrical and
technological data. There is no information lost at any stage of the product
lifecycle.
. The data model is scalable and extendable.
. STEP-NC facilitates bi-directional data flow between CAM and CNC. Any
modification of the STEP-NC part programme in the shop floor can be fed back
to the design department.
. STEP-NC contains no machine tool dependent information. Therefore, postprocessors are no longer required.
. The STEP-NC part programme can be saved as an XML file, which enables
distributed manufacturing or cloud manufacturing.
Apart from the above-mentioned advantages, STEP-NC as a neutral data format
provides an opportunity for integration of the CAx and CNC systems, such as the
integration of the simulation and optimisation [

]. The use of multiple processes on

the same workpiece can be integrated into a single model [

,

].

STEP-NC has two forms of data representations: the Application Reference Model
(ARM), that is, ISO

[

] and the Application Interpreted Model (AIM), that is,
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ISO

AP

[

]. The difference between the two models is the extent to which

the STEP descriptive method is implemented [

].

STEP-NC complies with STEP in terms of representing the data structure. The data
structure is described by schema in the form of plain text, using the data modelling
language EXPRESS and the graphical notion EXPRESS-G, which is a subset of
EXPRESS [

]. The part programme, containing all the information of the machining

task as an instance of the schema, is either in the text format, which is defined by
ISO

Part

defined by ISO

[

] named Part
Part

[

file or P

file, or in the XML format, which is

].

2.3.2 STEP-NC related research
Research about STEP-NC has been mainly on the development of the data model,
integration of STEP-NC with CAD, CAM, CAPP and CNC, and the realisation and
application of a STEP-NC controller. Many collaborative projects have been conducted
among academics, CAM vendors, machine tool manufacturers, industry associations
and consultants across the world.

2.3.2.1 Major STEP-NC projects
Early projects, such as the Rapid Acquisition of Manufactured Parts (RAMP) project
and the STEP Manufacturing Suite (SMS) project, focused on the development and
implementation of the data structure [
STEP AP

]. The data model was integrated into the

“Mechanical Product Definition for Process Planning Using Machining

Features”, which was later published in

and updated in

[

]. The machining

features defined in STEP AP
AP

[

,

were resembled by the ISO

and the ISO

].

The ESPRIT EP

STEP-Compliant Data Interface for Numerical Controls (STEP-

NC) project developed a data process chain between CAD and CNC. STEP AP
AP

and AP

,

were selected for the information exchange. The participants were

from across the European Union (EU) and Switzerland, including a CAD vendor
(Dassault), CAM vendors (Dassault, OpenMind and CADCAMation), CNC vendors
(Agie, OSAI and Siemens AG), machine tool builders (Agie, Starrag and CMS), users
(DaimlerChrysler, Volvo, Derendinger, Franci and Wyss), institutes (EIG of the
Engineering School of Geneva, ISW, WZL) and a consultant company (AMT). The data
models for milling, turning, contouring and Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM)
were developed, implemented and integrated into the draft of ISO

. Tests for four

scenarios were conducted: milling and drilling, freeform machining, wood and glass
machining and EDM. In these tests, the validity of the data models was tested and
verified. The models of the test workpiece were provided by different CAM systems,
and the machining was finished by different users. An Object-Oriented Data Base
(OODB) was established, which CAD, CAM and CNC systems could access. All the
workpiece information in the STEP-NC format could be stored and retrieved as objects.
The development of the prototype of the STEP-NC compliant CNC system was based
on the Siemens

D, OSAI CNC and AgieVision CNC. The module STEP-NC

interpreter within the CNC system was able to access the objects from the OODB and
interact with the CNC kernel. Not only the information from the OODB was used for
the machining, but also the changes to the information on the shop floor was uploaded
to the OODB. In this way, the bi-directional data flow was achieved [

].
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The Intelligent Manufacturing System (IMS) STEP-NC project was an extension of the
ESPRIT STEP-NC project, and the participants spread to four regions (EU, Switzerland,
Korea and the USA). The purpose of this project was to widen its usability, enhance
interoperability from manufacturing to design, improve functions and spread the
applications worldwide. In the turning demonstration scenario, the STEP-NC data
model for turning operations was developed and demonstrated. The CAD model was
produced by CATIA V in the AP

format. The ISW of the University of Stuttgart,

Germany developed a CAM prototype named STEPTurn, which firstly read in and
displayed the AP

file, and the machining features were obtained by a manual

feature recognition. After these features had been assigned to setups, the operations
and strategies were generated automatically, and finally, all the data objects were
exported to a STEP-NC file [

]. CATIA V CAM could also export a STEP-NC file with

explicit toolpaths. A conversion tool for Siemens ShopTurn converted the STEP-NC
data to ShopTurn cycles, which were equivalent to STEP-NC workingsteps. The other
demonstration scenario highlighted the feedback of the know-hows for contour
machining of wood and glass. An object-oriented data management system called
STEP-NC server was run on the CMS CAM. The machining know-hows were stored in
the system and can be exchanged among CAMs and CNCs. A user can select the
operation which best fits the machining feature and generate a STEP-NC file. If the file
was optimised on the shop floor, that file would be stored and analysed. The knowledge
is stored in the form of rules in decision tables. The project also realised a prototype
for the STEP-NC based inspection. The Siemens STEP-NC user interface and the
STEP-NC shop floor programming tool from WZL generated a STEP-NC file, which
was then read by the inspection planning tool from ISW, where the tolerance

information and the inspection task were added. The updated file was executed by
either the Siemens or WZL milling solution, and the inspection workingsteps were
executed via the WZL interface on a Zeiss Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM). The
result was parsed and integrated into the STEP-NC file, which closed the CADCAM/CAPP-CNC-CAD loop [

].

In the above mentioned FoFdation project, STEP was applied as the common format
for the data sharing. The so-called manufacturing information pipeline was the
medium linking factory applications. STEP-NC was used to describe the micro-process
plan, and the interpolator was able to interpolate the STEP/STEP-NC splines directly
[

,

]. The architecture of the FSMC was designed to enable both progressive and

breakthrough innovations. The former was compatible with the legacy NC controllers,
transforming the legacy NC controller based on the G/M code to the STEP-NC
compliant controller, to avoid purchasing new machines and costly training. The latter
was towards paradigm shifting [

].

The STEPMAN project was also supported by the FP , starting in November
a duration of

with

months. The consortium consisted of industry organisations, Small

and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and research institutions (WZL, University of Bath
and Ateknea Solutions). The aim of the project was to develop a system that facilitates
bi-directional communication along the CAx chain, specifically for SMEs, with the
purpose of promoting the application of the STEP-NC in SMEs. Features of the system
included the bidirectional information flow between CAx systems, the split and spread
of large manufacturing orders between SMEs according to their available capabilities,
and the reuse of the legacy NC part programme by interpreting and generating new NC
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part programmes for new systems and controllers. There were three core functions of
the STEPMAN: the translation of the geometric features from the product model into
the standardised model, the machining operation planning integrating the product and
manufacturing model, and the generation of the process plan. The system also
implemented a versioning solution for the file and the feature. The former was offered
by the repository storage, which allows the change tracking of every file. The latter
included two stages: ( ) gathering and analysing the functional design, and ( )
implementation including the coding and the testing. The project also developed a
knowledge management system for quality improvement. Validations and
demonstrations were performed in the participating SMEs. Training in the use of the
system was offered by the participating research institutions to the participating SMEs
[

].

The STEP Manufacturing Team in ISO Technical Committee (TC)
(SC)

Sub Committee

Working Group (WG) , coordinated by the STEP Tools Inc. in the USA, is an

active and major player in the ISO

AP

STEP-NC research and application

area. Members of the team included organisations, manufacturing companies,
CAD/CAM vendors, cutting tool vendors and research institutions. In October

,

the Model Driven Intelligent Control of Manufacturing project, which also has the
name Super Model Project, was conducted and funded by the Advanced Technology
Program (ATP) of the NIST with a duration of three years. The aim of this project was
to develop a database to contain all the information in the Super Model, which was
defined by STEP and STEP-NC standards. The deliverable of the project was a library
that enables downstream manufacturing tools to update the information defined by
the upstream design tools [

]. Demonstrations were conducted by members of the

STEP Manufacturing Team across the globe. The demonstrations from

to

were grouped into five phases, as shown in Table . [ ].
Table . STEP-NC demonstration history [ ]
Dates

Capabilities shown

Purpose

/

Tool path generation from Manufacturing

Faster Art-To-Part

/

features

/
/
/

CAM to CNC data exchange without post

CNC interoperability

processors
/

Integration of CAD GD&T data (as defined in Integrated machining

/

AP
ISO

/

e ) with CAM process data (as defined in

and measurement

)

/

Cutting tool modelling (as defined in ISO

/

Cutting cross-section modelling

)

Feed speed optimization

/
/

Tool wear modelling

/

Machine tool modelling

Tool life management

/

The AP
[

draft was improved during this period of time and formally published in
,

]. The second edition of AP

formally published yet. The proposed AP

was also proposed but has not been
Edition

and augmentations according to those demonstrations [
being considered to be included into AP

includes some modifications
]. The traceability was also

Edition . The traceability tasks were

defined by a series of nc_functions such as recording actual machining time and
logging toolpath deviation, and the result was saved to the part programme [

]. The
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MTConnect – a royalty-free and open-source standard for “Manufacturing Technology
Connect” [

] –

was used to capture the process information [

demonstration held in June

]. In the

, the accuracy of a machine tool was predicted by

measuring its loaded and unloaded accuracy, using tools from Boeing and NIST
respectively [

]. At the International Manufacturing Technology Show in

(IMTS

), CAM data exchange with STEP-NC on the so-called digital thread was presented.
A model was generated by Boeing and sent to the tool vendor, Sandvik and ISCAR.
Tooling optimisation was performed with the knowledge of the tool vendors, and
recommended processes were generated. All communications were via a single digital
thread with one STEP-NC description containing all recommended processes [
In

].

, the Digital Manufacturing and Design Innovation Institute (DMDII) in the

United States of America funded three million US dollars to the Mind the Gap (MtG)
project and the Operate Orchestrate Originate (O ) project. The goal of the projects
was to develop three cloud services: ( ) an NC part programme generating service by
Pennsylvania State University, ( ) a

D process planning service by Vanderbilt

University and ( ) a tooling optimisation service by the STEP Manufacturing Team.
The digital thread and digital twin demonstration was conducted in October

. The

machining was tracked and validated; a digital twin was established from an
MTConnect stream and measured by a virtual CMM [
The third edition of the P

].

file was proposed to enable the crowdsourcing of very large

product models. Two new sections, Anchor and Reference, were proposed, which gives
the external name for an entity in this model and provides the reference to another file
respectively. The address of the external name and the reference were nominated by

the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). The timestamp and the signature were applied
for file management purpose. The JavaScript library was added to define methods in
the Anchor and the Reference sections for managing the file linking [

].

2.3.2.2 Research on the STEP-NC controller
The research work related to the STEP-NC controller can be divided into four
categories [ ,

]: ( ) conventional CNC control using STEP-NC, ( ) new STEP-NC

enabled control where STEP-NC information is internally processed, ( ) STEP-NC
enabled intelligent control with the ability to perform high-level intelligent activities,
and ( ) collaborative and distributed STEP-NC enabled machining.
The first type of STEP-NC controller takes the role of a translator or a post-processor
for a particular machine, with a G/M code output. It is the least difficult
implementation of a STEP-NC controller and was chosen by early STEP-NC projects.
Also, because of its role as a post-processor, it is compatible with the branded CNC
controller and requires minimum investment. Therefore, this solution has also been
selected by several recent projects targeting enterprise applications. This type of
solution is either a plug-in for a CAD/CAM system or a standalone software solution.
An example of the former is the plug-in for the GibbsCAM in the Super Model project.
By using the plug-in, the user was able to read-in the AP

part programme, generate

toolpaths with the toolpath generating capability of the GibbsCAM, and output
traditional G/M code for a specific CNC controller. One example of standalone
software is the above-mentioned STEP-NC Machine. Wang et al. at the University of
Auckland in New Zealand developed a prototype using IEC
which was able to generate the ISO

function blocks,

STEP-NC file and translate the STEP-NC file
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into G/M code [

]. Newman et al. developed an Agent-Based CAM (AB-CAM) system.

The system was able to read an AP

file, add the STEP compliant process plan and

finally generate a controller specific G/M code [

]. For the progressive innovation of

the FoFdation project, the “Legacy Use Case” was based on the remote FSMC interface
for part programming and

the optimisation module named FSMO to generate

machine-specific part programmes [

].

In the second category of STEP-NC controllers, the STEP-NC file was processed
internally, and there was no G/M code existing within the system. The solution was
usually based on some popular controllers or open architecture controllers. A
prototype of STEP-NC compliant controllers was developed by WZL of RWTH Aachen
University based on Siemens

D in the ESPRIT STEP-NC project. The test was

carried out at the DaimlerChrysler plant in Stuttgart, Germany. The Dassault System
was responsible for generating ISO

part programmes, and Open Mind was

responsible for handling the CAD/CAM integration. The modules for parsing,
interpreting and simulating were added. The ShopMill, which is a shop-floor NC
programming tool by Siemens, and the Sinumerik
to process the ISO

part programme [

D CNC controller were adapted
,

]. Researchers in ISW, the

University of Stuttgart developed the STEPturn, which is a CAM tool generating
ISO

STEP-NC file from the AP

geometry file. A conversion tool transformed

the STEP-NC part programme into the Siemens ShopTurn format, which was then
executed by the

D CNC controller [

]. Xu at the University of Auckland

demonstrated a G code-free system implemented in a legacy CNC system. The project
involved retrofitting a lathe by using a motion control system which took K Motion
Control language as its control language. A STEP-NC compliant NC converter named

STEPcNC was developed, which could read the AP

STEP-NC data and convert the

data into the K Motion Control language after adding workplans and/or workingsteps
[

]. Minhat developed a G/M code free STEP-NC controller based on function blocks.

The test bed was a -axis milling machine controlled by a PC-based EMC controller
[

].

The third category of STEP-NC controllers not only processes the STEP-NC data
internally but also performs intelligent activities. STEP-NC as the enabling data model
provides a CNC controller with more high-level product information to support more
intelligent functionalities, such as optimising machining operations, dynamically
regenerating tool paths, fault-tolerance with robustness and self-correction to
unexpected events (e.g. tool breakage) [

]. Researchers in the Pohang University of

Science and Technology (POSTECH) in South Korea proposed an intelligent controller,
which consists of a Shop Floor Programming system (PosSFP), Tool-Path Generator
(PosTPG), Tool-Path Viewer (PosTPV), Man-Machine-Interface (PosMMI) and CNC
kernel (PosCNC). The task was converted into a Process Sequence Graph (PSG), which
is a graphical description of the workingstep sequence. The so-called PSG scheme
made the machining task intelligent and autonomous. The actual sequence of the
workingstep was optimised by the CNC system when the task was executed [

,

-

]. Ridwan at the University of Auckland developed a machining optimisation system
using optimal feedrates. The ISO

STEP-NC was used as the underlying data

model providing higher product information for cutting force estimation [
breakthrough innovation of the FoFdation project was based on the EMC
control and tightly integrated with the above mentioned FSMO [

].

]. The
open
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The fourth category has the ability to support Web-based, distributed and collaborative
manufacturing, and to realise the “design anywhere manufacturing anywhere”
paradigm. The part programme in the XML format which follows the ISO

Part

is easy to be transmitted and shared with all the parties over the Internet. Lee et al.
at Seoul National University in South Korea proposed an XML-based STEP-NC
intelligent controller for a five-axis milling machine [

,

]. Choi et al. in POSTECH

developed a STEP-compliant CNC system named TurnSTEP which has three
subsystems: code generation system (CGS), code edit system (CES) and autonomous
control system (ACS). Part programmes in XML format were exchanged among three
subsystems over the Internet through a STEP-NC repository, which was an XML
database [

]. Researchers of the Institut de Recherche en Communications et

Cybernetique de Nantes (IRCCyN) in Nantes, France and POSTECH proposed the
eXtended Manufacturing Integrated System (XMIS) to provide intra-enterprise and
extra-enterprise integration in manufacturing. Modules contained in the XMIS include
the Production Project Unit (PPU), the Planning Unit (PU), the Process Analysis Unit
(PAU), the Process Control Unit (PCU) and the Process Diagnosis Unit (PDU). STEP
and STEP-NC were used as the data format for communicating among the modules.
The eXtended CNC system (XCNC) is a subsystem of the XMIS which integrated the
PAU, PCU and PDU of the XMIS. The XMIS system was implemented by the STEP-NC
Platform for Advanced and Intelligent Manufacturing (SPAIM) at IRCCyN laboratory
in France, which served both as a demonstrator and as a platform for future
development [

,

].

2.4 Cloud manufacturing and cloud-based machine control
Cloud manufacturing borrowed the concept of cloud computing. The concepts and
research topics are discussed in this section.

2.4.1 Cloud computing
In the NIST’s definition [ ], “Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service
models, and four deployment models.”
The five characteristics are:
. on-demand self-service – the user can access the computing resources as
needed without the human intervention of the service provider;
. broad network access – the access to resources is enabled over the Internet or
other standard mechanisms through a heterogeneous platform;
. resource pooling – the resources in different locations from a service provider
are pooled and dynamically assigned to the users on demand in a multi-tenant
model;
. rapid elasticity – the capability of the cloud is scalable according to the demand,
which can be seen as unlimited from the user’s viewpoint; and
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. measured service – the use of the resource is metered at certain levels of
abstraction, for example, in pay-per-use or charge-per-use pattern, and is
transparent for both the provider and the user.
All the resources are provided as services at different levels or in different modes. The
three service models include:
. Software as a Service (SaaS) – the service is provided as the application running
on the cloud infrastructure;
. Platform as a Service (PaaS) – the user creates applications on the cloud
infrastructure using the provided programme languages, libraries and tools;
and
. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) – the fundamental resources, for example,
processing, storage and networks are provided to the user, who is able to run
software including operation systems or applications.
The architecture of cloud computing can be divided into four layers from top to bottom:
the application layer, platform layer, infrastructure layer and hardware layer, as
illustrated in Figure . . The hardware layer is responsible for managing real hardware
facilities, usually implemented in a data centre. The infrastructure layer or virtual layer
virtualises and pools the computing resource through resource virtualisation
technologies. The application layer consists of the operation system and programming
frameworks. Lastly, the application layer is the highest layer, where the actual
applications operate [

].

Figure . Architecture of the cloud computing [

]

The deployment model denotes whether the resources can be accessed globally or
privately, which contains:
. private cloud – the access to the service or infrastructure is exclusive to the users
in a single organisation or party;
. community cloud – the access to the service or infrastructure is exclusive to the
users in a group of organisations sharing the same concerns;
. public cloud – the access to the service or infrastructure is open to the public
globally; and
. hybrid cloud – the infrastructure of the hybrid cloud is a composition of two or
more private, community or public clouds. Each cloud retains its individuality,
however, unified services are provided to the user.
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The market for cloud computing has made rapid growth because of the following key
advantages [

,

]:

. lower or no initial investment for the computing infrastructures – cloud
computing applies the pay-per-use or pay-as-you-go pattern. The users only pay
a low or no upfront for the services and cloud infrastructures and do not need
to invest in the infrastructure themselves;
. immediate access to computing resources and shorter time to market – the
services can be easily accessed via various clients over the Internet. Time taken
for purchasing and deploying the hardware can be saved;
. highly scalability and low operation cost – the users do not have to arrange the
resource based on the peak load. The capability of the service can be scaled up
immediately when the demand is high. After peak time, the resource can be
released to save on operation cost; and
. easy maintenance and upgrades – the details of the cloud infrastructure are
hidden from the user. The service provider has better knowledge and expertise
for maintaining the service quality.
Among the challenges and issues of implementing cloud computing, what the user is
concerned about are service availability, data interoperability and integration, user
privacy and data security [

,

].

2.4.2 Cloud manufacturing
As defined by Xu from the University of Auckland, New Zealand [

], cloud

manufacturing is “a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network

access to a shared pool of configurable manufacturing resources (e.g., manufacturing
software tools, manufacturing equipment, and manufacturing capabilities) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction’’. Manufacturing resources, local or global, are pooled and distributed, so
users can access manufacturing services according to their need during the entire
lifecycle of a product. It supports collaboration and cooperation among manufacturing
partners in a flexible and dynamic way [

]. Cloud manufacturing incorporates some

other technologies, for example, Internet of Things (IoT), virtualisation and serviceoriented technology [

], and has the following characteristics [

-

].

. Service-oriented
The manufacturing resources during the lifecycle of a product are virtualised and
provided to the user as services, such as Design as a Service (DaaS), ManuFacturinG
as a Service (MFGaaS), SIMulation as a Service (SIMaaS), etcetera. The services are
metered and charged in the pay-per-use pattern according to user demand, which is
particularly useful for SMEs who cannot afford the expensive initial investment for
some manufacturing resources.
. Effective in collaboration and integration
Manufacturing resources, including machines, equipment, software, knowledge and
expertise of a service provider, are easily accessed by service demanders across the
globe. The services are modelled by modelling language and matched semantically.
Virtual manufacturing societies or organisations can be formed within which the
workflow is managed.
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. Knowledge-intensive
Knowledge plays an essential role in cloud manufacturing. Multidisciplinary
knowledge is pooled and shared, and knowledge reuse is encouraged in cloud
manufacturing. The intelligent data processing and decision making are supported by
technologies, for example, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and big data analysis.
. Physically distributed and logically centralised
Participants of cloud manufacturing include the service consumer/user/demander, the
service provider and the service operator. The resources of the provider may be located
in different places and controlled by different organisations. However, these resources
are virtualized, pooled and managed centrally by the service operator.
The following research topics are the main focuses of cloud manufacturing [

,

]:

. Resource and service issues
These issues include: ( ) methods to describe, publish, discover and access resources;
( ) resource visualisation and encapsulation; ( ) scalability, interoperability,
composition and integration of resource service; and ( ) resource and service
scheduling.
. Knowledge and data management
The knowledge refers all the information, data, descriptions, rules and strategies used
in cloud manufacturing. Research interest examines: ( ) the architecture and
framework of knowledge management systems; ( ) the input and output mechanism

including acquisition, storage and retrieval of knowledge; and ( ) knowledge reasoning,
sharing and interaction with people.
. Architectures, platforms, frameworks, models and applications of cloud
manufacturing
Proposed concepts of the cloud manufacturing system have been described, using
layered structures, by many researchers. However, the number of layers and their
responsibilities varies. The platform management and the cost and price mechanism
of cloud manufacturing were also studied.
. Collaboration and integration
There are several aspects for the collaboration and integration: ( ) collaboration
between the existing in-house system of the cloud manufacturing platform, ( ) the
method of selecting virtual enterprise partners, ( ) interoperability in the business
process and the CAx chain in the cloud manufacturing environment, and ( )
collaborative design and process planning.

2.4.3 Cloud-based control system
The concept of the cloud-based control system was first proposed by Verl et al. from
the ISW of the University of Stuttgart in

[

]. Several disadvantages of the typical

machine control system were identified. From the plant operator’s viewpoint,
maintaining a variety of different CNC systems in the plant is costly. There are very
limited means for the machine tool vendor to remotely diagnose and solve the problem
or the issue of the control system. Dispatching the engineer to the user is always
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necessary, which is time-consuming and expensive. Because of the architecture of the
control system, it is difficult to upgrade a control system without changing the
hardware. The low protection of process know-hows is another problem. In the case of
manufacturing outsourcing, the manufacturer has all the process knowledge and the
part programmes to manufacture a product, and the product design could be easily
copied. The proposed solution moves the computational part of the control system into
the cloud, and the actuators and sensors remain at the local. The machine control is
provisioned as a service named Machine Control as a Service (MCaaS) or Control
System as a Service (CSaaS). Advantages of the cloud-based control system include
[

,

]:

x

lower cost of commissioning, maintenance and diagnosis of the control system;

x

easy upgrading of the control system including the control algorithms;

x

dynamic scalability of the functionality and capability of the control system;

x

better protection of the process know-hows;

x

interoperability and data exchange with other systems and devices; and

x

possibility of creating new value-added services, such as machining big data
analysis and machining diagnosis.

The architecture of the proposed system is shown in Figure . . In October

, the

Project pICASSO was kicked off and funded by the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research. The name pICASSO is the abbreviation of Industrielle
CloudbASierte SteuerungsplattfOrm für eine Produktion mit cyber-physischen
Systemen (industrial cloud-based control platform for production with cyber-physical
systems, in English). The aim of the project is to develop a control technology for cyber-

physical systems (CPS) for industrial production that can be flexibly provisioned, via
mechanisms of central data processing and service oriented software architecture. The
members of the consortium also include software companies, machine tool and
industry robot vendors and end-users [

].

Figure . Architecture cloud-based machine control [

]

The communication mechanism is a vital enabling technology for the cloud-based
control. The communication requirements, challenges to the IT infrastructure and the
selection of the network protocols were discussed by Schlechtendahl et al. [

]. The

authors also proposed a solution, using Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
(DASH) [

] protocol, to transmit the control data. The DASH protocol targets the

media streaming application and divides the whole streaming into small segments. The
proposed solution separates the data for the drives, IOs and Human Machine Interface
(HMI). The data for the IOs and HMI is not transmitted when a low bandwidth is
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detected. However, this solution does not cover the situation where the bandwidth is
not sufficient to transmit the data for the drives. Experiments exploring the network’s
capability between the facilities of the University of Stuttgart, Germany, the University
of Auckland, New Zealand, and the Google Cloud Centre, Europe were performed, and
two use cases were considered. The result showed that the TCP, UDP and WebSocket
[

] protocols are not capable of transmitting real-time control data if no other

measures are taken [

]. Kretschmer et al. proposed a communication extension for

the robot process of which the architecture is illustrated in Figure . . It has a threelayer structure, and each layer operates in a separate computer. The machine control
layer generated the robot control packages via the Soft-PLC TwinCAT and
communicated with the gateway layer through the communication module COM. This
communication was over TCP/UDP, therefore, it was a non-real-time communication.
The gateway layer received the packages and transmitted them to the field bus layer
through the fieldbus CANopen. In the field bus layer, the Soft-PLC ran in the same
configuration as the robot control module in the machine control layer. In this case, a
result was measured by a hardware-in-the-loop simulation [

].

Figure . Architecture of the communication extension for the robot process [

]

Vick et al. demonstrated cloud-based motion planning and control for the industrial
robot named RobotControl as a Service. The real-time motion control of the robot
controller was kept in the local and communicated by real-time fieldbus with the robot.
The cloud-based control generated the steps and position setpoints and contained
three parts. The first part is the HMI where the commands were generated. The second
part contains all the algorithms including interpolation, forward and inverse
kinematics and collision detection. And the third one is a robot server connecting IP
network to the fieldbus [

].

2.5 Research gap and motivation
Modern CNC machine tools have advanced in robustness and reliability, but machining
stoppages still happen due to various types of failure, such as tool failure, hardware
and/or software error, communication error when using fieldbus, emergency stop and
so on. Due to the above-mentioned disadvantages of the G/M code, the recovery of the
machining is highly reliant on the experience of the operator and is usually very timeconsuming. After locating the line in the program that the machining stops at, the
operator needs to locate the specific toolpath with the help of the drawing, find out the
feedrate and the spindle speed by examining the context of the program, and make
necessary changes to the program. Some commercial CNC systems can recover from
the interruption caused by a reset. Some commercial CNC systems support
interruption and custom macros, which make possible auto recovery from tool failure
[

]. Peng developed a framework for resuming machining when G code is used, and

implemented it by modifying a FANUC HL-

CNC system [

]. However, there

are limitations to this scenario and the recovery cannot be completed automatically.
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Where the cutter has to be replaced and no cutter with the same parameters is available,
the tool offset function is only applicable to contour milling, and usually, a new part
program needs to be regenerated by the CAM system. Furthermore, in some situations
when there is a workpiece displacement due to cutter failure, or the stopped machining
has to be continued using another machine tool, the workpiece coordination system
needs to be re-established, making the recovery even more difficult. Often a simpler
approach is taken, that is re-machining the half-finished part from the very beginning
or simply discarding it. This leads to a waste of time and/or material and should be
avoided especially in small-batch production.
There is much research focusing on machining monitoring systems [

] and cutting

tool monitoring systems [

]. Many commercial cutting tool monitoring systems are

available on the market [

]. These systems combine sensor technology and signal

processing technology and develop strategies for decision-making. Based on various
tool failure situations, a tool monitoring system gives different types of warning or
triggers signals. For recovery from failures, Moon and Moodie analysed the cause of
failure in manufacturing cells and presented recovery strategies [

]. Kao proposed a

framework of generating recovery strategies for assembly processes [

]. Berruet,

Toguyeni et. al. presented the recovery procedure for a flexible manufacturing system,
which implemented a model applying graphic theory-based algorithms [

]. However,

the above-mentioned papers deal with recovery at the manufacturing system level and
do not focus on recovering machining.
Due to the limitations of the hardware and software of the CNC system, the control
system falls beneath the expectations of both machine tool users and the machine tool

vendors. On the one hand, one of the machine tool user’s expectations is to decrease
the investment and increase the operation rate of their machine tools. However, the
modern control system is not only expensive but also increasingly complicated, which
in turns causes high costs in maintenance, commissioning and repair. Nevertheless,
the control system’s updating ability and expandability are quite limited due to its
hardware architecture. Often, to use some particular functionalities, users have to
update the whole system and always have to pay for the functionalities they do not
often use. On the other hand, the high cost of the control system restrains the machine
tool user from installing new systems or updating old systems. The machine tool
vendor seeks more possibilities to provide affordable services in servicing and
maintaining of their products and updating legacy systems.
One solutions to the above-mentioned issues is to move the computational part to the
cloud and offer the control of the machine tool as a service. All the algorithms are
performed in the cloud, and the high computational power of the cloud makes highly
sophisticated algorithms applicable. This inevitably involves the transmission of
machine control data, such as interpolated setpoints, over the Internet, which require
time-deterministic behaviour. However, Internet is not designed to transmit data in
real-time, and the data transmission over the Internet may encounter various errors,
for instance, delays, loss, duplication, disorder and so forth. Real-time Ethernet can
only be applied to the local area network, but not to the Internet. Therefore, the
mechanism for transmitting the machine control data over the Internet is an essential
issue.

Chapter 3.

Enabling Technologies

The essential enabling technologies for the proposed cloud-based machine control
system are presented in this chapter. Firstly, details about the ISO
introduced. The ISO

STEP-NC are

STEP-NC is utilised to provide high-level information about

the workpiece, which will be used for auto-recovery from the stoppage. The data
structure of ISO

and its implementing method are demonstrated. The

interpolation method used in a CNC system is always implementation-oriented. The
data sampling interpolation algorithm is presented in the next section, which plays a
vital role in dealing with the cutter-related stoppage and the errors during transmitting
machine control data over the Internet. Lastly, the EtherMAC, a real-time Ethernet
field-bus is introduced. It requires neither a real-time operation system nor special
hardware on the computer, which makes the implementation easier. The abovementioned interpolation algorithm can be realised in a pure software implementation,
making possible a more agile interpolation algorithm.

3.1 ISO14649 STEP-NC
ISO

STEP-NC is used as the enabling data structure in this research. The data

structure defines how the information of the machining task is organised. Some
libraries and software tools are used to assist the manipulation of the information.

3.1.1 Data structure of the ISO14649
STEP-NC describes the machining of a workpiece by defining workplans and
workingsteps for machining features. Currently, ISO

covers milling, turning,

wire-EDM and sink-EDM processes. However, this research only deals with milling
process. The data structures involved in the paper are defined by ISO
fundamental principles [
ISO
[

-

], ISO

for milling processes [

-

- for

for manufacturing features [

], and ISO

-

],

for milling cutting tools

]. It also references some fundamental and general types and entities defined by

the STEP standard.
The data entities related to this research in EXPRESS-G are illustrated in Figure . .
Each block represents an entity, and the thin solid/dash line with a circle at one end
states a compulsory/optional attribute relation, while the thick solid line with a circle
at one end denotes a supertype-subtype relation. The entity with Prefix (ABS) is an
abstract supertype which must be inherited. The label with a digital indicates that the
supertype-subtype relation is a ONEOF relation. To make the diagram compact, only
part of the attributes relevant to this research are shown in the diagram.
The top-level entity Project is mandatory for ISO

-based data models and owns

Attributes its_workpiece as the description of the workpiece to be machined and
main_workplan as a top-level workplan. The information stored by its_workpiece
may also include descriptions of the raw piece (its_rawpiece) and the geometry
(its_geometry) of the workpiece. The Entity Advanced_brep_shape_representation
follows the advanced boundary representation method defined by ISO

Part

to describe the geometry. It is worth noting that the description of the raw piece is of
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the same type as the Workpiece. The Workpiece is also associated with the workpiece
setup and machining feature. The Workplan’s Attribute Its_effect describes the change
resulting from an operation. The type In_process_geometry has three attributes,
as_is, to_be and removal, denoting the geometry before, after and the removed
volume of the operation respectively.
Legend

Defined by ISO14649-10

Defined by ISO14649-11

Defined by ISO14649-111

Defined by other STEP/STEP-NC Parts

Note: not all entities are shown
its_workpieces S[0:?]

its_workpiece
its_geometry

main_workplan
Project

Workpiece

Advanced_brep_shape_representaion

its_raw_piece
its_bounding_geometry
Bounding_geometry_select
Block
its_origin
its_secplane

its_setup
Workplan

Setup

Elementary_surface

its_elements L[1:?]
its_workpiece_setup L[0:?]
its_effect
its_effect

(ABS)Executable

Axis2_placement_3d

Right_circular_cylinder

its_origin
Workpiece_setup

as_is

its_workpiece

In_process_geometry
to_be

1

removal
its_feature

Nc_function

(ABS)Program_structure

depth
(ABS)Manufacturing_feature

(ABS)Two5D_manufacturing_feature

1

1

(ABS)Machining_feature

its_operations S[0:?]

1
Elementary_surface

(ABS)Workingstep
Toolpath_list

1

Planar_face

Pocket

Step

its_toolpath
Rapid_movement

(ABS)Touch_probing

(ABS)Operation

(ABS)Tool_direction

its_tool_direction

(ABS)Drilling_type_operation

1

Machining_workingstep
its_operation

(ABS)Machining_operation

its_technology

1

retract_plane

(ABS)Milling_machining_operation

(ABS)Milling_type_operation

1

overcut_length

approach

its_tool
(ABS) Technology
feedrate

(ABS)Machining_tool
1

(ABS)Approach_retract_strategy

Lenght_measure
effective_cutting_diameter

its_machining_strategy
(ABS)Two5D_milling_strategy

Speed_measure

1

retract

(ABS)Two5D_milling_operation

(ABS)Milling_machine_cutting_tool
maximum_depth_of_cut

1

1

1
(ABS)Milling_cutting_tool

Bidirectional

Unidirectional

(ABS)Plane_milling

(ABS)Side_milling

1

1
Side_mill

(ABS)Bottom_and_side_
milling

End_mill

Plane_rough_milling

Plane_finish_milling

Figure . EXPRESS-G diagram of milling machining related entities defined by
ISO
The top-level Workplan defines the Attributes its_setup and its_elements. The former
describes the setup information of the global security plane (its_secplane), the setup
origin in the machine coordinate system (its_origin), and the workpiece setup

(its_workpiece_setup), which defines the workpiece origin in the setup coordination
system (its_origin). And the latter contains a list of Executable, which is an abstract
supertype and inherited by either a workingstep (Workingstep), a function of the
machine tool (nc_function) or a combination of Executable (Program_structure). The
workingstep can be a machining workingstep (Machining_workingstep), a rapid
movement (Rapid_movement) or a touch probing workingstep (Touch_probing). In
this diagram, the Machining_workingstep is the inherited subtype, which defines the
feature to be machined (its_feature) and the corresponding machining operation
(its_operation). It may also specify its_effect attribute to reflect changes to the
geometry of this particular machining workingstep.
This paper only focuses on the

. -demensional ( . D) features defined by

two5D_manufacturing_feature, which is the subtype of manufacturing_feature and
the supertype of either the Machining_feature or the duplication and combination of
those features (not shown in the figure). Some of the . D machining features defined
by ISO

-

are illustrated in Figure . , including: planar face, pocket, slot, step,

profile feature, round hole, boss, spherical cap and rounded end. The feature can also
be the compound and the replicate of these features. Inherited from the Entity
Operation, which defines the generic data for all operations including the explicit
toolpath, the entity Machining_operation is the abstract supertype for all the
machining operations. The tool to be used, the technological parameters and the
optional retract plane of the operation are also specified in the Entity
Machining_operation.
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Figure . Some . D machining features defined by ISO
The

Entity

Milling_machining_operation

defines

only

one

property:

the

overcut_length, which is used to restrain the overcut over the opened boundary of a
feature, to avoid the collision with other features or components of the machine.
However,

it

has

two

derived

subtypes

Milling_type_operation

and

drilling_type_operation. The former derives the Freeform_operation and the
Two5D_milling_operation which this research focuses on. It also specifies the
approach and retract strategies used to indicate how the machine tool reaches the first
cut and retracts after the last cut, shown in Figure . . The approach/retract strategy
are divided into two types: plunge strategy and air strategy. The former defines the way
of approaching the cutter from the retract plane to the depth of the first layer and
between layers, when all the movements fall within the boundary of the feature in the
X-Y plane. The latter specifies the strategy for approaching and retracting through the
air. Apart from that, three types of milling operations are outlined: plane milling, side
milling, and bottom and side milling. For each type of milling operation, the roughing
and finishing operations are defined respectively. Two5D_milling_operation also
states the machining strategies by the property its_machining_strategy, and all . D
milling strategies are illustrated in Figure
Plane_finish_milling is listed in Table

. . The complete definition of the

. . A Unified Modelling Language (UML)

object diagram is illustrated in Figure . , which presents an example how a plane-face
milling is specified following the ISO

.
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Figure . Approach and retract strategies defined by ISO

Figure . Machining strategies defined by ISO

Table . Attributes in Entity bottom_and_side_finish_milling
Attribute
its_toolpath
its_tool_direction
its_id
retract_plane
start_point
its_tool
its_technology
its_machine_functions
overcut_length

Type
toolpath_list (ENTITY)
tool_direction (ENTITY)
identifier (STRING)
length_measure (REAL)
cartesian_point (ENTITY)
machining_tool (ENTITY)
technology (ENTITY)
machine_functions (ENTITY)
length_measure (REAL)
approach_retract_strategy
(ENTITY)
approach_retract_strategy
(ENTITY)
two D_milling_strategy
(ENTITY)
length_measure (REAL)
length_measure (REAL)

approach
retract
its_machining_strategy
axial_cutting_depth
allowance_bottom

PL1:axis2_placement_3d

milling_type_operation
milling_type_operation
two D_milling_operation
plane_milling
plane_milling

P:Project

name="SETUP1"

its_id="EXAMPLE"
its_origin

its_workpiece

Defined By
operation
operation
machining_operation
machining_operation
machining_operation
machining_operation
machining_operation
machining_operation
milling_machining_operation

its_workpieces

main_workplan

its_workpiece_setup
its_setup

S1:Setup

WS:Workpiece_setup

its_origin

WP:Workplan

WPC1:Workpiece

its_id="MAIN WORKPLAN"

its_id="WORKPLAN SETUP"

its_id="WORKPIECE"
global_tolerance:shape_tolerance (REAL)=0.01

its_elements

its_secplane

its_rawpiece
its_secplane

PL2:axis2_placement_3d
its_id="WORKPIECE SETUP"

ES1:Elementary_surface

MW:Machining_workingstep

its_feature

WPC2:Workpiece

its_id="FINISH PLANAR"

name="SECURITY PLANE"

its_operation

its_id="RAW STOCK"
its_workpiece

its_operations

PT1:Plunge_toolaxis

approach

retract

PT2:Plunge_toolaxis

PFM:Plane_finish_milling
its_id="FINISH PLANAR FACE"
retract_plane:length_measure (REAL)=10
overcut_length:length_measure (REAL)=5
axial_cutting_depth:length_measure (REAL)=2.5
its_tool

its_bounding_geometry

PF:Planar_face
BLK:Block

its_id="PLANAR FACE"
depth

feature_placement

its_machining_strategy

name="RAW"
x:positive_length_measure (REAL)=100
y:positive_length_measure (REAL)=100
z:positive_length_measure (REAL)=100

E1:Endmill
its_id="ENDMILL"
effective_cutting_diameter:length_measure (REAL)=20
maximum_depth_of_cut:length_measure (REAL)=30
edge_radius:length_measure (REAL)=0.05

B:Bidirectional

ES2:Elementary_surface
name="PLANAR FACE DEPTH"

PL3:axis2_placement_3d
name="PLANAR FACE"

Figure . UML object diagram for an example of face milling
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3.1.2 Implementation tool
In the ISO

STEP standard, the programme interface manipulating the

EXPRESS-defined data is called Standard Data Access Interface (SDAI) [

]. The

operations for specific programming language are defined separately, for example, C
[

], C++ [

] and Java [

]. There are two types of SDAI binding, early-bound and

late-bound. The definition of the early-bound API is specific to a certain schema, and
the programming library is generated by the EXPRESS compiler before execution of
the code. However, the late-bound API is defined regardless of the schema. Data
dictionary, which is the compiled representation of the schema, is used. SDAI C is a
late-bound API [

].

Several companies developed the programming solution, which contains not only the
programming libraries and APIs that comply with SDAI, but also some extensions and
development tools. The ST-Developer is developed by the STEP Tools, Inc., which is
used in this research. Another examples is the JSDAI developed by LKSoftWare GmbH
[

].

3.1.2.1 ST-Developer ROSE Library
The ROSE Library is a set of high-performance C++ APIs for manipulating the
EXPRESS-conformed data files. ROSE and SDAI data can be mapped to each other
[

].

The classes of the ROSE Library include STEP object classes, support classes and the
RoseInterface class. The STEP object classes are compiled from and correspond to the
data type in the EXPRESS schema. The objects in the design are the instances of the

corresponding object classes. The ROSE support classes take charge of traversing and
manipulating STEP data objects. For example, the RoseP Parser and the
RoseP Writer classes are responsible for reading and writing the Part

and Part

files. The RoseInstance class manages the workspace of the application in the memory,
such as designating a default or current design, traversing and finding a design in the
workspace, and clearing the workspace [

].

3.1.2.2 ST-Developer Java Library
Similarly, the classes of the ST-Developer Java Library are generated for every entity
and type in a schema. The classes are pure Java classes which work on any Java virtual
machine. The ST-Developer Java Library also provides data management
functionalities such as reading, writing and traversing data. The data in the STDeveloper Java application is organised by model and populations. The model
corresponds to the entire Part

or Part

file. A population contains the information

of a HEADER or a DATA section in the file. Normally the model contains only one
population, however, there is a possibility that a model will contain more than one
population corresponding to multiple DATA sections of a Part

or Part

file.

3.1.2.3 ST-Developer Tools
ST-Developer Tools contains four categories of application: EXPRESS tools,
EXPRESS-G tools, conformance and editing tools, and data management tools [

].

The first function of EXPRESS tools is checking the schema, which is performed on
several levels, roughly correspond to ISO

- . Syntax, structure, reference and

value will be checked. Following the check, the schema can be compiled into the ROSE
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Library, the Data Dictionary, and the Java Library by the EXPRESS Compiler and
Converter. The schema can also convert the schema into structural web pages by the
EXPRESS to HTML Converter, which is very convenient for a developer (a human) to
browse the schema.
The EXPRESS-G tools include: the EXPRESS-G viewer, editor, converter and
comparator. The tools for generating output files for the printer or plotter are also
included.
The conformance checkers are responsible for checking whether a part programme
conforms to its designated schema. Both the syntax and the data-sets will be checked.
The Part
Part

file browser and the Part

and Part

XML browser are provided for viewing the

files. The redundant and irrelevant entity instances in the data set

can be removed by the STEP File Cleaner.
The data management tools contain: C++ Source Management Tools, which makes the
management of the class easier; the ROSE File Tools, which provide management
functions to ROSE files; the IGES / STEP converter; and the DXF / STEP converter.

3.2 Data-sampling interpolation algorithm
The selection of an interpolation method is hardware-oriented. The data-sampling
interpolation method is a typical software-based interpolation method for modern
CNCs. In this method, the time taken machining a toolpath is divided into sections by
a constant time interval called the interpolation cycle. For every interpolation cycle,
the setpoints are generated by an algorithm [ ]. If the real-time Ethernet is used for

transmitting the setpoints to the motion controller, the communication cycle usually
equals the interpolation cycle.
The algorithms for linear and circular interpolations are covered in this section. The
linear interpolation will be discussed in detail, and the circular interpolation can be
seen as the interpolation of the arc.

3.2.1 Speed profile
The whole process of moving along a toolpath can be seen as a combination of
accelerating, moving at a constant speed, and decelerating. Figure . illustrates seven
types of speed profile, where the beginning speed, end speed, setting speed and
maximum speed of the toolpath are denoted as vb , ve , vs and vm respectively. The
maximum speed will not exceed the setting speed. The speed profiles are explained
corresponding to seven situations:
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Figure . Speed profiles
(a) the profile contains the three whole phases. Both the setting speed and end
speed are reached
(b) the profile contains an accelerating phase and a decelerating phase. This profile
may apply to a shorter toolpath than that of (a). The speed has not reached the
setting speed before it has to decelerate towards the end speed
(c) if the toolpath is even shorter than that of (b), and the end speed is greater than
the beginning speed, the profile may only contain an accelerating phase
(d) similarly to (c), if the end speed is smaller than the beginning speed, the profile
may only contain a decelerating phase
(e) the profile contains an accelerating phase and a constant speed phase
(f) the profile contains a constant speed phase and a deceleration phase
(g) the profile only contains a constant speed phase.

3.2.2 Speed planning
In this research, the speed planning, that is, calculating the number of cycles for the
accelerating phase, the constant speed phase and the decelerating phase, is performed
prior to the execution of an interpolation.
The number of cycles for the accelerating phase N a is given by

Na

ª vm  vb º
«« aT »»

Equation .

The distance travelled during the acceleration La is
N a 1

La

¦v

b

 ia T vmT

Equation .

i 0

Similarly, the number of cycles for the decelerating phase N d is given by

Nd

ª vm  ve º
« aT »
»
«

Equation .

The corresponding distance Ld is
N d 1

Ld

¦v

m

 ia T veT

Equation .

i 0

Then the number of cycles for the constant speed phase N c is

Nc

« L  La  Ld »
«
»
vmT
¬
¼

Equation .
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If Nc ! 0 , the speed profile will be either (a), (e), (f) or (g), and vm equals to vs . However,
if Nc d 0 , the speed profile will be either (b), (c) or (d). The vm is calculated by the
algorithm illustrated in Figure . .
Start

vm

vm  aT

vm

L'

L'a  L'd

Where

N a'

L'a

vb

vm  vb
aT
N a'

¦v

b

No

 ia T

L' t L

i 0

N d'
'
d

L

vm  ve
aT
N d'

¦v

s

Yes

vm

vm  aT

 ia T

i 0

End

Figure . Flow chart for calculating the maximum speed of a toolpath

3.2.3 Compensating the residual distance
Because the number of cycles must be an integer value and the number of cycles for
constant speed phase is rounded down, it is possible that there is a residual distance,
which will be compensated by distributing it to other cycles.

3.2.3.1 Compensation in the deceleration phase
If the speed profile is (a), as the number of cycles is rounded down in Equation . , the
residual distance Lr , which is illustrated by a shade in Figure . (a), will be distributed

to the cycles in the deceleration phase by adding a compensation speed to each cycle,
excluding the last cycle (to guarantee the end speed). The area of all shades in Figure
. (b) equals Lr . The speed compensation for the decelerating phase vdc is given by

vdc

Lr
Nd 1 T

Equation .

where Lr is given by
Lr

L  vm N cT  La  Ld

Equation .

However, the difference between the compensated speed of the second last cycle and
the speed of the last cycle, that is, the end speed cannot be higher than aT , or the
acceleration will be over the limit. This situation may happen when there is a small
number of cycles in the decelerating phase. The condition is expressed by
vm  Nd  1 aT  ve  vdc d aT

Figure . Compensation in the decelerating phase

Equation .
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3.2.3.2 Compensation in the accelerating phase
If Equation . cannot be satisfied, vdc will be its maximum value. The compensated
distance by the decelerating phase Ldc is
Ldc

Nd aT  vm  ve Nd  1 T

Equation .

The rest of the residual distance will be compensated for by the cycles in the
accelerating phase, where the speed for each cycle can only be reduced. Therefore, one
more cycle is added with speed equal to v m by a roundup operation, which is illustrated
in Figure . (a). To diminish the excessive distance, the speed compensation for the
accelerating phase vac will be subtracted from the accelerating phase represented in
Figure . (b). The distance to be compensated for Lac is calculated by

Lac

ª ª Lr  Ldc º Lr  Ldc
««
»
v
T
vmT
m
»
«
¬

º
»v mT
¼

Figure . Compensation in the accelerating phase

Equation .

However, the compensation in the accelerating phase is slightly different from that of
the decelerating phase. Because the algorithm is repeated in every cycle, the
compensation might not be applied to the last cycle. As illustrated in Figure .

(a),

when the following equation is met, compensation will not be applied to the last cycle,
and the added cycle is counted in the constant cycle.

vm  Na  1 aT  vs  vac d aT

Equation .

where

vac

Lac
Na  1 T

Figure .
Otherwise, if Equation .

Equation .

Speed compensation for the accelerating phase
is not satisfied, there will be compensation in the last cycle,

which is shown in Figure .

vac

(b). In this condition,

Lac
 vm  2  N a aT  vs
T
Na

vac is given by

Equation .
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The added cycle belongs to the accelerating phase. The number of cycles for the
accelerating phase increases by one, and the number of cycles for the constant speed
phase remains unchanged.
If the number of cycles in the accelerating phase is not sufficient, the compensation
might be too large to make the difference between the second last and the last cycle
greater than aT . The maximum value is given by

vac d Na  1 aT  vs  vm

Equation .

3.2.3.3 Compensation in the constant speed phase
If Equation .

is not satisfied, the excessive distance needs to be evenly subtracted

from each cycle of the constant-speed phase. This

Lcc

Lcc is calculated by

Lac  >max vac Na  1  vm  Na at  vs @T

Equation .

The compensation for each cycle of the constant speed phase is given by

vcc

Lcc
Nc  2 T

Equation .

Similarly, the maximum of vcc allowed is aT .

3.3 EtherMAC real-time Ethernet fieldbus
The EtherMAC is a real-time Ethernet fieldbus used for sending the control commands
to, and receiving the feedback from the motor controller in every control cycle.
EtherMAC supports tree and ring topologies. In the configuration of tree topology, a

switch could be connected, and new nodes could be connected to the end nodes. The
properties of the EtherMAC are listed in Table . .
Table . Properties of the EtherMAC
Maximum number of connected nodes
Communication speed

Mbps

Transmission distance using twisted pair

m

Synchronisation precision

±

Package protocol

IEEE

Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) checksum

<

The clock synchronisation process is illustrated in Figure

ns
.

-

. . The process is

dominated by the first slave node (Slave Node ). In every communication cycle, the
master node sends a packet downward which contains the command data for all the
slave nodes. When the packet is received by a slave node, it extracts its own data and
passes the packet to the next slave node. The Slave Node

sends the sync frame

downward periodically. At the moment that a slave node receives the sync frame, the
time t i (i 1,2,..., N ) is logged. The time, when the sync frame is delivered to the last
slave node, is defined as the latch time. At the latch time, the last slave node sends an
upward packet containing the feedback data. When the upward packet is received by
'
the next slave node, the time ti (i

1,2,..., N ) is recorded, and the feedback data of the
'

node are added to the packet and sent upward. Since the duration from t i to t i is very
short, the 'ti (i

1,2,..., N ) and 'ti' (i 1,2,..., N ) are assumed to be equal. The latch

time can be obtained by a delay of 't i from t i , and the clocks of all slave nodes are
synchronised. At the latch time only, the commands from the master node are executed,
no matter at what time the packet is received before the latch time. If the packet for
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every communication cycle can be delivered from the master to the last slave node
before the latch time, control of the machine can be assured [

Master
Node

,

].

T
Δt0

Slave
Node 0

t0

Slave
Node 1

Δt0'

Δt1

t0'

Δt1'

t1

T0

t1'

T1
T

Slave
Node N

tn

Tn

Latch
Downward

Figure .

Latch
Sync

Upward

Synchronisation process of the EtherMAC fieldbus

Based on the above synchronisation process, a special Ethernet Network Interface
Card (NIC) and real-time operation system are not compulsory. However, there is a
specially designed driver on desktop Windows operation system for the
communication between the application and the underlying operation system. The
EtherMAC driver is a Network Driver Interface Specification (NDIS) miniport driver,
which acts as LLC sublayer. The EtherMAC driver is close to the bottom of the network
structure and has higher priority than the applications running in the operation system
and some other drivers.

3.4 Summary
In this chapter, the key enabling technologies for the cloud-based machine control
system are presented. The data structure and implementation method of the ISO
STEP-NC are introduced first, followed by the details on the data-sampling
interpolation, which plays the important roles in developing the motion control related
modules of the proposed system. The EtherMAC real-time Ethernet fieldbus is
presented lastly, which make possible the pure software implantation of the
interpolation algorithms and used as the communication medium between the system
and the motor controller of the target machine tool.

Chapter 4.

System Framework

In this chapter, the framework of a cloud-based smart machine control system is
demonstrated. Based on the requirements and expectations of users in different roles
and the analysis of the typical tasks of the CNC system, a novel framework for a cloudbased machine control system is proposed. Additional requirements for the
transformation of control data over the Internet are identified and discussed. Two
implementation modes are considered. This proposed framework has been presented
in the paper entitled “The Framework of a Cloud-based CNC System” at the
Conference on Manufacturing System in
[

rd- th

May

th

CIRP

in Taichung City, Taiwan

].

4.1 Cloud-based CNC system from the user’s viewpoint
The machine tool and its control system have become more and more sophisticated,
and functionalities and algorithms are increasingly advanced. The user or the operator
uses a HMI, switches and buttons to operate the machine. Each control system of the
machine tool runs independently and is an “information-isolated island”. In the cloud
manufacturing environment, the control of the machine is offered in the form of
MCaaS or the CSaaS. The user of the MCaaS or the CSaaS is not limited to the operator
of the machine, but also includes the administrator of the shop floor, the machine tool
vendor and even the end-user of the final product.

4.1.1 The machine tool operator
The HMI has been evolving to provide more comprehensive, straightforward and
visualised information to the operator of a machine tool. However, the expense of the
hardware and software of the HMI inevitably escalates. Apart from that, the
implementation and information displayed by the HMI are closely related to the
hardware of the control system, making it difficult or even impossible to update or
upgrade.
Augmented Reality (AR) or Virtual Reality (VR) is a promising technology for future
HMIs, which may provide a revolutionary way of interacting between humans and the
machine. It is not convenient for the operator to use an individualised virtual
environment for each machine tool. The current way of having an individual graphic
display close to the machine does not suit the future development.
The proposed cloud-based smart machine control system is able to provide a universal
mean of accessing HMIs of a variety of machines. The machine operator uses an HMI
client, which is either a programme in a thin client, an Internet browser in a tablet or
even an AR gaggle, to interact with the machine. The specific machine will be identified
by the RFID tag, the barcode or the geographic position, and the interface for a
particular machine can be displayed accordingly.

4.1.2 The shop floor administrator
Current machine tools have very limited connectivity with other shop floor
management systems. Usually, logging the information in to the system relies on
manual input, which is neither efficient nor accurate and costs additional labour.
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In the regime of the cloud-based machine control, all the machine tools of a shop floor
are connected to the cloud. Information can be gathered and uploaded. The
administrator of the shop floor can have centralised and comprehensive access to
information on the status of each machining job and each machine tool. By having a
video stream of the machine tool’s workspace, the administrator can have an intuitive
view of the progress of the machining job.

4.1.3 The machine tool vendor
There is usually a separation of sales and service of the product for the machine tool
vendor. Maintenance and repair are usually very costly, because the vendor often has
to dispatch the engineer to the field. Updating and upgrading are even more
unaffordable, as the control software is highly dependent on the hardware’s
architecture and capacity. It is not unusual when even a minor change to the control
system requires retrofitting the whole control system. Machine tool users tend to
service the machine themselves or resort to a third party.
The MCaaS or CSaaS turns the control system, in the sense of using a part of the
product – the machine tool, into a service. The user can use the system under a payper-use pattern which will decrease initial investment in the control system. Highly
computational power-consuming algorithms can be applied, and the updating and
upgrading are merely to change the version of the software in the cloud. The machine
tool vendor will be able to collect various information about the machine tool, such as
precision, errors, vibration, deformation and so on, by using a variety of sensors during
the operation. This statistical information can afterwards be used to assist proactive
maintenance and remote diagnosis.

Furthermore, by connected to the cloud-based machine control system, every machine
tool becomes a source of big data, which provides new possibilities for the value-added
services. These process-related big data can be further analysed to form the knowledge,
which can be used in three possible scenarios: ( ) optimising the design and adaptive
control of the machine tool, ( ) optimising the design and process planning of the
workpiece, and ( ) matching the workpiece with specific GD&T with the capability of
a machine tool.

4.1.4 The end-user of the product
In mass production, there is no need for the end-user of a product to be involved in the
production phase. Also, there is no way for the current control system to provide the
progress of the machining to the end-user. However, for a customised product, the enduser of the product profoundly participates in the design or is even the designer of the
product. The end-user of a product would like a deeper involvement with the
production process. While maintaining all machining information, the CSaaS is
capable of providing comprehensive and updated progress of the machining and even
a video stream of the machining to the end-user.

4.2 Typical tasks of the CNC system
The tasks mentioned here pertain to the work of realising the various functionalities of
a CNC system. The tasks that a CNC system performs can generally be divided into two
categories: real-time tasks and non-real-time tasks. The former requires that the
system finishes each step of the work strictly within a pre-defined time interval or a
control cycle.
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4.2.1 Real-time tasks
One type of real-time task is related to providing pulses to the motor drives and the
command of other pieces of equipment, and receiving and reacting to feedback from
motor drives and sensors in every control cycle.
. Interpolation
For each control cycle, the motor rotates by a certain angle according to the pulses
which are calculated from the setpoints. The setpoints must be transmitted in a timely
manner to the motor controller, as they are generated by the interpolator based on the
toolpath and the kinematics of the machine tool for every control cycle.
. Soft PLC
PLC takes charge of managing and controlling the IO points. Devices, equipment and
sensors working in an on-off pattern are connected to the IO points, such as the turret,
tool magazine, chuck, lubricant pump, lighting system, indicator, safety interlock and
other pneumatic and hydraulic devices. These IOs usually work with the motors, and
the status of the IOs are refreshed in every control cycle.
. Monitoring
The encoder, which generates one pulse for every incremental or absolute movement,
is installed on either the axis of the motor (a rotary encoder) or beside the moving parts
(a linear encoder). The absolute encoder provides the absolute value from a pre-set
position, and the incremental encoder generates a pulse for every minimum
displacement defined by its resolution. The feedback from the encoder will be read,

transmitted to the CNC system and compared with the theoretical value. The
comparison is performed every cycle, and error is compensated for in the following
cycles. Other equipment and sensors will provide the status information and some
specific information, for instance, tool condition. Some events such as the change of
status and condition need an immediate reaction.
. On-machine inspection
On-machine inspection is for locating the setup of the workpiece before machining and
measuring the geometry after machining for quality control. CNC machine tools
typically utilise a touch probe to do on-machine inspections. The touch probe mounted
onto the spindle triggers a signal when touching an object, and transmits the signal to
control system through a wire or wirelessly. At the moment of the touch signal, a
reading of the encoder is obtained to indicate the current position of the probe. The
interpolator is involved in the inspection process by interpolating inspection toolpaths
with pre-defined probing strategies, leading the probe to the certain surface of the
workpiece [

].

. Fieldbus communication.
If the fieldbus is utilised by a CNC system, it acts as the information backbone
connecting the control system with the rest of the devices. The pulse for each control
cycle has to be conveyed to the motor drive in a timely manner, or the machine tool is
not able to follow the toolpath and may fail the machining in the contour accuracy and
surface finish requirements. It is also required that the feedback from the encoder and
the signals from the sensors are collected and received by the control system in every
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communication cycle. The tasks related to the fieldbus communication need a higher
priority than the others.

4.2.2 Non-real-time tasks
Non-real-time tasks incorporate the HMI, part programme interpreting, cutting tool
management and toolpath generation. Also included are communications with other
systems such as ERP and knowledge base systems.
One type of information being displayed by the HMI is machine-related information
consisting of axis readings, status, warnings about components and devices, and so on.
Other information is related to machining tasks, such as the text of the G/M code; the
treeview of the STEP-NC file; D display of the workpiece; and possibly the simulation
of the machining. The HMI does not have to be a real-time task, simply because human
eyes are limited in “refresh rate”. A delay to a small extent is acceptable, because an
operator only cares about the final axes reading when the machine tool stops.
Other tasks are performed either before the machining, for example, accepting
machining tasks, interpreting the part programme, and toolpath generation, if the part
programme is in the STEP-NC format, or after machining, for example, updating the
information about tool life, updating the status of the machining task and logging
workpiece-related information such as an inspection result. These tasks do not require
a real-time performance.

4.3 Framework of the cloud-based CNC system
The cloud-based machine control system introduces new challenges to the design of
the system, because of the inability of the IT infrastructure. Communication over the
Internet will encounter errors such as delay, package loss, sequence error, package
repetition and transmission interruption. Based on the analysis in Section . , not all
tasks can be executed in the cloud without affecting the functionality and performance
of the control system. The difficulty of relocating a certain task varies, depending on
whether it is a real-time task or a non-real-time task. Non-real-time tasks are easier to
be servicelised and will be executed in the cloud. However, real-time tasks are harder
to do so and will mostly remain at the local.
The framework of the cloud-based CNC system is illustrated in Figure . . Machine
tools that are connected to the cloud are treated as local resources. The machining jobs
are scheduled and distributed among connected machine tools, according to their
capability and availability. The cloud is able to interpret a part programme whether it
is in G/M code or STEP-NC. If it is a STEP-NC part programme, the cloud will generate
toolpaths from the STEP-NC part programme. During the toolpath generation process,
offline optimisation can be performed on the cutter selection, resequencing the
workingsteps, and the cutting parameters, with the help of the knowledge base of this
cloud-based machine control system or other optimisation services, such as the cloudbased adaptive process planning service [

]. The HMI is also provided by the cloud,

which is able to take the advantage of new technologies such as VR and AR, and provide
new services. A local operator is also able to operate the machine through the HMI.
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Figure . Framework for the cloud-based machine control system
For the system that does not apply adaptive control, it is the local control system’s
responsibility to ensure that the axes follow the setpoints precisely. If the setpoints can
be received by the local control system without error, the machining can be finished
correctly. Because computational resources in the cloud can be seen as unlimited, high
sophisticated interpolation methods can be applied. The data received by the local
control system is of low level, so it is difficult for a local operator to do the reverse
engineering. This is a good method of protecting the process know-hows, considering
that in the cloud manufacturing paradigm, the requester of the machining job and the
operator of the machine tool may not belong to the same company or share the same
concerns.

In the local control system, the connection management takes charge of managing the
Internet connection between the cloud and the local control system. Data monitoring
is responsible for observing the data received and dealing with any transmission error.
The setpoints will be fed to drives and transformed into pulse commands, which are
finally transmitted through fieldbus and executed by the motors. The feedback from
the encoder will be used by a machine monitoring module. Combining the information
from other sensors, the machine monitoring module will provide the status of the
machining process and the machine tool. Although the HMI is provided by the cloud,
in the local control system there is still a simple HMI displaying basic information for
the operator to control the machine tool in case that the cloud service is not available.
The local interpolator is responsible for the interpolation of simple toolpaths for setting
up the workpiece and the machine and for dealing with transmission errors.
The information transmitted from the local control system to the cloud includes
current axis positions, the setup information and cutter information, which will be
used when the toolpaths are generated. The progress of the machining tasks and the
status of the machine tool, such as operation status, warning information and so on,
will be reported to the cloud. In addition, a video stream of the workspace is delivered
to the cloud for the administrator and the end-user of the product to observe the
machining process.

4.4 Additional requirements
The cloud-based CNC system introduces additional requirements for data
transmission over the Internet between the cloud-based control system and the local
control system, and the subsequent security issues.
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4.4.1 The type of the information being transmitted
There are three types of information being transmitted between the cloud control
system and the local control system:
. The setpoints
Transmitting the setpoints places additional challenges to the system, as the
interpolation is traditionally a real-time task and that the Internet is incapable of
transmitting real-time data through the Internet. As the motion control data are
generated according to the geometry, machining parameters and especially the
dynamics of the machine tool, the machine tool has to follow each setpoint one by one,
or the machine tool may travel over the tolerance or exceed the dynamics limit. The
mechanism of transmitting the setpoints will be presented in Chapter .
. The command
A command can be either from the cloud to the local or from the local to the cloud.
Some commands are merely the trigger of an operation: starting, pausing and resetting
the machining job. Others, such as the resetting coordinates, may combine the data
with the command. When the machine is not in the machining state, the auxiliary
equipment is controlled by the cloud control system, and the IO signal is treated as the
command. However, during machining, the IO control should be performed by the
local control system, and the IO control logic is received with the setpoint. The
transmission of commands should be reliable because, the command will trigger the
machining task or the corresponding control logic. Reliable Internet protocols are
essential for transmitting commands.

. The status information
Status information is only used for displaying, monitoring and statistical analysis, and
will not be directly used for controlling. Transmission errors, to a certain extent, are
acceptable, as the status information is refreshed every cycle. For displaying and
monitoring, only the latest information matters, and for statistical analysis, the
algorithm should be able to eliminate abnormal data. UDP or UDP-based protocols are
capable of transmitting status information with a shorter delay and smaller network
cost than using TCP or TCP-based protocols.

4.4.2 Security issues
Security is among the concerns of the user of the cloud service and is an important
topic in the area of cloud computing research [

,

]. In particular, for the cloud-

based machine control system, examples of security concerns include:
x

authentication of the server and the client, including certifying the server, local
control system and user in different roles;

x

access control for prompt and agile management of the privileges of the user in
different access level;

x

sensitive data protection, which may involve technical data, for example,
knowledge and algorithms, and business-related information, such as
production plans; and

x

secure communication between the server and the client to guarantee data
integrity and that no data is spied on or counterfeited.
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There exist many technologies as possible solutions for these issues, such as certificatebased authentication [

], asymmetric and symmetric cryptography [

Protocol Security (IPSec) [

] and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) [

], Internet

].

4.5 The modes of implementation
Divided by the way the cloud-based machine control system provides the MCaaS or
CSaaS, there are two modes of implementation: the virtual machine control system and
the server-client mode.
. Virtual machine control system
The virtual machine control system operates in a virtual machine in the cloud. The user
of the control system will access it via a remote access system such as Remote Desktop
and Virtual Network Computing (VNC). The use of the machine control system will be
the same as in the local, however, the buttons of the control panel will be virtualised.
By duplicating and configuring the virtual CNC system, more local machine tools can
be connected and controlled.
In this mode, the client is a thin-client. The requirements for computing power can
keep to a minimum, as all the computational power-consuming tasks are executed in
the cloud, such as D rendering in D display and simulation. However, the problem
with this mode is that the remote access system needs to maintain a constant stream
between the virtual CNC machine and the thin-client, which takes a great extent of the
bandwidth. Considering that the manipulation of the machine tool mostly happens in
preparation for machining, which only takes a small part of the entire machining
process, this part of data transmission is “useless” in the sense of information

transmission between the cloud and the local. Apart from that, the HMI has to include
all the functionalities for all the roles of the user, although the user will have different
privileges to access different functionalities.
. Server-client
In the server-client mode, the HMI is the client and runs at the local for the user, while
the server operates in the cloud. The server provides functionalities to the client by a
set of APIs. The client programme can operate either in a local device, for instance,
terminal or tablet, which is called native application, or in the browser of the device,
which is called Web application.
The client and the server for the Web application are called the front-end and the backend respectively. There will be different programmes/front-ends providing different
types of information for different roles of the user. Only the information for a particular
role is displayed. Compared with the virtual CNC system mode, the information
transmitted between the server and the client is all related to the manipulation of the
CNC system, which saves a great deal of bandwidth.

4.6 Summary
This chapter proposes a framework of the cloud-based machine control system which
provides control of a machine tool as a service. The benefits are brought to the operator
of the machine tool, machine tool vendor, shop-floor administrator and end-user of
the product. Non-real-time tasks of the CNC system are executed in the cloud, while
most of the real-time tasks, which require the real-time data transition with the
machine tool, remain at the local control system due to the inability of the Internet.
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The additional requirement concerning the control data transmission and security
issues are presented. Lastly, two implementation modes are discussed.

Chapter 5.

Transmitting Setpoints over the Internet

Selecting a proper network protocol is the key issue for network-related applications.
In this chapter, the network capability for transmitting machine control data is studied,
and the network protocols analysed. In regard to the characteristics of transmitting
machine control data, TCP or TCP-based protocols are chosen for transmitting the
setpoints. The mechanism and algorithms for dealing with long delays, which are
inevitable when using the TCP protocol, are presented. The work demonstrated in this
chapter is extracted from the paper in draft “Transmitting machine control data for
cloud-based machine control systems” [163].

5.1 Network capability for cloud-based machine control
To study the capability of the Internet in transmitting the control data, a cooperative
experiment was carried out at the University of Stuttgart, Germany and The University
of Auckland, New Zealand, which has been reported in the paper entitled “Study of
Network Capability for Cloud-Based Control Systems” [

] and “Extended Study of

Network Capability for Cloud-Based Control Systems” [

]. In this experiment, data

packages were transmitted between the two parties through the Internet using the TCP
and UDP protocols, and network performance during the experiment was measured.
The experiment was targeting two use-cases from two universities respectively.
The use-case from the University of Auckland is listed in Table . . The control target
was a Sherline

series -axis milling machine. An EtherMAC fieldbus is used to

control the motors and IO points. The amount of data was determined by the

EtherMAC communication protocol, and only includes essential data for controlling
the machine tool. The data for controlling the axes, the spindle and IO terminals, and
the feedback information from the machine were transmitted every ms. HMI data has
no real-time requirement. Some information was transmitted only when necessary.
The data transmitted back to the cloud would have no effect on the control.
Table . Package size and cycle time of Auckland use-case
Type and direction of data
stream
To machine:

Amount of data
(Bytes)

Cycle time
(ms)

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

-Axis/Spindle/IO/Serial Number
-HMI
To cloud:
-Axis/IO
-HMI

The test programmes operated on two physical PCs in Stuttgart and Auckland with
non-real-time operation systems. The testing data were collected and provided by the
University of Stuttgart, and the analysis for the Auckland use-case was carried out by
the University of Auckland. The analysis revealed that during a consecutive test of
about

hours,

,

,

UDP packages were sent, of which .

%(

,

) were

lost. Most package losses happened during transmission from Auckland to Stuttgart,
. % compared to .
package losses in
more than

% from Stuttgart to Auckland. The peak number of consecutive

s intervals occurred

hours after the start of the test, which was

packages. At almost the same time, the peak package loss from

Auckland to Stuttgart was witnessed, which was nearly ,

packages. The overall

average Round Trip Time (RTT), which is an indication of the delay, was .
the maximum RTT was about

s, and

s. However, most of the maximum RTT was less than
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s. The average, maximum and minimum RTTs of UDP transmission in ten-second
intervals are illustrated in Figure . . From the transmission point of view, a UDP
connection can transmit
In another consecutive

packages per second, which fulfils the Auckland use-case.
-hour test,

,

,

TCP packages were transmitted. Since

the TCP is a secure protocol, there was no package loss. The maximum RTT was about
s, and a great number were above

s. The average, maximum and minimum RTTs

in ten-second intervals are illustrated in Figure . .Due to the capacity of the TCP
communication, there were long queues of packages waiting to be transmitted from
time to time. The issue with the TCP protocol is that the low bandwidth and other
transmission errors will induce an extended queue of packages and long round-trip
time. While the problem with the UDP protocol is package loss and disorder.
10/01/2014 00:18 to 11/01/2014 00:14 (UTC+01:00)

RTT (second)

Average
Maximum
Minimum

Time (hour)

Figure . Average, maximum and minimum RTTs of UDP transmission in
intervals

s

11/01/2014 00:22 to 12/01/2014 00:39 (UTC+01:00)

RTT (second)

Average
Maximum
Minimum

Time (hour)

Figure . Average, maximum and minimum RTTs of TCP transmission in

s

intervals
This result is reasonable. The UDP protocol is not designed as a secure protocol. On
the contrary, the TCP protocol applies multiple mechanisms to guarantee that the
packages received by the receiver are complete and with integrity and right order. If
any transmission error is detected, the mechanism will resend necessary packages and
sorting them, which explains the much longer RTT and package queue. The experiment
result shows that neither TCP nor UDP protocols is capable of transmitting real-time
machine control data, if no other measure is taken.

5.2 Network protocols for transmitting setpoints
In the cloud manufacturing environment, a data packet needs to travel across and
through countries by different networks of Internet service providers, using different
technologies, such as fibre, xDSL, coaxial cable and so on. These infrastructures are in
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different architectures in Layer and Layer

of the OSI model mentioned in Chapter

. A data packet on real-time Ethernet cannot travel across the boundaries between
WANs, LANs and sub-networks, where various kinds of network infrastructures, for
example, hubs, repeaters, switches, routers, firewalls and so on are implemented. To
make the data transmission possible over the Internet, no modification to Layers of OSI model is allowed[

]. In addition, to ensure a data packet can transfer freely

through firewalls, only standardised protocols in Layer

of the OSI model should be

used.
The TCP and UDP protocols are the dominant Layer

protocols [

]. The TCP

protocol maintains a connection between the sender and the receiver and is able to
deliver reliable packet transmission. It also has built-in error detection, flow and
congestion control to guarantee the Quality of Service (QoS). When the bandwidth is
low, or the network is in congestion, those mechanisms will induce long delays. The
UDP protocol is connection-less and does not employ reliability mechanisms. However,
generally speaking, the delay is much smaller than when using the TCP protocol.
Applications employing the UDP protocol will either be tolerant of transmission errors
or employ mechanisms for dealing with them. The extension of the UDP protocol has
been developed by researchers to realise a reliable UDP by applying some of the QoS
mechanisms. However, the delay will become longer consequently [

].

Some network applications also involve mass data in being transmitted through the
Internet, which can be helpful in understanding the behaviour of the cloud-based
machine control system. One example is the FTP service for transmitting files, which
uses TCP protocol as the underlying protocol to guarantee the integrity of the file

transmitted. Another example is stream media playing, which is similar to cloud-based
machine control, where the media server/control cloud continuously generates the
data and the client (player in a web browser)/local machine tool consume the data.
Some stream media-playing protocols, for example, RTP and RSSP may rely on the
UDP protocol, because missing some packets is tolerable, as this will influence the
playing quality but not interrupt the playing. In recent years, remote surgery has
become a heated topic. Arata et al. reported an experiment carried out in Japan and
Thailand, which utilised the UDP protocol to transmit position control signal, and the
TCP protocol to manage the connection. The authors stated that packet loss did not
affect the operation, but a safety process needs to be implemented [

]. This is

understandable, because movement in the remote surgery scenario is treated as a
combination of many tiny movements, as the target position constantly updates. It
focuses more on the final position of every tiny movement and cares little about its
trajectory, which is different from the motion control of machining. Also, the speed is
relatively slow considering the mess of the mechanical components of the surgery
equipment.
The cloud-based machine control system has its own characteristics in transmitting
the machine control data:
. The package is in small size but in large quantity.
. The integrity of the machine control data is essential. Any transmission error
will lower the machining quality and may even cause damage to the machine
and workpiece and threaten the safety of the operator.
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. The machine tool cannot move beyond its dynamic properties. The time needed
for stopping the machine tool depends on feedrate, maximum acceleration and
the toolpath it is following.
. If no adaptive control is involved, the interpolator’s generation of the setpoints
is independent of the feedback control of the machine tool. The cloud only
requires the machine tool to follow setpoints precisely, but not necessarily
promptly.
Based on this analysis, the TCP and the TCP-based protocols are capable of
transmitting the setpoints, because they can transmit a large quantity of data through
the Internet and guarantee no transmission errors. However, the key issue in this case
is that the cloud-based machine control system has to deal with long delay. This is
because not only long delay is the expense of reliable data transmission, but also there
is always the possibility of network interruption over the Internet. When transmission
interruption or long delay happen, no more data packages arrive after a certain time.
If the machine tool is moving at a high speed, it is not able to stop instantly at that
point, due to the limits of the acceleration/deceleration. The machine has to be stopped
before the data packages run out to guarantee the safety of the operator, the machine
tool and the workpiece.

5.3 Dealing with package starvation
The mechanism dealing with long delay and interruption from package starvation is
demonstrated in Figure . . A First-In-First-Out (FIFO) buffer is established in the
local between the network protocol and the underlying motor drives, and the critical
buffer is a fraction of the FIFO buffer. In normal routine, when the FIFO cache buffer

is filled for the first time, the machining task starts. While the packages from the
network are pushed to the FIFO buffer, they are read by the toolpath estimation
module, where the original toolpaths are estimated by the curve fitting of the setpoints
stored in those packages. Due to the fluctuations of the network, the number of
packages in the FIFO buffer may vary from time to time. However, if the critical buffer
is not fully occupied due to long delay or interruption, the system switches to data
starvation routine. In this routine, the local interpolator generates new setpoints to
stop the feed, following the estimated toolpaths. After the FIFO buffer is filled again,
the interpolator restarts the feed and reaches the original feedrate at one of the original
setpoints exactly. The system then switches back to the normal routine. A state transfer
diagram for the local control system is illustrated in Figure . .

From the
Cloud

Local Control System

FIFO Buffer

To the drive
Normal Routing
Critical Buffer

Toolpath Estimation

Toolpath n

Interpolation

Data Starvation Routing

…
Toolpath 3
Toolpath 2
Toolpath 1

Figure . Data cache for transmitting setpoints
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Figure . State transfer diagram for local control system

5.4 Size of the critical buffer
The size of the buffer influences lead time and has to be reasonable. It is unacceptable
if the local control system starts machining after it receives all the setpoints from the
cloud. As one unit of the buffer stores one data package for one control cycle, the size
of the critical buffer is equivalent to the time taken to stop the machine. Consequently,
the sizes of the FIFO and critical buffers depend on the maximum feedrate of the
toolpaths and the maximum acceleration of the machine tool, which can be calculated
before the start of machining.
An advanced interpolator may have a functionality called look-a-head, by which the
interpolator reads in multiple toolpaths in batch, section by section, and determines
the maximum speed allowances and connecting speeds between toolpaths, rather than
completely stopping at the connecting point of the adjacent toolpaths. This greatly
increases the efficiency, especially if the toolpaths consist of groups of small toolpaths,

which is common for interpolating freeform surfaces. Therefore, the non-zero
connecting speed also needs to be considered.

5.4.1 For an interpolator with no look-a-head function
In considerration of the feedrate and acceleration, the size of the critical buffer is given
by Equation . .

N0

ª max{ f i }º
«
», (i 1,2,..., N toolpath)
« min{ai } »

Equation .

where max^ f i ` and min ^ai ` are the maximum feedrate and the minimum feedrate
acceleration of all the toolpaths respectively. For the interpolator with no look-a-head
function, it means that the speed will be zero at the connection point of two toolpaths,
and the movement of the machine will certainly stop at or before the connection point.

5.4.2 For the interpolator with a look-a-head function
If the interpolator has the look-a-head function, the deceleration will be across one or
more toolpaths, and the behaviour of the deceleration needs to be investigated, because
the feedrate may not be able to decrease as much as it does within a toolpath at the
connection point.

5.4.2.1 A linear toolpath is connected
As illustrated in Figure . , toolpath p is a linear toolpath connected with toolpath p
(the type of toolpath p does not matter) at Point O. The speed vectors before and after
Point O are denoted as v 0 and v 1 respectively. a1 is the corresponding accelerator,
and
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a1T

v1  v 0

Equation .

where T is the interpolation cycle.

Figure . Acceleration when a linear toolpath is connected
The dotted circle indicates the limit of the accelerator at Point O named acceleration
circle, whose radius is aT . For movement in the X-Y plane, the acceleration a is
defined by Equation . , where ax max and a y max are the maximum acceleration of the X
and Y axis respectively. If the start of the speed vector is placed at the centre of the
acceleration circle Point O, the end of all the speed vectors cannot be on the outside of
the acceleration circle [
a

min ^a x max , a y max `

].
Equation .

For every v 1 there will be a v1 ' whose value is the minimum. The worst-case scenario
occurs when the speed vector after the connecting point v w is perpendicular to the
corresponding acceleration a w . In all other cases, the speed can be reduced to a value
no greater than the value of v w . It is obvious that the value of v w is smaller than that
of v 0 .

5.4.2.2 A circular toolpath is connected
Figure . demonstrates the scenario when toolpath p is a circular toolpath whose
centre is O p . Point P is the last point before the connecting Point O, and Point P is
the first point after Point O. If the start of the speed vector v 1 is placed at Point O, the
end of v 1 will be at the Circle Os , whose centre locates at the extension of OOp and
whose radius is R / T . The end of the corresponding aT will be at the Circle Oa whose
radius is still R / T if the start is placed at Point O. Os Oa equals v 0 , and Os Oa parallels
with v 0 . Similarly, the dotted circle denotes the acceleration circle, and all the aT will



be at the Arc Am An only. For the speed v 1 , there will be a v 1 ' which has the minimum
value of the speed.

Figure . The acceleration in the worst-case scenario
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The worst-case scenario is illustrated in Figure . . When Circle O and Circle Oa
intersect with a single point at Point A, and the value of the v 1 is the maximum speed,
which equals aR regarding the ability to maintain a circular movement. It is easy to
prove that ∆PAO ~ ∆OaPA, then the value of v 1 equals v 0 . In the circumstance where
Circle O and Circle Oa intersect with two points, the value of v 1 is either smaller, or can
be reduced to a value smaller, than that of v 0 . In the situation when Circle O and Circle
Oa intersect with a single point, and the value of v 1 is smaller than the maximum speed,
it is apparent that the value of v 1 is smaller than that of v 0 .

Figure . Acceleration when a linear toolpath is connected

5.4.2.3 Size of the critical buffer regarding look-a-head function
Based on the discussion above, the feedrate after the connecting point may not be
reduced as much as the one within the toolpath, but will be no greater than the one

before the connecting point. To compensate for this effect, the size of the critical buffer
needs increasing by the following equation.

NL

ª
º
N0
«
», (i 1,2,..., N toolpath)
« min ^N cyclei `»

Equation .

where min ^Ncyclei ` is the minimum number of cycle of all toolpaths.
The total size of the critical buffer N is

N

N0  N L

Equation .

5.5 Data structure of a package
The setpoint generated for every interpolation cycle is packed into one package and
transmitted from the cloud to the local control system. The data structure is listed in
Table . , which contains a serial number, the coordinates of the setpoint and the
auxiliary information. The serial number (SN) will be used for identification. The
auxiliary information may contain information for motion control and other devices.
The distance of travel for disengaging the cutter when a stoppage happens is also stored
here.
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Table . Data structure of the data package
Type
SN

Note
Generated by the cloud and used to
identify a package or setpoint.

Integer

X Position
Y Position

Data
Length

Byte
Float

Coordinates of the setpoint

Z Position
Auxiliary

Variable

Variable

Auxiliary information

5.6 Estimation of the original toolpaths
While the data packages are being received, the local adaptor estimates the original
toolpaths by curve fitting. The procedure is illustrated in Figure . . The algorithm
maintains two queues: the package queue storing the packages of the current toolpath
and the toolpath queue containing all the estimated toolpaths. The geometric
information of the estimated toolpath includes:
x

lower boundary, which is the SN of the first package or setpoints in the toolpath;

x

upper boundary, which is the SN of the last package or setpoints in the toolpath;

x

toolpath type, which is either linear or circular;

x

start point coordinate;

x

end point coordinate;

x

centre coordinate of the circular toolpath, if applicable;

x

radius of the circular toolpath, if applicable; and

x

rotation direction of the circular toolpath if applicable. Counter-clockwise is set
to TRUE.

Start

Read and push one
package to package
queue;
Update lower and
upper boundaries

<3

Package
number

Calculate error
for this
setpoint

>3

Error >
threshold
No

=3

No

Determine toolpath
type;
Calculate curve
parameters

Do curve fitting;
Calculate error

Last
package

Error <
last error

Yes
End

No

Yes

Update upper
boundary;
Push this toolpath
to toolpath queue;
Clear package
queue except this
and the last
packages

Yes
Update curve
parameters

Figure . Flow chart for estimating the toolpaths
The kinematic information of the toolpath, such as the feed rate, is not used by the
algorithm and therefore not calculated. The algorithm operates as a loop until the last
package is read. For every loop, one package is read and pushed to the package queue.
The lower and upper boundaries of the estimated toolpath are logged. When the size
of the package queue, that is, the number of packages in the package queue reaches
three, the type of the toolpath can be identified by assuming the three setpoints are
from a circular toolpath and calculate the radius. If the three setpoints belong to a
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linear toolpath, the calculated radius will be unreasonably large. After the toolpath type
is determined, the corresponding curve parameters are calculated.
From the next loop, the algorithm is executed depending on the type of the toolpath.
For each toolpath type, firstly the error for the current setpoint is calculated. If it is
beyond the threshold, which may equal the error of the interpolator in the cloud, this
setpoint is considered to belong to a new toolpath. The upper boundary is updated as
the last package, and the toolpath is pushed to the toolpath queue. The package queue
is cleared of all but the current package, which is the second package of the new
toolpath, and the last package, which is the connecting point of the current toolpath
and the next toolpath. Otherwise, the curve fitting is performed, and the error for all
the setpoints is calculated and compared with that of the last loop. If the error
decreases, that is, the precision of the curve fitting improves, the curve parameters will
be updated.

5.7 Safe-stopping the machine
When the critical buffer has one or more vacancies, the local controller enters the safestopping state, where the interpolator stops reading the package from the buffer and
plans to stop the machine. The flow is demonstrated in Figure . .
Safe-stopping of the machine relies on the safe-stopping mode of the interpolator,
which contains only the decelerating phase. The end point of the interpolation is the
end point of the current toolpath, and the end speed is set to zero. The deceleration is
no less than normal deceleration.

Identify current
toolpath

Start

Interpolate
Start
Ltemp

0

vtemp

vs

Nd
ve
vtemp

Initialise interpolator in
safe-stopping mode

=0

Actual
end
speed

0
0

>0

Initialise
interpolator in
normal stopping
mode for the
next toolpath

vtemp  aT

vtemp  0

Yes

a
Nd

a0

End

Nd  1

No

Ltemp  vtempT ! L

Yes

a

a0 

2 L  Ltemp
Nd Nd  1 T 2

Interpolate

No

Ltemp
Nd

Ltemp  vtempT

End

Nd  1

Figure . Flow chart for safe-stopping the machine
In the safe-stopping state, new setpoints are generated to stop the machine along the
estimated toolpath(s). However, it is highly possible that the newly generated setpoints
do not coincide with the point connecting the current toolpath and the next toolpath.
An example is demonstrated in Figure .

(a). Toolpaths p and p connect in Point P .

P is the last newly-generated setpoint before P , and the P is the first one along the
extension of Toolpath p . Moving either from P or P to the next point in Toolpath p
not only introduces additional error, but also has the possibility of exceeding the
acceleration limit. To solve this issue, the distance from P to P will be distributed to
the decelerating cycle, as illustrated in Figure .

(b). The deceleration is reduced, and
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the end speed is no long a control target, because the machine can continue
decelerating in the next toolpath. If the machine is able to stop before the end of the
toolpath, the deceleration will not be changed.

Figure .

Safe-stopping mode of the interpolator

The process starts with identifying the current toolpath by comparing the SN of the
current package with the lower and upper boundaries of the toolpaths in the toolpath
list. After receiving the geometric information of the toolpath, the system initialises the
interpolator in safe-stopping mode. After the interpolation is complete, if the current
speed equals zero, the safe-stopping is completed. Otherwise, a normal stopping mode
is initialised on the next toolpath. The speed before the connecting point is less than
the original one. Therefore, the acceleration at the connecting point will definitely not
exceed the limit. After the interpolation is finished, the state of the local control system
transfers to State waiting_for_following_packages.

5.8 Resuming machining
When the FIFO buffer is filled up again, the local controller enters the resuming state.
The procedure is illustrated in Figure . .

Start

Read a package from the buffer;
Identify current toolpath

Linear

Yes

Toolpath
type

Circular

vec position u vec package  0

Lposition ! Lpackage

Yes

AND circle_direction

No

No

Calculate target speed

Beyond
toolpath
boundary

Yes

Initialise interpolator in
resuming mode

No
Initialise interpolator in
normal mode

Interpolate

No
Success
Yes
Interpolate

End
Figure .

Flow chart for resuming the machine
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In every control cycle, the interpolator reads one package from the buffer and decides
whether the position stored in this package goes behind or ahead of the current
position of the machine. For a linear toolpath, the distance from the current position
to the start point of the toolpath Lposition and the distance from the position stored in the
current package to the start of the toolpath Lpackage are compared. For a circular toolpath,
the cross product of the vectors from the centre of the circle to the current position
vec position and from the centre of the circle to the position stored in the current package
vec package , and the direction of the circle are considered. The package will be discarded

if has passed beyond the current position. If it is ahead of the current position, the
original speed is calculated by comparing the position of this package and the last
package. This original speed and the position in this package will be used as the
parameters to initialise the interpolator in normal mode. If initialisation fails, the
algorithm goes to the beginning of the flow, reads the next package from the buffer and
repeats the above procedures until initialisation succeeds.
However, if the initialisation does not succeed until the end point of the current
toolpath, the interpolation may only contain an accelerating phase or also comprise a
constant speed phase. Apparently, the end point of this interpolation is the end point
of the toolpath. The end speed will not be one of the control targets. Speed
compensation is performed to ensure that the end point of the toolpath is reached
precisely as described in Sections

. . .

and

. . . . After the interpolation is

complete, the same algorithm will be applied to the next toolpath. Acceleration at the
connecting point will also not exceed the limit, because the speed is lower than the
original.

5.9 Operation mode
The toolpath estimation may not be accurate enough for every interpolator, because
there are a variety of interpolation algorithms. Because safe-stopping and resuming
are along the estimated toolpath, this may introduce additional errors. Regarding the
application and the precision requirement, two modes are considered: ( ) both the
safe-stopping and resuming are performed. The local controller restarts the machining
from where is stopped; and ( ) for machining with a very high precision requirement,
only the safe-stopping is involved as a fault-safe measure. All the remaining setpoints
will be discarded. The setpoints generated for safe-stopping are logged, and the error
to the original toolpaths can be measured. The cloud is able to determine whether this
safe-stop influences the tolerance of the machining and regenerate new setpoints for
the remaining machining. It is advised that a high bandwidth and larger buffer size are
applied in this case.

5.10 Summary
In this chapter, the network capability is investigated. Base on the result and the
analysis to the characteristics of the motion control, the mechanism of transmitting the
setpoints are proposed. Following that, the details of the algorithms are presented
including the calculation of the size of the critical buffer, the estimation of the original
toolpaths and the safe-stopping and resuming of the machining. Two operation mode
concerning the roles of the local control system and the cloud application are discussed
lastly.

Chapter 6.

STEP-NC Enabled Machining Stoppage
Auto-Recovery

In this chapter, the types of machining stoppage are studied. Based on the
understanding of the stoppage, recovery strategies are developed. The interpolator
reacts to a cutter-related stoppage by disengaging the cutter. The alternative cutter is
selected when the original cutter is unavailable. The sequence of the workingstep is
adjusted to shorten the overall machining time. If the machining has to be recovered
by another machine tool, the information of the interrupted workpiece will be saved in
the STEP-NC part programme. The content of this chapter is extracted from the paper
entitled “Development of a Smart Computer Numerical Control System” [
IMECE

] for the

Conference, the paper entitled “Auto-recovery from Machining Stoppages

Based on STEP-NC” [

] for the FAIM

Conference and the paper “STEP-NC

Enabled Machining Stoppage Auto-recovery” in draft [

].

6.1 Machining Stoppage
There are serval reasons for a machining stoppage: the failure of the cutter, error of the
servo motor, emergency stop, power outage and so on. By analysis of these situations,
different stoppage recovery strategies are developed.

6.1.1 The failure of the cutter
The failure of the cutter may include tool breakage, vibration, chipping and severe
weariness. This type of stoppage will be detected by the cutting tool monitoring system,

which provides a signal to the machine control system. In some circumstances, the
failure of the cutter may cause overcuts and damage the finished surface. Usually,
cutting tool failure does not influence the motor controller, which means the machine
coordination system is still valid. However, the workpiece may slip against its setup,
because of excessive cutting force or collision between the cutter and workpiece,
causing the loss of the origin of the workpiece coordination system.

6.1.2 Servo motor stoppage and emergency stop
Servo motors are essential for contour accuracy and surface quality. Servo-driver
stoppages could happen due to motor overload, communication error between the CNC
system and the servo, wiring error, internal servo error and so forth. The CNC system
detects this type of stoppage by either being notified by the servo driver or monitoring
the deviation between the command position and the feedback position. In this
situation, the behaviour of the motor’s movement is hardly predictable. The axes may
move towards a wrong position or no longer be serve-ready, at which the servo driver
refuses any command, and the machine moves “freely”.
The emergency can be triggered by the emergency button, the axis’s reaching the work
table limit or the intrusion of the machine tool. When the emergency stop is activated,
the CNC system stops sending command pulses to the servo driver and/or cut off the
power to the motor directly. All the movement component of the machine will stop
immediately.
In both situations, even if the movement stops instantly, it still travels a distance to
stop, which may cause overcut to the workpiece. Servo motor stoppages and the
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emergency stops will not normally cause the workpiece to slip; the relation between
the workpiece coordinate system and machine coordinate system remains unchanged.
However, whether the machine coordination system is still valid depends on the
configuration of the machine tool. If the absolute pulse generator is mounted, the
machine coordinate system remains valid.

6.2 Reacting to cutter failure
As mentioned before, if merely the cutter fails, the CNC system is still able to control
the motors. It is necessary that the cutter be driven away from the workpiece to escape
from further damage to the finished surface. A prompt reaction to an incident is
essential, so it is the interpolator’s responsibility to disengage the cutter from the
workpiece. During the disengaging process, the following actions are performed
simultaneously and independently, as shown in Figure . .

6.2.1 The feeding movement.
This movement decelerates the feedrate to zero with maximum deceleration, however
still along the original toolpath in the X-Y plane. If the interpolator does not have a
look-ahead function, the movements of axes in the X-Y plane will certainly stop before
the end of the current toolpath. If the interpolator has the look-ahead function, this
movement in the X-Y plane will reach the connection point at a smaller speed than the
original speed, and continue moving along the next toolpath. During that period, the
deceleration will be less than the maximum deceleration and higher than the original
one.

Figure . Disengaging the cutter

6.2.2 ithdrawing movement
This movement drives the cutter away from the workpiece in the Z axis and stops at
the security plane of the workingstep at the maximum acceleration and speed.
Interpolation in the Z axis overrides the original interpolation results no matter
whether the interpolation is operating in D interpolation or . D interpolation. The
distance of the drive-away movement from the current position to the security plane
will be informed by the toolpath generator when it is generated.
Movements in the X-Y plane and Z axis will not intervene with each other. The feed
movement is along the designated toolpaths, which will prevent any collision between
the cutter and the workpiece or other components of the machine tool. In this way, the
time needed for disengaging the cutter from the workpiece can keep to a minimum.
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After the disengagement complete, a direct toolpath from the security plane to a
specific position for tool inspection or tool changing is produced. There will be no
collision at or above the security plane.
A new state for the interpolator is needed to operates the disengaging process. The
state transition diagram of the interpolator is shown in Figure . . The referencing
state is for a reference-returning operation to establish the machine coordinate system.
The speed controlling state is for a continuous jog mode. The interpolating state is
responsible for all operations requiring motion control along a path, including
incremental jog mode, handle mode and toolpath interpolating. In this mode, the
interpolator retrieves toolpaths from the toolpath list, interpolates the toolpath to
generate setpoints and sends the setpoints to the motor controller. If the toolpath list
is cleared, the interpolator will stop and wait for new toolpaths. Upon receiving a signal
about the occurrence of a stoppage, the interpolator enters into the cutter disengaging
state, and the above-mentioned movements are performed. After disengagment is
complete, the state transfers back to the interpolating state, waiting for the toolpaths
for the following movements.
referencing
REFERENCING_COMPLETED
REFERENCING_START

idle
SYSTEM_SHUTDOWN
SPEED_CONTROL_COMPLETED

INTERPOLATING START

speed_controlling

interpolating

SPEED_CONTROL_START
INTERPOLATING_COMPLETED

cutter_disengaging

STOPPAGE_TRIGGERED

CUTTER_DISENGAGING_COMPLETED

Figure . State transition diagram for the interpolator

6.3 Recovery from stoppages
The procedure of auto-recovery from a stoppage follows different strategies, which are
determined according to the conditions of the stoppage, including the type of the
interrupted toolpath, availability of the cutter, nature of the stoppage and type of the
workingstep. Cutter selection rules are used to choose the alternative cutter(s) when
applicable. The sequence of the workingstep is adjusted to minimise the overall
machining time. A touch probe is used to facilitate the relocation of the workpiece
coordinate system.

6.3.1 Critical Toolpath
The critical toolpath is defined as one that forms the final surfaces of a feature, which
will affect the machining feature’s final dimension and surface finish. If a stoppage
incidence occurs when executing a critical toolpath, it is possible that the feature
undergoing machining is irretrievably damaged.
All toolpaths in finish workingsteps are critical toolpaths. For a roughing workingstep,
critical toolpaths can be decided by the operation and the strategy as follows:
For plane milling,
x

the toolpaths for the last layer

For side milling,
x

the toolpaths for the last pass of each layer
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For bottom and side milling,
x

the toolpaths for the contour, if the milling strategy is “bidirectional and contour
milling” or “contour and bidirectional milling”

x

if the milling strategy is “contour parallel” or “contour spiral”, the toolpaths for
the first or last pass, depending on whether the step-over pattern is outside-in
or inside-out respectively

x

the toolpaths for the final layer

A flag denoting whether it is a critical toolpath is generated combined with the toolpath.

6.3.2 Recovery Strategy
The recovery process and strategy are demonstrated in Figure . . If a stoppage is
caused by the cutter failure, the first step is to identify if the stoppage has occurred in
a critical toolpath. If it has, the system will ask for a human inspection. If the inspection
results indicate that the workingstep is recoverable, or it is not a critical toolpath, the
system will then examine the current availability of cutters. When a cutter with the
same parameters is available, and the disrupted workingstep is a roughing workingstep,
the recovery starts from the disrupted point. If it is a finishing workingstep, the
workingstep will restart from the beginning, to obtain a unified surface. If no cutter
with the same parameters is available, based on information about the geometry and
the process of the feature, an alternative cutter will be selected. New toolpaths are then
generated for continuing the machining from the unfinished layer and all affected
subsequent workingsteps. The sequence of the workingsteps is re-sequenced and
regrouped accordingly, to minimise tool changing time and air time. For a roughing

workingstep, the recovery starts from the unfinished surface, and for a finishing
workingstep, it starts from the beginning of the workingstep.
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Figure . Strategy of machining auto-recovery
When a stoppage results from an emergency stop or servo motor error, the strategy
used depends on whether the current position is readable and whether the disrupted
toolpath is a critical toolpath. If an absolute pulse generator is installed, the deviation
between each command position and feedback position is recorded, based on which
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the integrity of the feature is checked, by analysing whether the deviation has overcut
the boundary of the feature. If no absolute pulse generator is installed on the machine
tool, human inspection is still required for a critical toolpath, and a referencing
operation to establish the machine coordinate system is always necessary.

6.3.3 Selecting an Alternative Cutter
As the cutter to be selected is an alternative cutter, an assumption is made that the
CAM/CAPP system has already selected the best cutters and machining strategies for
all the features and resolved a proper sequence of workingsteps. Another assumption
is that the machining stoppage only happens once to the corresponding workingstep,
because when more than two stoppages happen to one workingstep, it is highly
possible that the machine tool is encountering a systematic failure and needs an
inspection. The selection of an alternative cutter is based on the properties of the cutter,
the geometry of the corresponding machining feature and whether the workingstep is
a roughing or finishing workingstep.

6.3.3.1 Preferences of cutters
ISO

-

defines the milling machining cutting tools that contain technical

information for milling, drilling, tapping, boring and reaming. However, that
information is not adequate for selecting a cutter automatically, due to the lack of
preference information. The machine tool vendors may offer recommendations for
roughing and/or finishing operations, but these series of cutters may have similar or
even identical parameters if following the ISO

-

definition. It is hardly possible

that a cutter be distinguished for a roughing or finishing operation simply based on

information from the existing data model. A similar situation happens for the
workpiece material the cutter is suitable for. Cutting tool vendors typically use ISO
classifications P, M, K, N, S and H to group the workpiece material [
current ISO

-

]. However, the

data model merely defines the material of the cutting edge or the

insert. To store this preference information, new properties are added to the existing
data structure under milling_cutting_tool as follows.
ENTITY milling_cutting_tool
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF(dovetail_mill, endmill, facemill, shouldermill,
side_mill, t_slot_mill, thread_mill))
SUBTYPE OF (milling_machine_cutting_tool);
number_of_effective_teeth:
OPTIONAL INTEGER;
edge_radius:
OPTIONAL length_measure;
its_operation_preference:
OPTIONAL SET [1:2] OF operation_preference;
workpiece_material:
OPTIONAL SET [1:6] OF material_classification;
END_ENTITY;
TYPE operation_preference = ENUMERATION OF(roughing, finishing);
END_TYPE;
TYPE material_classification = ENUMERATION OF(P, M, K, N, S, H);
END_TYPE;

where, its_operation_preference is defined as a set of the type operation_preference,
and operation_preference is an enumeration of the text symbols roughing and
finishing. For the preferences of the workpiece material, workpiece_material is the
enumeration of the ISO

classification for workpiece materials.

6.3.3.2 Geometric rules for alternative cutter selection
When doing process planning, the CAM/CAPP system usually selects the cutter with
the maximum cutting diameter, according to the geometry of the feature and its
position relationship among other features. This process might be complicated when
the feature is complex. Features such as planar face, pocket and step may contain one
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or more bosses; a pocket may own concave vertex/vertices; and the open end of planar
face, outer profile, open pocket and step may be close to the another feature [

]. As

mentioned before, this research assumes that the original cutter the CAM/CAPP
system selected is the best one for the operation, which means that the alternative
cutter with a larger cutting diameter than the original could be too large for the
machining. So, when selecting the alternative cutter, the cutter with smaller cutting
diameter than the original is always selected. Therefore, overcut and collision with
other features can be avoided. Some parameters of the alternative cutter, such as edge
radius and edge angle, can be determined by the original cutter, and there is no need
to resort to the geometry of the feature. However, other properties have to be further
determined by the geometry of the feature.
The hole in a workpiece is normally a combination of several types of holes, such as
counterbore hole and countersink hole, and be defined as a compound feature in STEPNC. The drilling-type machining of a hole may consist of drilling, reaming, boring,
countersinking, and for the thread hole, tapping. It always starts with drilling, which
may be followed by reaming with tight tolerance. The drilling cutters for machining a
hole usually work in groups, that is, the previous cutter will leave a suitable allowance
for the next cutter. Therefore, when a tool breaks, a cutter with the same parameters is
always required. However, if the hole is a non-thread through hole, a milling operation
can replace a drilling-reaming and boring operation with equal or better quality.
Consequently, the workingsteps for making the hole will need adjustment.
The system traverses all the cutters available and collects all the candidates, based on
the rules, and chooses the one with the maximum effective_cutting_diameter to be

the alternative cutter to obtain maximum cutting efficiency. The rules for selecting the
alternative cutter are listed in Appendix A. , which is arranged by the types defined by
ISO

-

.

6.3.4 Workingstep adjustment
Due to change of a selected cutter, the workingstep will need adjustment accordingly.
There are two types of adjustment: of a feature and among features.

1. Workingstep adjustment of a feature
Adjustment with a feature usually happens to machining of the pocket or hole. For
pocket machining, the CAM/CAPP system may plan two or more cutters for the
roughing workingsteps to maximise the material removal rate. When one of these
cutters is not available, the system may choose a cutter for the next roughing
workingstep as the alternative cutter or choose a different cutter. In the former case,
the interrupted roughing workingstep is no longer needed. For machining a hole, if
drilling and reaming are involved originally, and then an endmill is selected as the
alternative cutter for the drill and reamer, a milling workingstep will replace the
drilling and reaming workingsteps.

2. Workingstep adjustment among features
In the STEP-NC data model, roughing or finishing workingsteps are usually grouped
into separate workplans, and workingsteps using the same cutters may be machined
one by one together. However, the alternative cutter is probably the cutter for other
workingsteps, so those workingsteps using the same cutter can be grouped to minimise
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time taken for tool changing. Moreover, if the alternative cutter for a roughing
workingstep happens to be the one for the finishing workingstep of the same feature,
the roughing and finishing workingsteps can be machined in succession to save the
time travelling back and forth among features.
When workingsteps are combined among the features, the sequence of the
workingsteps is still considered. After an alternative cutter is selected, two
workingsteps may use the same cutter. The volumes to be removed from the features
between and including those two workingsteps are examined. If the volume of either
of the two workingsteps connects to, or is adjacent to, any volumes of workingsteps
between the two, it means that those features can form an integral volume, and the
sequence of the workingsteps matters. In this case, the two workingsteps will not be
combined.

6.3.5 Relocating workpiece coordinate system
As mentioned before, after an incident occurs, a workpiece might be displaced due to
excessive force caused by tool failure. It may also be dismounted from the machine tool
for an inspection. In these circumstances, the co-relation between the workpiece and
the machine coordinate systems is missing. However, the re-establishment of the
relation might be a difficult task, because the datum for the initial setup may not exist
anymore after some workingsteps.

6.3.5.1 Coordinate system defined in STEP-NC
STEP-NC defines a coordinate system with four levels: machine, setup, workpiece and
feature. The workplan entity connects the workingsteps with a setup, which further

defines its origin (including the axis direction) in the machine coordinate system, and
the origin (including the axis direction) of the workpiece in the setup coordination
system. Every . D manufacturing feature specifies the property feature_placement
as the placement of the feature coordinate system relative to the workpiece coordinate
system. A machining stoppage typically does not change the position and the direction
of the setup coordinate system, therefore, by determining the position of the finished
feature in the machine coordination system, the relation between the workpiece
coordinate system and the setup/machine coordinate system can be established.

6.3.5.2 Touch probing for locating the origin of a feature
The touch probe is used to establish current mapping between the machine or setup
coordinate system and the workpiece coordinate system, by probing the boundaries of
the finished features. Figure

. (a) shows a touch probing of a hole, which can

determine the origin of the hole. By probing two holes, the rotation of the workpiece
coordinate system around the Z axis will be obtained. The feature with a side surface
will be used to determine the rotation of the workpiece coordinate system around the
Z axis, which is illustrated in Figure . (b). Step, pocket and the general outside profile,
whose profile contains a line, are some examples. Figure . (c) demonstrates that if
the profile contains two neighbouring lines forming a corner and the rotation of the
workpiece coordinate system is acknowledged, the corner’s coordinates will be found
by probing the two edges.
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Figure . Touch probing for some geometric shapes

6.4 Machine tool independent recovery
If an incident is triggered by errors of the machine tool and make it unavailable,
continued machining needs to be executed by an alternative machine tool. Historical
information from previous workingsteps is important to avoid the second “machining”
of the machined area.
When an unfinished workpiece continues to be machined on the alternative machine,
it is important that the machining history data on the level of feature be transferred to
the alternative machine tool for process planning and toolpath generation. Two
methods of expressing the information are considered: geometric and parameterised.
The former is to describe the as-is geometry of the interrupted workpiece, and the latter
defines parameters to store explicit information related to resuming of the stopped
machining. However, both two methods can be applied at the same time for double
validation of the information.

6.4.1 The geometric method
In this method, geometric representation is used to describe the status of the workpiece.
As shown in Figure

. , the workpiece is able to specify the raw_piece, and the

raw_piece owns the its_geometry property, which uses a method named Advanced B-

rep Shape Representation (ABSR) to describe the geometry, which contains a complete
geometrical definition and solid topology in a boundary representation format [

].

The geometry of the raw piece from the very beginning is stored in the property
bounding_geometry, which uses either block, cylinder or ABSR geometry. The data
model is defined by the entity advanced_brep_shape_representation, following
ISO

-

[

]. It is worth noting that the entity workingstep has an attribute

its_effect with the type in_process_geometry, which owns three optional properties
as_is, to_be and removal, representing the geometry before, after, and volume
removed by the operation respectively. It is supposed to be used by the CAM system to
describe the expected effect on the geometry of the workingstep, so it will not be used
for storing the historical information.
After a STEP-NC file is interpreted, the system is able to predict the effect of every
workingstep. During machining, the system keeps a record of the status of each
workingstep, including whether it is to be machined, being machined or completed.
Because the . D features are machined layer by layer, the remaining depth of the
workingstep being machined is also recorded. When an incident happens, and the
machining has to be continued by an alternative machine, the predicted geometry at
that moment can be generated and stored in its_geometry of raw_piece, which will be
used by the alternative machine as the geometry information on the “raw piece”. The
bounding geometry of the raw piece will not be affected.
When the file is received by the alternative machine, the expected geometries after each
workingstep will be compared with the geometry of the raw piece. The volume of the
raw piece is subtracted by that of the expected geometry after each workingstep. As
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demonstrated in Figure

. , the machining sequence is from a T-slot, and a

counterbore hole to an open pocket. After a stoppage happens in the open pocket, the
geometry is saved as the geometry of the raw piece, which is shown on the left of the
diagram. In the recovery stage, the geometry after each workingstep is compared with
that of the raw piece, which is in the middle of the diagram. A null result indicates that
the workingstep has already finished (Figure . a). The iteration continues until a
volume is returned, which means that that workingstep is the first workingstep that
needs to be continued (Figure . b). The depth of that volume is the remaining depth
to be removed.

Figure . Geometric difference between the workingsteps

6.4.2 The parameterised method
The parameterised method uses feature-based parameters to store the completing
status of the workpiece. Some data entities are developed and added to the schema.

Attribute its_completion_status is added to Entity machining_workingstep to store
the process status for a certain workingstep, which is shown as:
ENTITY machining_workingstep
SUBTYPE OF (workingstep);
its_feature:
its_operation:
its_effect:
its_completion_status:
END_ENTITY;

manufacturing_feature;
machining_operation;
OPTIONAL in_process_geometry;
OPTIONAL workingstep_completion_status;

where, the type workingstep_completion_status is an enumeration, defined as
TYPE workingstep_completion_status = ENUMERATION OF (to_be_machined, unfinished,
finished);
END_TYPE;

Another attribute remaining_depth is added to Entity machining_feature, which is
the abstract supertype of all . D features.
ENTITY machining_feature
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF(planar_face, pocket, slot, step, round_hole,
toolpath_feature, profile_feature, boss,
spherical_cap, rounded_end, thread))
SUBTYPE OF (two5D_manufacturing_feature);
depth:
elementary_surface;
remaining_depth:
OPTIONAL elementary_surface;
END_ENTITY;

All the added attributes are optional, which means the property is valid only when
needed. At the time of the stoppage, if the workingstep has not be machined, the value
of its_completion_status is to_be_machined. If the workingstep is interrupted, the
value changes to unfinished, and the depth remaining for the workingstep is stored in
remaining_depth. If the workingstep is completed normally, the value of
its_completion_status is stored as finished.
The

alternative

machine

will

omit

machining

the

workingstep(s)

if

the

its_completion_status is finished. If the its_completion_status is the unfinished, the
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alternative machine will restart the machining from the depth specified in
remaining_depth. The workingstep(s) with its_completion_status being set as
to_be_machined will be executed normally.

6.5 Summary
In this chapter, firstly the machining stoppage are analysed. The method to disengage
the cutter from the workpiece when the cutter-related stoppage occurs is demonstrated,
and the recovering strategies are proposed for various conditions. Machine toolindependent recovery is realised by saving the status of the workpiece at the moment
of stoppage using geometric and/or parameterised methods.

Chapter 7.

Implementation

The implementation and development of the prototype system is reported in this
chapter. The implementation architecture and hardware platform are introduced, and
development of the modules is presented. A software simulation and a machining
experiment were carried out to test the mechanism for transmitting the setpoints. Two
case studies, demonstrating the machine-independent recovery and a pocket milling
controlled by the cloud-based control system, are provided lastly.

7.1 Architecture of the implemented system
The proposed cloud-based smart machine control system is implemented using the
virtual control system mode mentioned in Chapter , and the architecture is illustrated
in Figure . . The application acting as the server operates in a virtual PC in a Windows
Server

R by Amazon AWS EC in a data centre located at Oregon, United States

of America. The application acting as the local control system runs in a physical PC (a
laptop) in Windows

SP

operation system in Auckland, New Zealand.

Communication between the server and local control system is realised by TCP/UDP
Socket. A standard Ethernet twisted pair is used to connect the physical PC with the
EtherMAC -motor controller, which sends commands to and receives feedback from
the motors and IOs. The target machine tool for the proposed system is a Sherline
Model

/

milling machine with three moving axes X, Y and Z driven by stepper

motors and a spindle driven by a high-torque

V DC motor. Concerning the

workspace for the machine tool and the dimensions of the spindle, a Renishaw MCP

probe is selected, which is mounted by a custom-made mounting bracket and
connected by a connection wire. The hardware arrangement is demonstrated in Figure
. .

Server Application
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Generator
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Editor

Communication
Management
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GUI

Socket

Internet
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Local Control
System

Communication
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Motion Control
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Communication

Local GUI

EtherMAC
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Motors
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Figure . Architecture of the implemented system

Virtual PC
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Figure . Hardware arrangement of the implemented system
As machining or cutter monitoring is beyond the scope of the research and the
monitoring systems can provide either an electrical signal or a software interface to
indicate a failure, a physical switch is attached to the IO terminal of the EtherMAC
controller to simulate the signal from a monitoring system.

7.2 Implementation of the modules in the cloud
The modules implemented in the cloud include the STEP-NC viewer and editor, D
geometric model processing module, toolpath generator, interpolator and GUI in the
cloud.
C# is the programming language used for developing the server application except for
a helper programme. The ST-Developer ROSE Library and Java Library are used for
manipulating the ISO
ISO

Parts

,

part programme. The schema combines the definition in
and

and is compiled by the ST-Developer Compilers to

generate the Java and ROSE Libraries. To use the Java Library in the C# environment,

the IKVM.NET, which is a .Net implementation of the Java class libraries, serves as a
Java Virtual Machine [

]. The Java Library is compiled into the Windows Dynamic

Link Library (.dll) file by the IKVM Compiler, which can then be used in C#
environment with the reference to the IKVM supporting libraries.

7.2.1 STEP-NC viewer and editor
The STEP-NC viewer and editor reads the STEP-NC part programme and maintains
all the defined information in the internal data structure. All the entities are displayed
by a treeview, which is illustrated in Figure . , where the Example

in the ISO

-

is displayed. For every item in the file, its ID number and data type are shown. If it
is an entity, all its parameters are listed as child nodes with the names of each
parameter. The items corresponding to the entity types, aggregate types, and the
optional parameters without an assigned value are noted by different icons. The value
of the item can be modified if it is a simple type, such as text, integer, float, coordination
and enumerations. The modification can be saved back to the STEP-NC file.
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Figure . STEP-NC file viewer and editor

7.2.2 3D geometry processing
D geometry displaying and processing are realised by using CADability dotNET,
which is developed by Sofa GmbH [

]. It is an Open CASCADE and OpenGL

based .Net library and provides classes for building D and D geometric entities and
methods for geometric calculations. The eligible geometric entities from a STEP file
can be virtualised or displayed, and the geometric model can also be saved to the STEP
file.
All the geometry to be displayed by CADability is in the class model. The class solid is
used to represent the volumes of the raw piece and features. The geometry of the raw

piece and every feature defined by the STEP-NC file are converted to or used to form
the geometry model of the CADability.
When a stoppage occurs, the geometry of the workpiece at that moment is predicted
by subtracting the solid of all the finished workingsteps and the solid of the disrupted
workingstep, which is at a certain depth from the solid of the bounding geometry of the
raw piece. This geometry can be exported by CADability in ABSR representation. As
the ST-Developer Java Library cannot handle more than two schemas in one
programme, a helper programme is developed in C++ using ST-Developer ROSE
Library. The exported geometry which is in a STEP file is read by the helper programme
in the context of the STEP AP

schema and written in the context of the ISO

schema. After that, the ABSR entity can be processed into the internal ISO

data

structure. During the recovering phase, if the historical information is stored in the
geometric method, the solids of the bounding geometry of the raw piece subtracted by
that of the feature of each workingstep one by one is compared with the raw piece
geometry. The first valid result will be the remaining volume of the disrupted
workingstep, based on which the toolpaths are generated.

7.2.3 GUI of the server application
The GUI is created using Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), which is
illustrated in Figure . . The GUI has the following panels:
. operation mode panel. In the auto-machining panel, the operator can open and
save a STEP-NC part programme and start, pause and reset a machining task.
In the jog panel, the operator is able to operate the machine tool manually using
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jog buttons. However, continuous jogging mode is disabled considering the
network delay. The reference panel is used for referencing the machine tool;
. coordinates panel where the machine, feature, and workpiece coordinates are
displayed;
. spindle control panel where the spindle speed is set and controlled;
. STEP-NC viewer and editor; and
.

D display of the workpiece. What is displaying is the Example
ISO

from

- :
①

②

③

⑤

④

Figure . GUI of the server application

7.2.4 Toolpath generator
Before generating the toolpath, if the current machining task is for recovering a
stoppage, the toolpath generator performs the adjustment of the workingstep
described in Section . . and finds the interrupted workingstep and the unfinished
depth, if the machining of this workpiece has stopped in another machine tool.

For . D machining, the toolpath for each layer is identical. Generation of the toolpath
includes determining the number of layers and the toolpaths for a single layer. The
number of layers N can be calculated by the equation

N

ª depth  allowance _ bottom º
« axial _ cutting _ depth »
«
»

Equation .

where, the depth is defined by every feature. The allowance_bottom is defined in
plane_milling and bottom_and_side_milling, which represents the layer above the
bottom of the feature. It is the allowance that is left to the following workingstep and
will not be zero for all types of roughing workingsteps. The axial_cutting_depth is
defined in all . D milling operations, specifying the maximum cutting depth allowed
in the axial direction of the cutter.
The generation of toolpath within a layer is helped by the hatch class of CADability.
First, the border of the layer of a feature and its boss(es) (if there is any) is created by
the property profile of the feature. If the profile is an open profile, it will be closed by a
line parallel to the line connecting the end and start points of the open profile, with a
distance that equals the radius of the cutter in the direction away from the pocket. The
pattern of the hatch can be either contour or lines that correspond to contour or
unidirectional/bidirectional machining strategy of ISO

respectively. Similar to

the allowance_bottom, the allowace_side is defined in side_milling and
bottom_and_side_milling to leave an allowance for the next workingstep. This can be
acknowledged by the firstdistance property of the contour style or marginoffset
property of the lines style. Apart from that, radial_cutting_depth is defined in
side_milling and bottom_and_side_milling to limit the depth perpendicular to the
axis of the cutter, which will reflect the linedistance for both two styles. Finally, the
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lines connecting the path of the hatch are generated according to whether the
machining strategy is unidirectional or bidirectional.
In a normal operation, the feedrate of the toolpath and machine tool functions, for
example, coolant or chip removal are given by the its_technology and
its_machine_functions properties of the machining operation. For each toolpath, the
distance of travel in Z axis from the current position to the retract plane is calculated
by adding the current depth, with the property retract_plane of the entity
machining_operation. A flag indicating whether the toolpath is a critical toolpath is
also generated.

7.2.5 Interpolator
The interpolator of the server application in the cloud applies the algorithm described
in Section . , including linear and circular interpolations. The interpolator reads each
of the toolpaths from the toolpath list and generates setpoints which will be sent to the
communication module.

7.3 The implementation of modules in the local control system
Modules implemented in the local control system consist of the toolpath estimation
module, motion control module, EtherMAC communication module and local GUI.
Because the garbage collection feature of the managed code, which C# belongs to, will
induce unpredictable delay [

], time-critical tasks should not be developed by C#

language. Therefore, the local control system is programmed by unmanaged C++.

7.3.1 GUI of the local control system
Figure . shows the GUI of the local control system, which incorporates three areas:
. setpoints tracking area, which draws a dot for setpoints send to the EtherMAC
motor controller and uses different colours to identify the type of setpoint. If the
setpoint is original, a blue dot is drawn. If it has been newly generated for safestopping or resuming, the dot will be in red or green;
. coordination area, where the machine coordination is displayed. The maximum
acceleration of the three axes is also displayed; and
. manual control panel used by the operator to manually control the axes and the
spindle, when the local control system has not logged into the MCaaS.

③

①
②

Figure . GUI of the local control system

7.3.2 Toolpath estimation module
The toolpath estimation module is realised by implementing the algorithms
demonstrated in Section . . Point Cloud Library (PCL) version . . is used for curve
fitting. The PCL is “a standalone, large scale, open project for D/ D image and point
cloud processing” [

], which can perform curve fitting for lines and circles.
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Furthermore,

PCL is able to fit B-splines [

] and provides the possibility of

extending the mechanism for transmitting setpoints generated by more advanced
interpolators that interpolate parametric curves such as B-splines toolpaths [

].

7.3.3 Motion control
In the motion control module, the algorithms for the safe-stopping and the resuming
described in Sections . and . are implemented. The FIFO buffer is also managed
by the motion control module. The state-transfer diagram of the motion control
module is demonstrated in Figure . . After initialisation, the motion control module
is in the idle state. In the referencing state, the machine references all axes and
establishes the machine coordinate system. If the operator controls the machine tool
using the buttons in the GUI of the local control system, the motion control module is
in either speed_controlling or interpolating state. If the control system in the cloud
notifies the local control system of a machining task when it is ready, the motion
control module enters the waiting_for_packages state. The transfer of the state
between the states waiting_for_packages, normal_operation, safe_stopping and
resuming are identical to the ones in Section . . In the states safe_stopping and
resuming, if a machining stoppage is triggered, the motion control module
immediately enters the cutter_disengaging state, when the interpolator does a linear
interpolation in the Z axis from the current position to the retract plane and overrides
the original interpolation output of the Z axis. After the cutter disengagement is
finished, the state is transferred back to idle.

referencing

REFERENCING_COMPLETED
REFERENCING_START

speed_controlling

SYSTEM_SHUTDOWN

idle

SPEED_CONTROL_START
SPEED_CONTROL_COMPLETED
MACHINING_START

waiting_for_packages
INTERPOLATING START
INTERPOLATING_COMPLETED

interpolating

BUFFER_FULL
MACHINING_FINISHED
RESUMING_COMPLETED

normal_operation
CRITICAL_BUFFER_NOT_FULL

resuming

safe_stopping
waiting_for_following_packages

BUFFER_FULL

STOPPED

cutter_disengaging
STOPPAGE_TRIGGERED

STOPPAGE_TRIGGERED

CUTTER_DISENGAGING_COMPLETED

Figure . State-transfer diagram for the motion control module of the local control
system

7.3.4 EtherMAC communication
As mentioned in Chapter , a device driver is installed for the local control system
application to communicate with the underlying operation system kernel and network
card. By using the EtherMAC driver, read, write, and configuration of the fieldbus are
treated as the operations of a device file. The EtherMAC communication module
includes the following responsibilities:
x

initialising the fieldbus, including enumeration of the nodes, setting
configuration information and so on;

x

packing the setpoints into the data frame following the EtherMAC protocol;
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x

unpacking the information from the data frame upwards; and

x

sending and receive the data packet.

7.4 Simulation and validation experiment on transmitting setpoints over the
Internet
Having all the modules developed, the software simulation and the validating
experiment were conducted to test the mechanism for transmitting setpoints over the
Internet.

7.4.1 Software simulation
In the setup of the software simulation, the interpolation cycle was

ms, and the

generated setpoints were packed into data packages, each of which included an -byte
SN and three -byte positions for the X, Y and Z axes. However, the toolpaths were in
the X-Y plane only. The minimum required bandwidth was therefore

kbps. As the

bandwidth between the server and the client is normally much higher than

kbps, to

test the mechanism to a greater extent, the Network Emulator of Windows Toolkit by
Microsoft was used to emulate a variety of network condition in the local PC as follows:
x

incoming loss:

x

incoming error:

x

incoming delay: -

x

bandwidth limit:

% randomly;
% randomly;
ms uniformly distributed; and
kbps.

The screen shot of the client is demonstrated in Figure . . As the network condition
was deliberately restricted, many stoppings and resumings were witnessed. The

maximum accelerations for the X and Y axes were calculated based on the setpoints,
no matter they were original or re-generated. During the entire process, the maximum
accelerations were not beyond the limit, which proves that the client can safely stop the
machine when the network condition long delays happened and resume the machining
when there were sufficient packages arrive the buffer.

Figure . Simulation result of transmitting setpoints in an arbitrary network
condition

7.4.2 An actual machining
In the actual machining experiment, the EtherMAC motor controller of the machine
tool was connected to the local control system. The toolpaths were sculpted on an
acrylic board. The network condition was emulated as follows:
x

incoming random loss:

x

incoming random error:

x

incoming latency: -

% randomly;
% randomly;
ms uniformly distributed; and
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x

outgoing Background Traffic: constant bitrate of

kbps and packet size of

bytes.
The outgoing background traffic simulates the streaming of the camera shooting the
workspace of the machine tool.

kbps is typical for a

p stream, and

byte is

the maximum length of the transmission unit in the IP protocol. However, the
bandwidth was not restricted.
The screenshot is demonstrated in Figure . . Only two safe-stoppings and resumings
were observed. During the whole machining process, the maximum acceleration did
not exceed the limit. A photograph of the finished acrylic board is shown in Figure . .

Figure . Result of an actual machining displayed in the screen

Figure . Photograph of the sculpted acrylic board

7.5 Case study
Two case studies were performed to test the validity of the cloud-based smart machine
control system. In the first one, one of the workingsteps was assumed to be interrupted,
and the updated part programmes are generated using the two methods for machineindependent auto-recovery. And the second one demonstrated a complete milling
process of a pocket controlled by the cloud control system.

7.5.1 Machine tool independent auto-recovery
The model of this case study is based on the Example
Standard (FDIS) of the ISO

in the Final Draft International

- , illustrated in Figure

.

. It contains three

workplans, and the first one consists of five workingsteps: rough milling of the planar
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face, outside profile, step, open pocket with boss, and finishing milling of the pocket
with boss. The related features and their sequence are noted in the figure. It is assumed
that the fourth workingstep – the roughing of the open pocket with boss – is
interrupted.
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7.5.1.1 By the geometric method
The predicted D geometry of the workpiece after the stoppage is demonstrated in
Figure . . The building of the D model takes into consideration the cutter being used
and the allowance for the roughing workingsteps.

Figure .

D Geometry of the workpiece after the machining stoppage

In the procedure illustrated in Figure . , a D model will be saved as an AP
by the CADability API. The AP

file

file is then imported by the helper programme, and

the ABSR entity that contains the

D geometry is extracted. The original part

programme is updated by assigning the ABSR entity as the geometry of the raw piece.
The updated P

file is shown in Figure . , and the complete file is in Appendix A. .

By 3D geometry module

Generate the
assumed geometry
after stoppage

By the helper programme

Read the original
part programme
Update the part
programme

Export the geometry
to a STEP AP214 file

Figure .

Read the P21 file and extract
the advanced_brep_shape_
representation entity

Updating part programme with D model
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Figure .

The updated STEP-NC part programme

The process for the alternative machine to analyse the completion status of the
workpiece is illustrated in Figure . . The P

file that contains the D geometry after

the stoppage are read by the helper programme, and the ABSR entity is extracted and
saved into a STEP AP

file. The geometry model in the AP

file is obtained by the

D geometry module using the CADability API, which will be compared with the
predicted

D geometry of the workpiece after each workingstep. When the

differentiating operation returns a valid solid for the first time, as shown in Figure . ,
this workingstep is the unfinished workingstep. The remaining depth can be obtained
by analysing that solid.

By the helper programme

By 3D geometry module

Read the updated part programme
and extract the
advanced_brep_shape_
representation entity of raw_piece

Read the updated
part programme

Save the entity in a
STEP AP214 file

Read the STEP P21
file

Figure .

Differentiate the
assumed geometries
after each
workingstep with
geometry of raw
piece

Analysing the completion status of workingsteps

Figure .

Result of a differentiation operation

7.5.1.2 By the parameterised method
When the completion status of the workingsteps is stored by the parameterised method,
the its_completion_status of every workingstep is set, and the value of the
remaining_depth in the corresponding manufacturing feature is assigned. The P

file

with the completion status is shown in Figure . , and the complete file is in Appendix
A. .
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Figure .

Storing the status of the workpiece by the parameterised method

7.5.1.3 Discussion
The advantage of the geometric method over the parameterised method is that there is
no modification to the existed data format – schema, and the updated part programme
can be read by other ISO

-compliant systems which do not have the auto-recovery

functionality.
However, the geometric method has three disadvantages. Firstly, the length of the P
file will be increased dramatically. Secondly, it requires that the system has the ability
to process geometric models, which is not valid for every system due to the hardware
and/or software configuration. Lastly, the ABSR information is barely human readable,

so it is not convenient for the operator to understand the information of the previous
machining.
By the parameterised method, the information of the interrupted workpiece is
explicitly stored in the part programme which the operators are read and understand.
However, this method involves the extension to the existing schema. Both the original
and the alternative machine tool have to comply with this modified schema.

7.5.2 Cloud-based control of a pocket milling
This case study involves a pocket milling on an aluminium block, where the dimension
of the raw piece is

mm *

with a diameter of

/

diameter of

/

mm *

mm. The nominated cutter is a - flute endmill

inch. Another available cutter is a

-flute endmill with a

inch. The workplan contains one roughing and one finishing

workingsteps, and the complete ISO

part programme is in Appendix A. .

The interaction and information exchange between the server and local control system
is illustrated in Figure . . After logging in to the server and referencing the machine,
the operator opens the ISO

part programme. The toolpaths are the generated

and interpolated into setpoints, which are transmitted to the local control system. A
signal from a cutter monitoring system is simulated by pressing a button connected to
the EtherMAC controller during the machining of one of the bidirectional toolpaths in
the roughing workingstep, and the local control system performs a cutter
disengagement. The server analyses the stoppage with the help of the SN of the setpoint
executed and the position at the moment of the stoppage. After selecting the alternative
cutter, the server generates new setpoints and continues the machining.
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During the machining, only one network condition is simulated by the Network
Emulator, which is the outgoing background traffic with a constant bitrate of
and a packet size of

kbps

bytes, to simulate the outgoing steaming. During the

machining, the network condition is good enough that there is no long delay occurs. A
photograph of the finished workpiece is shown in Figure .
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7.6 Summary
In this chapter, the platform of the system prototype and the architecture of the
implementation were introduced. Following that, the developments of modules in the
cloud application and local control system were presented. The simulation and
experiment for validating the mechanism of transmitting the setpoints were reported,
which proved that the corresponding algorithms can meet the requirements. Lastly,
two case studies were demonstrated.

Chapter 8.

Conclusion and Future Work

This final chapter draws conclusions from the research presented and gives
recommendations for the future research. The first section presents summaries of the
research. Then, the scientific contributions of this research are generalised upon.
Lastly, possible improvements and recommendations for the future studies are
discussed.

8.1 Recap of the research
Production patterns have been changing from mass production to customised
production. To provide customised products at an affordable price, the production
system has to be smart, requires less human operation and be tolerant of faults or
failures. It is difficult for current machine control systems to meet the requirements of
the operator, administrator, machine tool vendor and end user of the machine tool. In
the cloud manufacturing environment, every manufacturing resource is virtualised
and provisioned as services. The cloud-based smart machine control system provides
the control of machine tools in the form of services. The computational resource of the
machine control system is moved to the cloud, which make a cloud-based machine
control system scalable, extendable and able to utilise computational power-intensive
algorithms. The quality of service can be assured, making the system easily to be
maintained and diagnosed. The process know-hows are processed in the cloud, and
only bottom-level information is accessible by the local. The smart feature this research
focuses on is auto-recovery of the machining stoppage. Because of the G/M code which

only contains toolpath information, recovering the machining from a stoppage is timeconsuming and relies on operator’s experience, which often leads to discarding the
workpiece. With the high-level information provided by the STEP-NC part programme,
the system is able to recover the machining with minimal human intervention.
The user of the typical machine control system is the operator of the machine tool, and
can only be accessed on the shop-floor. Because the cloud-based machine control
system moves the computational part to the cloud, which can be accessed by people
and other systems from a much wider range and even globally, the user of the cloudbased machine control system is not limited to the operator of a machine tool, but also
incorporates the administrator in the shop-floor, the machine tool vendor and the enduser of the product being machined. Users can access different sub-services
corresponding to their roles through various devices and clients. In the proposed
framework, non-real-time tasks are moved to the cloud, and the real-time tasks remain
at the local to form a local control system, in regard to the inability of the Internet to
transmit real-time data. The cloud-based machine control system imposes new
requirements for the data transmitted between the server in the cloud and the local
control system. Two modes of implementing the system were discussed.
Transmitting setpoints over the Internet is essential for the cloud-based machine
control system. The setpoints are generated for every interpolation cycle and have to
be received by the motor controller in a timely manner with no error. However, the
cooperative research between the University of Stuttgart and the University of
Auckland proved that neither TCP or UDP protocols is capable of transmitting realtime control data over the Internet if no other measure is taken. Nevertheless, if no
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adaptive control is applied, generation and execution of the setpoints are independent.
Therefore, the TCP protocol was applied to guarantee that there is no error during
transmission, and a mechanism was designed to deal with unavoidable long delay
when the TCP protocol is used. The mechanism maintains a buffer for storing a specific
number of data packages in advance. The toolpath estimation algorithm was developed
to estimate the original toolpath by curve fitting. When a long delay occurs, and the
number of cycles in the buffer drops to a certain threshold, a modified interpolator
generates new setpoints to safely stop the machine along the estimated toolpath and to
restart the machine when sufficient packages have arrived.
The G/M code, which has a long history but is still the prevailing format for part
programmes is not interoperable at all. When a machining stoppage happens, the part
programme always needs to be modified by the operator at the shop-floor. STEP-NC
as a newer generation of the part programme contains complete data for a machining
task. Therefore, auto-recovery of the machining stoppage takes STEP-NC as the
enabling data format. The cutter is disengaged from the workpiece when cutter-related
stoppages happen. Strategies have been developed for various types of stoppage at
different stages of machining. The method for selecting an alternative cutter was
presented, and new entities in the schema defined, to facilitate the selection process.
Adjustment for the sequence of the workingsteps was considered, to minimise overall
machining time. Information about the workingstep at the moment of stoppage is
stored by using geometric and parameterised methods. New entities were developed
and added to the schema to realise the parameterised methods. Both methods were
demonstrated.

The cloud-based machine control system was implemented as an application deployed
on a virtual PC of Amazon AWS EC , and the local control system run on a physical PC.
First, the implementation of the modules in the cloud application and local control
system were described. To validate the mechanism for transmitting setpoints over the
Internet, both a simulated and an actual machining were performed. The network
condition, which is a combination of error, loss, limited bandwidth etcetera, was
emulated to stress the system. The results prove that the mechanism is capable of
dealing with long delay. Lastly, two case studies were designed, one is for storing
information on the workingsteps at the moment of stoppage by using both two
methods, the other for machining a pocket under the control of the cloud-based
machine control system.

8.2 Scientific contributions
The objectives of the research are achieved by the following scientific contributions:
. The framework of the cloud-based machine control system
The proposed framework transforms control of the machine tool into a service
that provides the opportunity for new value-added services.
. The mechanism and its implementation for transmitting setpoints over the
Internet
Interpolation in the cloud is the feature that defines the cloud-based control
system, and the ability to transmit setpoints over the Internet is the key enabler
for the cloud-based machine control system. The simulations and experiments
show the capabilities of the algorithm implemented.
. The method for automatically recovering from a machining stoppage
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The recovery strategies developed cover different situations and conditions. The
system is able to disengage a cutter from a workpiece, select alternative cutter
and generate new toolpaths for the alternative cutter. New entities were defined
to facilitate the cutter selection.
. The methods realising machine tool independent auto-recovery
The geometric and parameterised methods for storing workpiece status were
developed to realise machine tool-independent auto-recovery. The ISO
schema was extended for the parameterised method.
. The implementation of the cloud-based smart machine control system
The system developed was deployed and provided as a virtual machine control
system, which the user is able to access over the Internet via various devices.
The user is able to open, modify and save the ISO

STEP-NC part

programme. A tree view and a D display of the geometry were developed to
display comprehensive information of the entities, and allow users to directly
make changes to the model and save a part programme. The implemented
system has the ability to generate and interpolate toolpaths, and the setpoints
are guaranteed to be received by the local control system and executed by the
motor controller via real-time Ethernet fieldbus. Long delay during
transmission was dealt with to ensure the safety of the operator, machine tool
and workpiece.
The research work is considered a novel solution that brings a machine control system
into a cloud-based and service-oriented era.

8.3 Future work
Improvments can always be made to the current system, and there are also some
opportunities for future research.

8.3.1 Improvement to the current system
The current auto-recovery algorithm focuses only on the . D manufacturing feature.
It could be extended when new features are defined in the next version of the ISO
standard.
Extensive testing of the mechanism for the setpoints transmission for various
interpolation methods, including interpolation of parameterised curves, and lookahead functions, are expected to ensure this mechanism is eligible for these algorithms.
Currently, the local control system operates in the position control mode, that is, the
local control system sends the setpoint information to the motor controller, and the
motor controller guarantees that the axes reach the designated setpoints in every
control cycle. The participation of the cloud application in the control loop requires
new mechanisms for transmitting data over the Internet.
The implementation of the system in the server-client mode can be developed.
Compared with the virtual CNC mode, the server-client mode takes a lower bandwidth
and is more flexible in providing different functions to the user in different roles.
Examples of the enabling technologies for D geometry display include JavaScript D
[

] and HTML +WebGL [

].
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As a prototype, the current system does not cover every feature defined by the standard
and have not been tested by users from the industry. Improvements cloud always be
made to provide the user more functionalities and a better user experience.

8.3.2 Recommendations for future research
Currently, a stoppage during the D printing process always leads to discarding the
workpiece, so the auto-recovery concept cloud be extended to additive manufacturing.
However, one of the difficulties is that when a D printing process stops, the status of
the workpiece is unpredictable, which requires a more complex recovery strategy.
The integration of the cloud-based smart machine control system with other services,
such as data analysis and optimisation services and knowledgebase systems, will
involve the definition of the interfaces among these services. The data format is also
needs to be unified to ensure a smooth information flow and interoperability among
systems. As the established ISO standard, STEP/STEP-NC is a promising candidate.
Integration with Cyber Physical Systems is another interesting topic. A digital twin can
exist in the cloud, and the related services can be provided. As all the information about
the machine tool can be accessed via the cloud service, new types of HMI with the help
of AR technology can be expected.
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A.2 Alternative cutter selecting rules
Cutter type
Dovertail
mill

Rules
R : Can only be replaced by dovertail mill.
R : The included_angle equals to the original.
R : The maximum_depth_of_cut >= the depth of the slot.
R : The effective_cutting_diameter <= the length of curve at the
bottom defining the swept_shape in slot.
R : Can only be replaced by endmill.
R : effective_cutting_diameter <= the original.
If machining_feature is a planar:
R : tool_funtional_length >= depth of the boss if its_boss is
specified.
If machining_feature is a step:
R : tool_funtional_length >= depth of the step.
R : edge_radius equals to the original if defined.
R : tool_cutting_edge_angle equals to the original if defined.
If machining_feature is a general_outside_profile:
R : tool_funtional_length >= depth of the general_outside_profile.
R : tool_cutting_edge_angle equals to the original if defined.

Endmill

If machining_feature is a pocket:
R : tool_funtional_length >= depth of the pocket.
R : edge_radius equals to the original if defined.
R : tool_cutting_edge_angle equals to the original if defined.
R : effective_cutting_diameter <= orthogonal_radius of the pocket
if exists.
OR
effective_cutting_diameter <= the minimum radius of the circles
consisting
feature_boundary
of
the
closed_pocket
or
open_boundary of the open_pocket.
R : If R is not satisfied when the undertaking workingstep is a
roughing one, there exists an endmill satisfying R .
If machining_feature is a slot:
R : tool_funtional_length >= depth of the slot.
R : edge_radius equals to the original if defined.
R : tool_cutting_edge_angle equals to the original if defined.
If machining_feature is a round_hole:
R : tool_funtional_length >= depth of the round_hole.
R : tool_cutting_edge_angle equals to the original if defined.

Appendix

Face mill
Shoulder
mill

R : edge_radius equals to the original if defined, when
buttom_condition
of
the
round_hole
is
not
through_bottom_condition.
R : Can be replaced by face mill, endmill and shoulder mill.
R : effective_cutting_diameter <= the original.
R : effective_cutting_diameter <= the original.
If machining_feature is a planar:
R : Can be replaced by shoulder mill, endmill and face mill.
R : tool_funtional_length >= depth of the boss if the its_boss is
specified.
If machining_feature is a step:
R : Can be replaced by shoulder mill.
R : Can be replaced by endmill.
AND
tool_cutting_edge_angle = or not defined.
R : tool_funtional_length >= the depth of the step.
R : edge_radius equals to the original if defined.
If the machining_feature is a general_outside_profile:
R : Can be replaced by shoulder mill.
R : Can be replaced by endmill.
AND
tool_cutting_edge_angle = or undefined.
R : tool_funtional_length >= depth of the general_outside_profile.

Side mill
T-slot mill

Twist
drill
Reaming
cutting tool

If machining_feature is a round_hole:
R : Can be replaced by shoulder mill.
R : Can be replaced by endmill.
AND
tool_cutting_edge_angle = or undefined.
R : tool_funtional_length >= depth of the round_hole.
R : edge_radius equals to the original if defined, when
buttom_condition
of
the
round_hole
is
not
through_bottom_condition.
R : Can be replaced by side mill, endmill and shoulder mill
R : effective_cutting_diameter <= the original.
R : tool_funtional_length >= depth of the machining_feature.
R : Can only be replaced by T-slot mill.
R : cutting_width equals to the original.
R : maximum_depth_of_cut <= value of cross_bar_depth defining
the swept_shape in the slot
R : Can be replaced by endmill.
R :
buttom_condition
of
the
round_hole
is
through_bottom_condition.
R : tool_funtional_length >= the depth of the round_hole.

R : The effective_cutting_diameter < diameter of the round_hole.
Tapered
drill
Tapered
reamer
Counterbore
Rotating
boring
cutting tool

R -R : the same as the above R -R
R : tool_cutting_edge_angle = taper_angle of the tapered_drill or
tapered_reamer.
R
R
R
R

: Can be replaced by endmill.
: edge_radius = or undefined.
: tool_funtional_length >= depth of the round_hole.
: effective_cutting_diameter < diameter of the round_hole.
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A.3 P21 file with the geometric completion status of the workingsteps
ISO-10303-21;
HEADER;
/* Generated by software containing ST-Developer
* from STEP Tools, Inc. (www.steptools.com)
*/
FILE_DESCRIPTION(
/* description */ ('ISO 14649-11 EXAMPLE 2',
'COMPLEX PRORGRAM WITH VARIOUS MANUFACTURING
FEATURES'),
/* implementation_level */ '2;1');
FILE_NAME(
/* name */ 'EXAMPLE2.STP',
/* time_stamp */ '2017-02-27T17:25:11+13:00',
/* author */ ('Zhiqian Sang'),
/* organization */ ('The University of Auckland'),
/* preprocessor_version */ 'ST-DEVELOPER v16',
/* originating_system */ 'ISO 14649',
/* authorisation */ $);
FILE_SCHEMA
(('MACHINING_MILLING_SCHEMA','AUTOMOTIVE_DESIGN_CC2'))
;
ENDSEC;
DATA;
#10=ADVANCED_BREP_SHAPE_REPRESENTATION('',(#2745,#1712
),#15);
#11=(
NAMED_UNIT(*)
SI_UNIT($,.STERADIAN.)
SOLID_ANGLE_UNIT()
);
#12=(
NAMED_UNIT(*)
PLANE_ANGLE_UNIT()
SI_UNIT($,.RADIAN.)
);
#13=(
LENGTH_UNIT()
NAMED_UNIT(*)
SI_UNIT(.MILLI.,.METRE.)
);
#14=UNCERTAINTY_MEASURE_WITH_UNIT(LENGTH_MEASURE(2.E5),#13,
'distance_accuracy_value','confusion accuracy');
#15=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(3)
GLOBAL_UNCERTAINTY_ASSIGNED_CONTEXT((#14))
GLOBAL_UNIT_ASSIGNED_CONTEXT((#13,#12,#11))
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('Context #1',
'3D Context with UNIT and UNCERTAINTY')
);
#16=(
BOUNDED_SURFACE()
B_SPLINE_SURFACE(2,6,((#2304,#2305,#2306,#2307,#2308,#
2309,#2310),(#2311,
#2312,#2313,#2314,#2315,#2316,#2317),(#2318,#2319,#232
0,#2321,#2322,#2323,
#2324)),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_SURFACE_WITH_KNOTS((3,3),(7,7),(0.,8.63938148
1045),(94.55752592418,
103.19690740522),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_SURFACE(((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.),(0.7
07106781187,0.707106781187,
0.707106781187,0.707106781187,0.707106781187,0.7071067
81187,0.707106781187),
(1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.)))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
SURFACE()
);
#17=(
BOUNDED_SURFACE()
B_SPLINE_SURFACE(2,6,((#2346,#2347,#2348,#2349,#2350,#
2351,#2352),(#2353,

#2354,#2355,#2356,#2357,#2358,#2359),(#2360,#2361,#236
2,#2363,#2364,#2365,
#2366)),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_SURFACE_WITH_KNOTS((3,3),(7,7),(0.,8.63938148
1045),(65.918144443135,
74.55752592418),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_SURFACE(((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.),(0.7
07106781187,0.707106781187,
0.707106781187,0.707106781187,0.707106781187,0.7071067
81187,0.707106781187),
(1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.)))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
SURFACE()
);
#18=(
BOUNDED_SURFACE()
B_SPLINE_SURFACE(2,6,((#2388,#2389,#2390,#2391,#2392,#
2393,#2394),(#2395,
#2396,#2397,#2398,#2399,#2400,#2401),(#2402,#2403,#240
4,#2405,#2406,#2407,
#2408)),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_SURFACE_WITH_KNOTS((3,3),(7,7),(0.,8.63938148
1045),(47.27876296209,
55.918144443135),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_SURFACE(((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.),(0.7
07106781187,0.707106781187,
0.707106781187,0.707106781187,0.707106781187,0.7071067
81187,0.707106781187),
(1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.)))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
SURFACE()
);
#19=(
BOUNDED_SURFACE()
B_SPLINE_SURFACE(2,6,((#2429,#2430,#2431,#2432,#2433,#
2434,#2435),(#2436,
#2437,#2438,#2439,#2440,#2441,#2442),(#2443,#2444,#244
5,#2446,#2447,#2448,
#2449)),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_SURFACE_WITH_KNOTS((3,3),(7,7),(0.,8.63938148
1045),(18.639381481045,
27.27876296209),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_SURFACE(((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.),(0.7
07106781187,0.707106781187,
0.707106781187,0.707106781187,0.707106781187,0.7071067
81187,0.707106781187),
(1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.)))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
SURFACE()
);
#20=TOROIDAL_SURFACE('',#2775,9.4,0.1);
#21=TOROIDAL_SURFACE('',#2778,9.4,0.1);
#22=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(2,(#2144,#2145,#2146,#2147,#2148,#2149,
#2150),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.T.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((1,2,2,2,2,1),(2.094395102393,0.,2.094395102393,
4.188790204786,6.28318530718,8.377580409573),.UNSPECIF
IED.)
CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,0.5,1.,0.5,1.,0.5,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
);
#23=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(6,(#2290,#2291,#2292,#2293,#2294,#2295,
#2296),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((7,7),(94.55752592418,103.19
690740522),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)

CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
);
#24=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(6,(#2332,#2333,#2334,#2335,#2336,#2337,
#2338),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((7,7),(65.918144443135,74.55
752592418),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
);
#25=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(6,(#2374,#2375,#2376,#2377,#2378,#2379,
#2380),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((7,7),(47.27876296209,55.918
144443135),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
);
#26=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(6,(#2415,#2416,#2417,#2418,#2419,#2420,
#2421),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((7,7),(18.639381481045,27.27
876296209),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
);
#27=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(6,(#2505,#2506,#2507,#2508,#2509,#2510,
#2511),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((7,7),(94.55752592418,103.19
690740522),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
);
#28=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(6,(#2522,#2523,#2524,#2525,#2526,#2527,
#2528),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((7,7),(18.639381481045,27.27
876296209),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
);
#29=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(2,(#2538,#2539,#2540),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.
,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((3,3),(0.,8.639381481045),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,0.707106781187,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')

);
#30=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(2,(#2550,#2551,#2552),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.
,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((3,3),(0.,8.639381481045),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,0.707106781187,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
);
#31=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(6,(#2589,#2590,#2591,#2592,#2593,#2594,
#2595),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((7,7),(65.918144443135,74.55
752592418),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
);
#32=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(6,(#2606,#2607,#2608,#2609,#2610,#2611,
#2612),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((7,7),(47.27876296209,55.918
144443135),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
);
#33=(
BOUNDED_CURVE()
B_SPLINE_CURVE(2,(#2622,#2623,#2624),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.
,.F.)
B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS((3,3),(0.,8.639381481045),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.)
CURVE()
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_ITEM()
RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE((1.,0.707106781187,1.))
REPRESENTATION_ITEM('')
);
#34=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2754,9.5);
#35=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2757,9.5);
#36=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2761,8.5);
#37=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2764,8.5);
#38=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2768,0.1);
#39=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2770,0.1);
#40=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2776,0.1);
#41=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2781,0.1);
#42=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2782,0.1);
#43=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2783,0.1);
#44=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2784,0.1);
#45=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2793,5.5);
#46=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2794,5.5);
#47=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2799,5.5);
#48=CYLINDRICAL_SURFACE('',#2800,5.5);
#49=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_2D('',#2062,#1748);
#50=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_2D('',#2073,#1758);
#51=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_2D('',#2099,#1777);
#52=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_2D('',#2109,#1788);
#53=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_2D('',#2169,#1819);
#54=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_2D('',#2202,#1835);
#55=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_2D('',#2218,#1846);
#56=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_2D('',#2270,#1888);
#57=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_2D('',#2278,#1895);
#58=CIRCLE('',#2753,9.5);
#59=CIRCLE('',#49,9.5);
#60=CIRCLE('',#2756,9.5);
#61=CIRCLE('',#50,9.5);
#62=CIRCLE('',#2760,8.5);
#63=CIRCLE('',#51,8.5);
#64=CIRCLE('',#2763,8.5);
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#65=CIRCLE('',#52,8.5);
#66=CIRCLE('',#2767,0.1);
#67=CIRCLE('',#2769,0.1);
#68=CIRCLE('',#53,0.1);
#69=CIRCLE('',#2772,8.5);
#70=CIRCLE('',#54,8.5);
#71=CIRCLE('',#2773,8.5);
#72=CIRCLE('',#55,8.5);
#73=CIRCLE('',#2774,9.5);
#74=CIRCLE('',#2777,9.5);
#75=CIRCLE('',#2779,9.4);
#76=CIRCLE('',#56,9.4);
#77=CIRCLE('',#2780,9.4);
#78=CIRCLE('',#57,9.4);
#79=CIRCLE('',#2785,0.1);
#80=CIRCLE('',#2786,0.1);
#81=CIRCLE('',#2787,0.1);
#82=CIRCLE('',#2788,0.1);
#83=CIRCLE('',#2789,0.1);
#84=CIRCLE('',#2791,0.1);
#85=CIRCLE('',#2792,0.1);
#86=CIRCLE('',#2797,0.1);
#87=CIRCLE('',#2798,0.1);
#88=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#89=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#90=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#91=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#92=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#93=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#94=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#95=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#96=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#97=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#98=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#99=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)

PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#100=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#101=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#102=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#103=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#104=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#105=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#106=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#107=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#108=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#109=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#110=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#111=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#112=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#113=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#114=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#115=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)

PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#116=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#117=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#118=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#119=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#120=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#121=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#122=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#123=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#124=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#125=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#126=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#127=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#128=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#129=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#130=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#131=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)

PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#132=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#133=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#134=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#135=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#136=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#137=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#138=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#139=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#140=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#141=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#142=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#143=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#144=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#145=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#146=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#147=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
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PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#148=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#149=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#150=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#151=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#152=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#153=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#154=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#155=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#156=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#157=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#158=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#159=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#160=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#161=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#162=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#163=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)

PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#164=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#165=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#166=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#167=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#168=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#169=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#170=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#171=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#172=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#173=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#174=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#175=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#176=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#177=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#178=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#179=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)

PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#180=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#181=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#182=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#183=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#184=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#185=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#186=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#187=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#188=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#189=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#190=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#191=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#192=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#193=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#194=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#195=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)

PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#196=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#197=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#198=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#199=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#200=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#201=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#202=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#203=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#204=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#205=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#206=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#207=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#208=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#209=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#210=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#211=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
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PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#212=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#213=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#214=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#215=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#216=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#217=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#218=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#219=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#220=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#221=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#222=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#223=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#224=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#225=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#226=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#227=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)

PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#228=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#229=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#230=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#231=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#232=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#233=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#234=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#235=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#236=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#237=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#238=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#239=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#240=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#241=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#242=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#243=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)

PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#244=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#245=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#246=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#247=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#248=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#249=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#250=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#251=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#252=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#253=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#254=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#255=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#256=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#257=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#258=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#259=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)

PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#260=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#261=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#262=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#263=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#264=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#265=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#266=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#267=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#268=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#269=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#270=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#271=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#272=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#273=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#274=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#275=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
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PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#276=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#277=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#278=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#279=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#280=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#281=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#282=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#283=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#284=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#285=(
GEOMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT(2)
PARAMETRIC_REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT()
REPRESENTATION_CONTEXT('2D SPACE','')
);
#286=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2018,#2019),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,180.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#287=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2024,#2025),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,50.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#288=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2032,#2033),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,180.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#289=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2037,#2038),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,50.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#290=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2044,#2045),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,180.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#291=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2048,#2049),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,260.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#292=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2053,#2054),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,260.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#293=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2064,#2065),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(1.570796326795,3.14159265359),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER
_KNOTS.);
#294=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2075,#2076),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,

(2,2),(0.,1.570796326795),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#295=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2085,#2086),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,260.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#296=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2090,#2091),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,180.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#297=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2119,#2120),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,50.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#298=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2123,#2124),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,260.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#299=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2127,#2128),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,180.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#300=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2131,#2132),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,260.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#301=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2137,#2138),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(25.306668395559,94.192930460769),.PIECEWISE_BEZ
IER_KNOTS.);
#302=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2140,#2141),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(25.306668395559,94.192930460769),.PIECEWISE_BEZ
IER_KNOTS.);
#303=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2154,#2155),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(-4.9,0.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#304=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2156,#2157),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(-4.9,0.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#305=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2160,#2161),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,50.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#306=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2164,#2165),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,4.9),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#307=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2166,#2167),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,4.9),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#308=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2174,#2175),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(-18.,0.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#309=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2176,#2177),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(-18.,0.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#310=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2180,#2181),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(73.5391828338,23.538820097504),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS
.);
#311=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2183,#2184),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(73.5391828338,23.538820097504),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS
.);
#312=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2186,#2187),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,18.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#313=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2188,#2189),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,18.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#314=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2193,#2194),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,30.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#315=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2195,#2196),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,18.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#316=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2207,#2208),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,18.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#317=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2213,#2214),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,80.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#318=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2219,#2220),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,18.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);

#319=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2225,#2226),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,30.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#320=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2228,#2229),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,5.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#321=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2244,#2245),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,5.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#322=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2253,#2254),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,5.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#323=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2297,#2298,#2299
,#2300,#2301,#2302,
#2303),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(94.55752592418,103
.19690740522),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#324=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2339,#2340,#2341
,#2342,#2343,#2344,
#2345),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(65.918144443135,74
.55752592418),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#325=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2381,#2382,#2383
,#2384,#2385,#2386,
#2387),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(47.27876296209,55.
918144443135),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#326=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2422,#2423,#2424
,#2425,#2426,#2427,
#2428),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(18.639381481045,27
.27876296209),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#327=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2452,#2453),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(4.712388980385,6.28318530718),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER
_KNOTS.);
#328=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2454,#2455),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(4.712388980385,6.28318530718),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER
_KNOTS.);
#329=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2457,#2458),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,1.570796326795),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#330=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2459,#2460),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,1.570796326795),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#331=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2462,#2463),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,1.570796326795),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#332=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2464,#2465),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,1.570796326795),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#333=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2467,#2468),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(4.712388980385,6.28318530718),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER
_KNOTS.);
#334=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2469,#2470),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(4.712388980385,6.28318530718),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER
_KNOTS.);
#335=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2473,#2474),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,1.570796326795),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#336=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',5,(#2475,#2476,#2477
,#2478,#2479,#2480),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(6,6),(0.,1.570796326795),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#337=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2487,#2488),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,1.570796326795),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#338=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',5,(#2489,#2490,#2491
,#2492,#2493,#2494),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(6,6),(0.,1.570796326795),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#339=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',5,(#2497,#2498,#2499
,#2500,#2501,#2502),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(6,6),(0.,1.570796326795),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#340=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2503,#2504),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,

(2,2),(0.,1.570796326795),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#341=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2514,#2515,#2516
,#2517,#2518,#2519,
#2520),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(94.55752592418,103
.19690740522),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#342=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2531,#2532,#2533
,#2534,#2535,#2536,
#2537),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(18.639381481045,27
.27876296209),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#343=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2541,#2542),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,8.639381481045),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#344=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',5,(#2543,#2544,#2545
,#2546,#2547,#2548),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(6,6),(0.,8.639381481045),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#345=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',5,(#2553,#2554,#2555
,#2556,#2557,#2558),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(6,6),(0.,8.639381481045),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#346=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2559,#2560),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,8.639381481045),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#347=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2571,#2572),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,1.570796326795),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#348=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',5,(#2573,#2574,#2575
,#2576,#2577,#2578),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(6,6),(0.,1.570796326795),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#349=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',5,(#2581,#2582,#2583
,#2584,#2585,#2586),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(6,6),(0.,1.570796326795),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#350=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2587,#2588),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,1.570796326795),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#351=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2598,#2599,#2600
,#2601,#2602,#2603,
#2604),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(65.918144443135,74
.55752592418),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#352=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2615,#2616,#2617
,#2618,#2619,#2620,
#2621),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(47.27876296209,55.
918144443135),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#353=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2625,#2626),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,8.639381481045),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#354=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',5,(#2627,#2628,#2629
,#2630,#2631,#2632),
.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(6,6),(0.,8.639381481045),
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#355=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2638,#2639),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,5.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#356=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2654,#2655,#2656
,#2657,#2658,#2659,
#2660),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(0.,1.570796326795)
,
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#357=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2662,#2663,#2664
,#2665,#2666,#2667,
#2668),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(0.,1.570796326795)
,
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#358=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2670,#2671),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,5.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#359=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2674,#2675,#2676
,#2677,#2678,#2679,
#2680),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(0.,1.570796326795)
,
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#360=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2682,#2683,#2684
,#2685,#2686,#2687,
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#2688),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(0.,1.570796326795)
,
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#361=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2707,#2708,#2709
,#2710,#2711,#2712,
#2713),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(0.,1.570796326795)
,
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#362=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2715,#2716,#2717
,#2718,#2719,#2720,
#2721),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(0.,1.570796326795)
,
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#363=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',1,(#2723,#2724),.UNS
PECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,
(2,2),(0.,5.),.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#364=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2727,#2728,#2729
,#2730,#2731,#2732,
#2733),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(0.,1.570796326795)
,
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#365=B_SPLINE_CURVE_WITH_KNOTS('',6,(#2735,#2736,#2737
,#2738,#2739,#2740,
#2741),.UNSPECIFIED.,.F.,.F.,(7,7),(0.,1.570796326795)
,
.PIECEWISE_BEZIER_KNOTS.);
#366=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#286),#88);
#367=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#957),#89);
#368=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#287),#90);
#369=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#959),#91);
#370=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#961),#92);
#371=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#288),#93);
#372=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#963),#94);
#373=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#289),#95);
#374=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#965),#96);
#375=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#290),#97);
#376=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#967),#98);
#377=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#291),#99);
#378=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#969),#100);
#379=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#292),#101);
#380=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#971),#102);
#381=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#972),#103);
#382=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#59),#104);
#383=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#293),#105);
#384=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#974),#106);
#385=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#975),#107);
#386=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#61),#108);
#387=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#294),#109);
#388=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#977),#110);
#389=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#978),#111);
#390=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#980),#112);
#391=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#295),#113);
#392=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#982),#114);
#393=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#296),#115);
#394=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#984),#116);
#395=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#985),#117);
#396=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#63),#118);
#397=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#986),#119);
#398=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#988),#120);
#399=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#989),#121);
#400=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#65),#122);
#401=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#990),#123);
#402=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#992),#124);
#403=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#993),#125);
#404=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#995),#126);
#405=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#297),#127);
#406=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#997),#128);
#407=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#298),#129);
#408=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#299),#130);
#409=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#999),#131);
#410=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#300),#132);
#411=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1001),#133);
#412=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#301),#134);
#413=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#302),#135);
#414=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#22),#136);
#415=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1003),#137);
#416=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#303),#138);
#417=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#304),#139);
#418=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1006),#140);
#419=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#305),#141);

#420=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#306),#142);
#421=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#307),#143);
#422=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#68),#144);
#423=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1008),#145);
#424=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#308),#146);
#425=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#309),#147);
#426=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#310),#148);
#427=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#311),#149);
#428=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#312),#150);
#429=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#313),#151);
#430=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1013),#152);
#431=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#314),#153);
#432=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1014),#154);
#433=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1015),#155);
#434=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1016),#156);
#435=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#70),#157);
#436=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1018),#158);
#437=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1019),#159);
#438=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1020),#160);
#439=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1021),#161);
#440=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1023),#162);
#441=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#317),#163);
#442=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1024),#164);
#443=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#72),#165);
#444=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1025),#166);
#445=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1026),#167);
#446=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1028),#168);
#447=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#319),#169);
#448=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1029),#170);
#449=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1030),#171);
#450=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1032),#172);
#451=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1033),#173);
#452=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1035),#174);
#453=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1036),#175);
#454=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1037),#176);
#455=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1038),#177);
#456=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1039),#178);
#457=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1040),#179);
#458=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1042),#180);
#459=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1043),#181);
#460=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1044),#182);
#461=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1045),#183);
#462=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1046),#184);
#463=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1047),#185);
#464=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1049),#186);
#465=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1050),#187);
#466=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1052),#188);
#467=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1053),#189);
#468=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#76),#190);
#469=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1054),#191);
#470=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1056),#192);
#471=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1057),#193);
#472=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#78),#194);
#473=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1058),#195);
#474=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1060),#196);
#475=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1061),#197);
#476=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1063),#198);
#477=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1064),#199);
#478=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#323),#200);
#479=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1065),#201);
#480=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1067),#202);
#481=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1068),#203);
#482=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#324),#204);
#483=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1069),#205);
#484=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1071),#206);
#485=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1072),#207);
#486=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#325),#208);
#487=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1073),#209);
#488=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1075),#210);
#489=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1076),#211);
#490=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#326),#212);
#491=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1077),#213);
#492=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#327),#214);
#493=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#328),#215);
#494=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#329),#216);
#495=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#330),#217);
#496=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#331),#218);
#497=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#332),#219);
#498=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#333),#220);
#499=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#334),#221);

#500=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#335),#222);
#501=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#336),#223);
#502=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1079),#224);
#503=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1080),#225);
#504=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#337),#226);
#505=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#338),#227);
#506=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#339),#228);
#507=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#340),#229);
#508=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1081),#230);
#509=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#341),#231);
#510=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1082),#232);
#511=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#342),#233);
#512=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#343),#234);
#513=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#344),#235);
#514=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#345),#236);
#515=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#346),#237);
#516=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1084),#238);
#517=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1085),#239);
#518=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1087),#240);
#519=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1088),#241);
#520=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#347),#242);
#521=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#348),#243);
#522=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#349),#244);
#523=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#350),#245);
#524=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1089),#246);
#525=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#351),#247);
#526=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1090),#248);
#527=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#352),#249);
#528=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#353),#250);
#529=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#354),#251);
#530=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1092),#252);
#531=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1093),#253);
#532=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1094),#254);
#533=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1095),#255);
#534=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1097),#256);
#535=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1098),#257);
#536=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1100),#258);
#537=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1101),#259);
#538=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1103),#260);
#539=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1104),#261);
#540=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1105),#262);
#541=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#357),#263);
#542=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1106),#264);
#543=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1107),#265);
#544=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1108),#266);
#545=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#360),#267);
#546=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1110),#268);
#547=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1111),#269);
#548=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1113),#270);
#549=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1114),#271);
#550=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1116),#272);
#551=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1117),#273);
#552=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1119),#274);
#553=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1120),#275);
#554=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1122),#276);
#555=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1123),#277);
#556=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1124),#278);
#557=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#362),#279);
#558=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1125),#280);
#559=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1126),#281);
#560=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1127),#282);
#561=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#365),#283);
#562=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1129),#284);
#563=DEFINITIONAL_REPRESENTATION('',(#1130),#285);
#564=PLANE('',#2746);
#565=PLANE('',#2747);
#566=PLANE('',#2748);
#567=PLANE('',#2749);
#568=PLANE('',#2750);
#569=PLANE('',#2751);
#570=PLANE('',#2752);
#571=PLANE('',#2755);
#572=PLANE('',#2758);
#573=PLANE('',#2759);
#574=PLANE('',#2762);
#575=PLANE('',#2765);
#576=PLANE('',#2766);
#577=PLANE('',#2771);
#578=PLANE('',#2790);
#579=PLANE('',#2795);

#580=PLANE('',#2796);
#581=PLANE('',#2801);
#582=PLANE('',#2802);
#583=PCURVE('',#564,#366);
#584=PCURVE('',#565,#367);
#585=PCURVE('',#564,#368);
#586=PCURVE('',#566,#369);
#587=PCURVE('',#564,#370);
#588=PCURVE('',#567,#371);
#589=PCURVE('',#564,#372);
#590=PCURVE('',#568,#373);
#591=PCURVE('',#565,#374);
#592=PCURVE('',#569,#375);
#593=PCURVE('',#565,#376);
#594=PCURVE('',#566,#377);
#595=PCURVE('',#565,#378);
#596=PCURVE('',#568,#379);
#597=PCURVE('',#565,#380);
#598=PCURVE('',#570,#381);
#599=PCURVE('',#565,#382);
#600=PCURVE('',#34,#383);
#601=PCURVE('',#565,#384);
#602=PCURVE('',#571,#385);
#603=PCURVE('',#565,#386);
#604=PCURVE('',#35,#387);
#605=PCURVE('',#565,#388);
#606=PCURVE('',#572,#389);
#607=PCURVE('',#565,#390);
#608=PCURVE('',#568,#391);
#609=PCURVE('',#565,#392);
#610=PCURVE('',#569,#393);
#611=PCURVE('',#565,#394);
#612=PCURVE('',#573,#395);
#613=PCURVE('',#565,#396);
#614=PCURVE('',#36,#397);
#615=PCURVE('',#565,#398);
#616=PCURVE('',#574,#399);
#617=PCURVE('',#565,#400);
#618=PCURVE('',#37,#401);
#619=PCURVE('',#565,#402);
#620=PCURVE('',#575,#403);
#621=PCURVE('',#566,#404);
#622=PCURVE('',#569,#405);
#623=PCURVE('',#566,#406);
#624=PCURVE('',#567,#407);
#625=PCURVE('',#567,#408);
#626=PCURVE('',#569,#409);
#627=PCURVE('',#567,#410);
#628=PCURVE('',#568,#411);
#629=PCURVE('',#568,#412);
#630=PCURVE('',#576,#413);
#631=PCURVE('',#568,#414);
#632=PCURVE('',#38,#415);
#633=PCURVE('',#568,#416);
#634=PCURVE('',#570,#417);
#635=PCURVE('',#568,#418);
#636=PCURVE('',#569,#419);
#637=PCURVE('',#568,#420);
#638=PCURVE('',#572,#421);
#639=PCURVE('',#568,#422);
#640=PCURVE('',#39,#423);
#641=PCURVE('',#569,#424);
#642=PCURVE('',#575,#425);
#643=PCURVE('',#569,#426);
#644=PCURVE('',#577,#427);
#645=PCURVE('',#569,#428);
#646=PCURVE('',#573,#429);
#647=PCURVE('',#575,#430);
#648=PCURVE('',#577,#431);
#649=PCURVE('',#575,#432);
#650=PCURVE('',#37,#433);
#651=PCURVE('',#37,#434);
#652=PCURVE('',#577,#435);
#653=PCURVE('',#37,#436);
#654=PCURVE('',#574,#437);
#655=PCURVE('',#574,#438);
#656=PCURVE('',#36,#439);
#657=PCURVE('',#574,#440);
#658=PCURVE('',#577,#441);
#659=PCURVE('',#36,#442);
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#660=PCURVE('',#577,#443);
#661=PCURVE('',#36,#444);
#662=PCURVE('',#573,#445);
#663=PCURVE('',#573,#446);
#664=PCURVE('',#577,#447);
#665=PCURVE('',#572,#448);
#666=PCURVE('',#35,#449);
#667=PCURVE('',#572,#450);
#668=PCURVE('',#39,#451);
#669=PCURVE('',#35,#452);
#670=PCURVE('',#571,#453);
#671=PCURVE('',#35,#454);
#672=PCURVE('',#20,#455);
#673=PCURVE('',#571,#456);
#674=PCURVE('',#34,#457);
#675=PCURVE('',#571,#458);
#676=PCURVE('',#40,#459);
#677=PCURVE('',#34,#460);
#678=PCURVE('',#570,#461);
#679=PCURVE('',#34,#462);
#680=PCURVE('',#21,#463);
#681=PCURVE('',#570,#464);
#682=PCURVE('',#38,#465);
#683=PCURVE('',#576,#466);
#684=PCURVE('',#38,#467);
#685=PCURVE('',#576,#468);
#686=PCURVE('',#21,#469);
#687=PCURVE('',#576,#470);
#688=PCURVE('',#40,#471);
#689=PCURVE('',#576,#472);
#690=PCURVE('',#20,#473);
#691=PCURVE('',#576,#474);
#692=PCURVE('',#39,#475);
#693=PCURVE('',#576,#476);
#694=PCURVE('',#41,#477);
#695=PCURVE('',#576,#478);
#696=PCURVE('',#16,#479);
#697=PCURVE('',#576,#480);
#698=PCURVE('',#42,#481);
#699=PCURVE('',#576,#482);
#700=PCURVE('',#17,#483);
#701=PCURVE('',#576,#484);
#702=PCURVE('',#43,#485);
#703=PCURVE('',#576,#486);
#704=PCURVE('',#18,#487);
#705=PCURVE('',#576,#488);
#706=PCURVE('',#44,#489);
#707=PCURVE('',#576,#490);
#708=PCURVE('',#19,#491);
#709=PCURVE('',#39,#492);
#710=PCURVE('',#20,#493);
#711=PCURVE('',#38,#494);
#712=PCURVE('',#21,#495);
#713=PCURVE('',#20,#496);
#714=PCURVE('',#40,#497);
#715=PCURVE('',#40,#498);
#716=PCURVE('',#21,#499);
#717=PCURVE('',#41,#500);
#718=PCURVE('',#16,#501);
#719=PCURVE('',#41,#502);
#720=PCURVE('',#578,#503);
#721=PCURVE('',#41,#504);
#722=PCURVE('',#19,#505);
#723=PCURVE('',#16,#506);
#724=PCURVE('',#42,#507);
#725=PCURVE('',#16,#508);
#726=PCURVE('',#45,#509);
#727=PCURVE('',#19,#510);
#728=PCURVE('',#46,#511);
#729=PCURVE('',#19,#512);
#730=PCURVE('',#44,#513);
#731=PCURVE('',#42,#514);
#732=PCURVE('',#17,#515);
#733=PCURVE('',#42,#516);
#734=PCURVE('',#579,#517);
#735=PCURVE('',#44,#518);
#736=PCURVE('',#580,#519);
#737=PCURVE('',#44,#520);
#738=PCURVE('',#18,#521);
#739=PCURVE('',#17,#522);

#740=PCURVE('',#43,#523);
#741=PCURVE('',#17,#524);
#742=PCURVE('',#47,#525);
#743=PCURVE('',#18,#526);
#744=PCURVE('',#48,#527);
#745=PCURVE('',#18,#528);
#746=PCURVE('',#43,#529);
#747=PCURVE('',#43,#530);
#748=PCURVE('',#581,#531);
#749=PCURVE('',#578,#532);
#750=PCURVE('',#45,#533);
#751=PCURVE('',#578,#534);
#752=PCURVE('',#582,#535);
#753=PCURVE('',#578,#536);
#754=PCURVE('',#46,#537);
#755=PCURVE('',#45,#538);
#756=PCURVE('',#579,#539);
#757=PCURVE('',#45,#540);
#758=PCURVE('',#582,#541);
#759=PCURVE('',#46,#542);
#760=PCURVE('',#580,#543);
#761=PCURVE('',#46,#544);
#762=PCURVE('',#582,#545);
#763=PCURVE('',#579,#546);
#764=PCURVE('',#47,#547);
#765=PCURVE('',#579,#548);
#766=PCURVE('',#582,#549);
#767=PCURVE('',#580,#550);
#768=PCURVE('',#582,#551);
#769=PCURVE('',#580,#552);
#770=PCURVE('',#48,#553);
#771=PCURVE('',#47,#554);
#772=PCURVE('',#581,#555);
#773=PCURVE('',#47,#556);
#774=PCURVE('',#582,#557);
#775=PCURVE('',#48,#558);
#776=PCURVE('',#581,#559);
#777=PCURVE('',#48,#560);
#778=PCURVE('',#582,#561);
#779=PCURVE('',#581,#562);
#780=PCURVE('',#582,#563);
#781=VECTOR('',#1715,1.);
#782=VECTOR('',#1720,1.);
#783=VECTOR('',#1721,1.);
#784=VECTOR('',#1724,1.);
#785=VECTOR('',#1725,1.);
#786=VECTOR('',#1726,1.);
#787=VECTOR('',#1729,1.);
#788=VECTOR('',#1730,1.);
#789=VECTOR('',#1733,1.);
#790=VECTOR('',#1734,1.);
#791=VECTOR('',#1737,1.);
#792=VECTOR('',#1738,1.);
#793=VECTOR('',#1739,1.);
#794=VECTOR('',#1740,1.);
#795=VECTOR('',#1741,1.);
#796=VECTOR('',#1742,1.);
#797=VECTOR('',#1745,1.);
#798=VECTOR('',#1751,1.);
#799=VECTOR('',#1752,1.);
#800=VECTOR('',#1755,1.);
#801=VECTOR('',#1761,1.);
#802=VECTOR('',#1762,1.);
#803=VECTOR('',#1765,1.);
#804=VECTOR('',#1766,1.);
#805=VECTOR('',#1767,1.);
#806=VECTOR('',#1768,1.);
#807=VECTOR('',#1769,1.);
#808=VECTOR('',#1770,1.);
#809=VECTOR('',#1771,1.);
#810=VECTOR('',#1774,1.);
#811=VECTOR('',#1780,1.);
#812=VECTOR('',#1781,1.);
#813=VECTOR('',#1782,1.);
#814=VECTOR('',#1785,1.);
#815=VECTOR('',#1791,1.);
#816=VECTOR('',#1792,1.);
#817=VECTOR('',#1793,1.);
#818=VECTOR('',#1796,1.);
#819=VECTOR('',#1797,1.);

#820=VECTOR('',#1798,1.);
#821=VECTOR('',#1799,1.);
#822=VECTOR('',#1800,1.);
#823=VECTOR('',#1801,1.);
#824=VECTOR('',#1802,1.);
#825=VECTOR('',#1803,1.);
#826=VECTOR('',#1804,1.);
#827=VECTOR('',#1805,1.);
#828=VECTOR('',#1812,1.);
#829=VECTOR('',#1813,1.);
#830=VECTOR('',#1814,1.);
#831=VECTOR('',#1815,1.);
#832=VECTOR('',#1816,1.);
#833=VECTOR('',#1822,1.);
#834=VECTOR('',#1823,1.);
#835=VECTOR('',#1824,1.);
#836=VECTOR('',#1827,1.);
#837=VECTOR('',#1828,1.);
#838=VECTOR('',#1829,1.);
#839=VECTOR('',#1830,1.);
#840=VECTOR('',#1831,1.);
#841=VECTOR('',#1834,1.);
#842=VECTOR('',#1836,1.);
#843=VECTOR('',#1837,1.);
#844=VECTOR('',#1838,1.);
#845=VECTOR('',#1839,1.);
#846=VECTOR('',#1840,1.);
#847=VECTOR('',#1841,1.);
#848=VECTOR('',#1842,1.);
#849=VECTOR('',#1845,1.);
#850=VECTOR('',#1847,1.);
#851=VECTOR('',#1848,1.);
#852=VECTOR('',#1849,1.);
#853=VECTOR('',#1850,1.);
#854=VECTOR('',#1851,1.);
#855=VECTOR('',#1852,1.);
#856=VECTOR('',#1853,1.);
#857=VECTOR('',#1854,1.);
#858=VECTOR('',#1855,1.);
#859=VECTOR('',#1856,1.);
#860=VECTOR('',#1857,1.);
#861=VECTOR('',#1858,1.);
#862=VECTOR('',#1861,1.);
#863=VECTOR('',#1864,1.);
#864=VECTOR('',#1865,1.);
#865=VECTOR('',#1866,1.);
#866=VECTOR('',#1867,1.);
#867=VECTOR('',#1868,1.);
#868=VECTOR('',#1871,1.);
#869=VECTOR('',#1872,1.);
#870=VECTOR('',#1873,1.);
#871=VECTOR('',#1876,1.);
#872=VECTOR('',#1879,1.);
#873=VECTOR('',#1880,1.);
#874=VECTOR('',#1881,1.);
#875=VECTOR('',#1882,1.);
#876=VECTOR('',#1883,1.);
#877=VECTOR('',#1884,1.);
#878=VECTOR('',#1885,1.);
#879=VECTOR('',#1889,1.);
#880=VECTOR('',#1890,1.);
#881=VECTOR('',#1891,1.);
#882=VECTOR('',#1892,1.);
#883=VECTOR('',#1896,1.);
#884=VECTOR('',#1897,1.);
#885=VECTOR('',#1898,1.);
#886=VECTOR('',#1899,1.);
#887=VECTOR('',#1900,1.);
#888=VECTOR('',#1901,1.);
#889=VECTOR('',#1904,1.);
#890=VECTOR('',#1905,1.);
#891=VECTOR('',#1906,1.);
#892=VECTOR('',#1907,1.);
#893=VECTOR('',#1910,1.);
#894=VECTOR('',#1911,1.);
#895=VECTOR('',#1912,1.);
#896=VECTOR('',#1913,1.);
#897=VECTOR('',#1916,1.);
#898=VECTOR('',#1917,1.);
#899=VECTOR('',#1918,1.);

#900=VECTOR('',#1919,1.);
#901=VECTOR('',#1922,1.);
#902=VECTOR('',#1923,1.);
#903=VECTOR('',#1934,1.);
#904=VECTOR('',#1935,1.);
#905=VECTOR('',#1938,1.);
#906=VECTOR('',#1943,1.);
#907=VECTOR('',#1946,1.);
#908=VECTOR('',#1949,1.);
#909=VECTOR('',#1950,1.);
#910=VECTOR('',#1953,1.);
#911=VECTOR('',#1954,1.);
#912=VECTOR('',#1955,1.);
#913=VECTOR('',#1958,1.);
#914=VECTOR('',#1963,1.);
#915=VECTOR('',#1966,1.);
#916=VECTOR('',#1969,1.);
#917=VECTOR('',#1970,1.);
#918=VECTOR('',#1973,1.);
#919=VECTOR('',#1974,1.);
#920=VECTOR('',#1975,1.);
#921=VECTOR('',#1976,1.);
#922=VECTOR('',#1977,1.);
#923=VECTOR('',#1980,1.);
#924=VECTOR('',#1981,1.);
#925=VECTOR('',#1982,1.);
#926=VECTOR('',#1983,1.);
#927=VECTOR('',#1984,1.);
#928=VECTOR('',#1985,1.);
#929=VECTOR('',#1986,1.);
#930=VECTOR('',#1987,1.);
#931=VECTOR('',#1988,1.);
#932=VECTOR('',#1989,1.);
#933=VECTOR('',#1990,1.);
#934=VECTOR('',#1991,1.);
#935=VECTOR('',#1992,1.);
#936=VECTOR('',#1993,1.);
#937=VECTOR('',#1994,1.);
#938=VECTOR('',#1995,1.);
#939=VECTOR('',#1996,1.);
#940=VECTOR('',#1997,1.);
#941=VECTOR('',#1998,1.);
#942=VECTOR('',#1999,1.);
#943=VECTOR('',#2000,1.);
#944=VECTOR('',#2001,1.);
#945=VECTOR('',#2002,1.);
#946=VECTOR('',#2003,1.);
#947=VECTOR('',#2004,1.);
#948=VECTOR('',#2005,1.);
#949=VECTOR('',#2006,1.);
#950=VECTOR('',#2007,1.);
#951=VECTOR('',#2008,1.);
#952=VECTOR('',#2009,1.);
#953=VECTOR('',#2010,1.);
#954=VECTOR('',#2011,1.);
#955=VECTOR('',#2012,1.);
#956=LINE('',#2016,#781);
#957=LINE('',#2021,#782);
#958=LINE('',#2023,#783);
#959=LINE('',#2027,#784);
#960=LINE('',#2029,#785);
#961=LINE('',#2030,#786);
#962=LINE('',#2034,#787);
#963=LINE('',#2035,#788);
#964=LINE('',#2041,#789);
#965=LINE('',#2042,#790);
#966=LINE('',#2046,#791);
#967=LINE('',#2047,#792);
#968=LINE('',#2051,#793);
#969=LINE('',#2052,#794);
#970=LINE('',#2056,#795);
#971=LINE('',#2057,#796);
#972=LINE('',#2059,#797);
#973=LINE('',#2067,#798);
#974=LINE('',#2068,#799);
#975=LINE('',#2070,#800);
#976=LINE('',#2078,#801);
#977=LINE('',#2079,#802);
#978=LINE('',#2081,#803);
#979=LINE('',#2083,#804);
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#980=LINE('',#2084,#805);
#981=LINE('',#2088,#806);
#982=LINE('',#2089,#807);
#983=LINE('',#2093,#808);
#984=LINE('',#2094,#809);
#985=LINE('',#2096,#810);
#986=LINE('',#2101,#811);
#987=LINE('',#2103,#812);
#988=LINE('',#2104,#813);
#989=LINE('',#2106,#814);
#990=LINE('',#2111,#815);
#991=LINE('',#2112,#816);
#992=LINE('',#2113,#817);
#993=LINE('',#2115,#818);
#994=LINE('',#2117,#819);
#995=LINE('',#2118,#820);
#996=LINE('',#2121,#821);
#997=LINE('',#2122,#822);
#998=LINE('',#2126,#823);
#999=LINE('',#2129,#824);
#1000=LINE('',#2130,#825);
#1001=LINE('',#2133,#826);
#1002=LINE('',#2136,#827);
#1003=LINE('',#2152,#828);
#1004=LINE('',#2153,#829);
#1005=LINE('',#2158,#830);
#1006=LINE('',#2159,#831);
#1007=LINE('',#2163,#832);
#1008=LINE('',#2171,#833);
#1009=LINE('',#2173,#834);
#1010=LINE('',#2179,#835);
#1011=LINE('',#2185,#836);
#1012=LINE('',#2191,#837);
#1013=LINE('',#2192,#838);
#1014=LINE('',#2197,#839);
#1015=LINE('',#2198,#840);
#1016=LINE('',#2201,#841);
#1017=LINE('',#2203,#842);
#1018=LINE('',#2204,#843);
#1019=LINE('',#2205,#844);
#1020=LINE('',#2209,#845);
#1021=LINE('',#2210,#846);
#1022=LINE('',#2211,#847);
#1023=LINE('',#2212,#848);
#1024=LINE('',#2217,#849);
#1025=LINE('',#2221,#850);
#1026=LINE('',#2222,#851);
#1027=LINE('',#2223,#852);
#1028=LINE('',#2224,#853);
#1029=LINE('',#2230,#854);
#1030=LINE('',#2231,#855);
#1031=LINE('',#2232,#856);
#1032=LINE('',#2233,#857);
#1033=LINE('',#2234,#858);
#1034=LINE('',#2236,#859);
#1035=LINE('',#2237,#860);
#1036=LINE('',#2238,#861);
#1037=LINE('',#2240,#862);
#1038=LINE('',#2242,#863);
#1039=LINE('',#2246,#864);
#1040=LINE('',#2247,#865);
#1041=LINE('',#2248,#866);
#1042=LINE('',#2249,#867);
#1043=LINE('',#2251,#868);
#1044=LINE('',#2255,#869);
#1045=LINE('',#2256,#870);
#1046=LINE('',#2258,#871);
#1047=LINE('',#2260,#872);
#1048=LINE('',#2261,#873);
#1049=LINE('',#2262,#874);
#1050=LINE('',#2263,#875);
#1051=LINE('',#2265,#876);
#1052=LINE('',#2266,#877);
#1053=LINE('',#2267,#878);
#1054=LINE('',#2271,#879);
#1055=LINE('',#2273,#880);
#1056=LINE('',#2274,#881);
#1057=LINE('',#2275,#882);
#1058=LINE('',#2279,#883);
#1059=LINE('',#2280,#884);

#1060=LINE('',#2281,#885);
#1061=LINE('',#2282,#886);
#1062=LINE('',#2285,#887);
#1063=LINE('',#2286,#888);
#1064=LINE('',#2288,#889);
#1065=LINE('',#2325,#890);
#1066=LINE('',#2327,#891);
#1067=LINE('',#2328,#892);
#1068=LINE('',#2330,#893);
#1069=LINE('',#2367,#894);
#1070=LINE('',#2369,#895);
#1071=LINE('',#2370,#896);
#1072=LINE('',#2372,#897);
#1073=LINE('',#2409,#898);
#1074=LINE('',#2411,#899);
#1075=LINE('',#2412,#900);
#1076=LINE('',#2414,#901);
#1077=LINE('',#2450,#902);
#1078=LINE('',#2482,#903);
#1079=LINE('',#2483,#904);
#1080=LINE('',#2485,#905);
#1081=LINE('',#2512,#906);
#1082=LINE('',#2529,#907);
#1083=LINE('',#2561,#908);
#1084=LINE('',#2562,#909);
#1085=LINE('',#2564,#910);
#1086=LINE('',#2566,#911);
#1087=LINE('',#2567,#912);
#1088=LINE('',#2569,#913);
#1089=LINE('',#2596,#914);
#1090=LINE('',#2613,#915);
#1091=LINE('',#2633,#916);
#1092=LINE('',#2634,#917);
#1093=LINE('',#2636,#918);
#1094=LINE('',#2640,#919);
#1095=LINE('',#2641,#920);
#1096=LINE('',#2643,#921);
#1097=LINE('',#2644,#922);
#1098=LINE('',#2646,#923);
#1099=LINE('',#2647,#924);
#1100=LINE('',#2648,#925);
#1101=LINE('',#2649,#926);
#1102=LINE('',#2651,#927);
#1103=LINE('',#2652,#928);
#1104=LINE('',#2653,#929);
#1105=LINE('',#2661,#930);
#1106=LINE('',#2672,#931);
#1107=LINE('',#2673,#932);
#1108=LINE('',#2681,#933);
#1109=LINE('',#2690,#934);
#1110=LINE('',#2691,#935);
#1111=LINE('',#2692,#936);
#1112=LINE('',#2693,#937);
#1113=LINE('',#2694,#938);
#1114=LINE('',#2695,#939);
#1115=LINE('',#2697,#940);
#1116=LINE('',#2698,#941);
#1117=LINE('',#2699,#942);
#1118=LINE('',#2700,#943);
#1119=LINE('',#2701,#944);
#1120=LINE('',#2702,#945);
#1121=LINE('',#2704,#946);
#1122=LINE('',#2705,#947);
#1123=LINE('',#2706,#948);
#1124=LINE('',#2714,#949);
#1125=LINE('',#2725,#950);
#1126=LINE('',#2726,#951);
#1127=LINE('',#2734,#952);
#1128=LINE('',#2742,#953);
#1129=LINE('',#2743,#954);
#1130=LINE('',#2744,#955);
#1131=SURFACE_CURVE('',#956,(#583,#584),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1132=SURFACE_CURVE('',#958,(#585,#586),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1133=SURFACE_CURVE('',#960,(#587,#588),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1134=SURFACE_CURVE('',#962,(#589,#590),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1135=SURFACE_CURVE('',#964,(#591,#592),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1136=SURFACE_CURVE('',#966,(#593,#594),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1137=SURFACE_CURVE('',#968,(#595,#596),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1138=SURFACE_CURVE('',#970,(#597,#598),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1139=SURFACE_CURVE('',#58,(#599,#600),.PCURVE_S1.);

#1140=SURFACE_CURVE('',#973,(#601,#602),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1141=SURFACE_CURVE('',#60,(#603,#604),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1142=SURFACE_CURVE('',#976,(#605,#606),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1143=SURFACE_CURVE('',#979,(#607,#608),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1144=SURFACE_CURVE('',#981,(#609,#610),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1145=SURFACE_CURVE('',#983,(#611,#612),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1146=SURFACE_CURVE('',#62,(#613,#614),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1147=SURFACE_CURVE('',#987,(#615,#616),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1148=SURFACE_CURVE('',#64,(#617,#618),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1149=SURFACE_CURVE('',#991,(#619,#620),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1150=SURFACE_CURVE('',#994,(#621,#622),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1151=SURFACE_CURVE('',#996,(#623,#624),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1152=SURFACE_CURVE('',#998,(#625,#626),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1153=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1000,(#627,#628),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1154=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1002,(#629,#630),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1155=SURFACE_CURVE('',#66,(#631,#632),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1156=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1004,(#633,#634),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1157=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1005,(#635,#636),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1158=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1007,(#637,#638),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1159=SURFACE_CURVE('',#67,(#639,#640),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1160=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1009,(#641,#642),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1161=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1010,(#643,#644),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1162=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1011,(#645,#646),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1163=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1012,(#647,#648),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1164=SURFACE_CURVE('',#315,(#649,#650),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1165=SURFACE_CURVE('',#69,(#651,#652),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1166=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1017,(#653,#654),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1167=SURFACE_CURVE('',#316,(#655,#656),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1168=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1022,(#657,#658),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1169=SURFACE_CURVE('',#71,(#659,#660),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1170=SURFACE_CURVE('',#318,(#661,#662),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1171=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1027,(#663,#664),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1172=SURFACE_CURVE('',#320,(#665,#666),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1173=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1031,(#667,#668),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1174=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1034,(#669,#670),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1175=SURFACE_CURVE('',#73,(#671,#672),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1176=SURFACE_CURVE('',#321,(#673,#674),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1177=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1041,(#675,#676),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1178=SURFACE_CURVE('',#322,(#677,#678),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1179=SURFACE_CURVE('',#74,(#679,#680),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1180=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1048,(#681,#682),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1181=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1051,(#683,#684),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1182=SURFACE_CURVE('',#75,(#685,#686),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1183=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1055,(#687,#688),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1184=SURFACE_CURVE('',#77,(#689,#690),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1185=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1059,(#691,#692),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1186=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1062,(#693,#694),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1187=SURFACE_CURVE('',#23,(#695,#696),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1188=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1066,(#697,#698),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1189=SURFACE_CURVE('',#24,(#699,#700),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1190=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1070,(#701,#702),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1191=SURFACE_CURVE('',#25,(#703,#704),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1192=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1074,(#705,#706),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1193=SURFACE_CURVE('',#26,(#707,#708),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1194=SURFACE_CURVE('',#79,(#709,#710),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1195=SURFACE_CURVE('',#80,(#711,#712),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1196=SURFACE_CURVE('',#81,(#713,#714),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1197=SURFACE_CURVE('',#82,(#715,#716),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1198=SURFACE_CURVE('',#83,(#717,#718),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1199=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1078,(#719,#720),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1200=SURFACE_CURVE('',#84,(#721,#722),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1201=SURFACE_CURVE('',#85,(#723,#724),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1202=SURFACE_CURVE('',#27,(#725,#726),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1203=SURFACE_CURVE('',#28,(#727,#728),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1204=SURFACE_CURVE('',#29,(#729,#730),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1205=SURFACE_CURVE('',#30,(#731,#732),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1206=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1083,(#733,#734),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1207=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1086,(#735,#736),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1208=SURFACE_CURVE('',#86,(#737,#738),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1209=SURFACE_CURVE('',#87,(#739,#740),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1210=SURFACE_CURVE('',#31,(#741,#742),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1211=SURFACE_CURVE('',#32,(#743,#744),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1212=SURFACE_CURVE('',#33,(#745,#746),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1213=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1091,(#747,#748),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1214=SURFACE_CURVE('',#355,(#749,#750),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1215=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1096,(#751,#752),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1216=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1099,(#753,#754),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1217=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1102,(#755,#756),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1218=SURFACE_CURVE('',#356,(#757,#758),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1219=SURFACE_CURVE('',#358,(#759,#760),.PCURVE_S1.);

#1220=SURFACE_CURVE('',#359,(#761,#762),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1221=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1109,(#763,#764),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1222=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1112,(#765,#766),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1223=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1115,(#767,#768),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1224=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1118,(#769,#770),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1225=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1121,(#771,#772),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1226=SURFACE_CURVE('',#361,(#773,#774),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1227=SURFACE_CURVE('',#363,(#775,#776),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1228=SURFACE_CURVE('',#364,(#777,#778),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1229=SURFACE_CURVE('',#1128,(#779,#780),.PCURVE_S1.);
#1230=VERTEX_POINT('',#2014);
#1231=VERTEX_POINT('',#2015);
#1232=VERTEX_POINT('',#2022);
#1233=VERTEX_POINT('',#2028);
#1234=VERTEX_POINT('',#2039);
#1235=VERTEX_POINT('',#2040);
#1236=VERTEX_POINT('',#2050);
#1237=VERTEX_POINT('',#2055);
#1238=VERTEX_POINT('',#2060);
#1239=VERTEX_POINT('',#2066);
#1240=VERTEX_POINT('',#2071);
#1241=VERTEX_POINT('',#2077);
#1242=VERTEX_POINT('',#2082);
#1243=VERTEX_POINT('',#2087);
#1244=VERTEX_POINT('',#2092);
#1245=VERTEX_POINT('',#2097);
#1246=VERTEX_POINT('',#2102);
#1247=VERTEX_POINT('',#2107);
#1248=VERTEX_POINT('',#2116);
#1249=VERTEX_POINT('',#2125);
#1250=VERTEX_POINT('',#2134);
#1251=VERTEX_POINT('',#2135);
#1252=VERTEX_POINT('',#2142);
#1253=VERTEX_POINT('',#2162);
#1254=VERTEX_POINT('',#2172);
#1255=VERTEX_POINT('',#2178);
#1256=VERTEX_POINT('',#2190);
#1257=VERTEX_POINT('',#2199);
#1258=VERTEX_POINT('',#2206);
#1259=VERTEX_POINT('',#2215);
#1260=VERTEX_POINT('',#2227);
#1261=VERTEX_POINT('',#2235);
#1262=VERTEX_POINT('',#2243);
#1263=VERTEX_POINT('',#2252);
#1264=VERTEX_POINT('',#2264);
#1265=VERTEX_POINT('',#2268);
#1266=VERTEX_POINT('',#2272);
#1267=VERTEX_POINT('',#2276);
#1268=VERTEX_POINT('',#2283);
#1269=VERTEX_POINT('',#2284);
#1270=VERTEX_POINT('',#2289);
#1271=VERTEX_POINT('',#2326);
#1272=VERTEX_POINT('',#2331);
#1273=VERTEX_POINT('',#2368);
#1274=VERTEX_POINT('',#2373);
#1275=VERTEX_POINT('',#2410);
#1276=VERTEX_POINT('',#2471);
#1277=VERTEX_POINT('',#2481);
#1278=VERTEX_POINT('',#2495);
#1279=VERTEX_POINT('',#2521);
#1280=VERTEX_POINT('',#2549);
#1281=VERTEX_POINT('',#2565);
#1282=VERTEX_POINT('',#2579);
#1283=VERTEX_POINT('',#2605);
#1284=VERTEX_POINT('',#2637);
#1285=VERTEX_POINT('',#2642);
#1286=VERTEX_POINT('',#2650);
#1287=VERTEX_POINT('',#2669);
#1288=VERTEX_POINT('',#2689);
#1289=VERTEX_POINT('',#2696);
#1290=VERTEX_POINT('',#2703);
#1291=VERTEX_POINT('',#2722);
#1292=EDGE_CURVE('',#1230,#1231,#1131,.T.);
#1293=EDGE_CURVE('',#1232,#1230,#1132,.T.);
#1294=EDGE_CURVE('',#1232,#1233,#1133,.T.);
#1295=EDGE_CURVE('',#1233,#1231,#1134,.T.);
#1296=EDGE_CURVE('',#1234,#1235,#1135,.T.);
#1297=EDGE_CURVE('',#1235,#1230,#1136,.T.);
#1298=EDGE_CURVE('',#1231,#1236,#1137,.T.);
#1299=EDGE_CURVE('',#1237,#1236,#1138,.T.);
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#1300=EDGE_CURVE('',#1238,#1237,#1139,.T.);
#1301=EDGE_CURVE('',#1239,#1238,#1140,.T.);
#1302=EDGE_CURVE('',#1240,#1239,#1141,.T.);
#1303=EDGE_CURVE('',#1241,#1240,#1142,.T.);
#1304=EDGE_CURVE('',#1241,#1242,#1143,.T.);
#1305=EDGE_CURVE('',#1242,#1243,#1144,.T.);
#1306=EDGE_CURVE('',#1243,#1244,#1145,.T.);
#1307=EDGE_CURVE('',#1245,#1244,#1146,.T.);
#1308=EDGE_CURVE('',#1245,#1246,#1147,.T.);
#1309=EDGE_CURVE('',#1247,#1246,#1148,.T.);
#1310=EDGE_CURVE('',#1247,#1234,#1149,.T.);
#1311=EDGE_CURVE('',#1235,#1248,#1150,.T.);
#1312=EDGE_CURVE('',#1248,#1232,#1151,.T.);
#1313=EDGE_CURVE('',#1249,#1248,#1152,.T.);
#1314=EDGE_CURVE('',#1233,#1249,#1153,.T.);
#1315=EDGE_CURVE('',#1250,#1251,#1154,.T.);
#1316=EDGE_CURVE('',#1250,#1252,#1155,.T.);
#1317=EDGE_CURVE('',#1252,#1236,#1156,.T.);
#1318=EDGE_CURVE('',#1249,#1242,#1157,.T.);
#1319=EDGE_CURVE('',#1241,#1253,#1158,.T.);
#1320=EDGE_CURVE('',#1251,#1253,#1159,.T.);
#1321=EDGE_CURVE('',#1254,#1234,#1160,.T.);
#1322=EDGE_CURVE('',#1255,#1254,#1161,.T.);
#1323=EDGE_CURVE('',#1243,#1255,#1162,.T.);
#1324=EDGE_CURVE('',#1254,#1256,#1163,.T.);
#1325=EDGE_CURVE('',#1256,#1247,#1164,.T.);
#1326=EDGE_CURVE('',#1257,#1256,#1165,.T.);
#1327=EDGE_CURVE('',#1246,#1257,#1166,.T.);
#1328=EDGE_CURVE('',#1258,#1245,#1167,.T.);
#1329=EDGE_CURVE('',#1257,#1258,#1168,.T.);
#1330=EDGE_CURVE('',#1259,#1258,#1169,.T.);
#1331=EDGE_CURVE('',#1244,#1259,#1170,.T.);
#1332=EDGE_CURVE('',#1259,#1255,#1171,.T.);
#1333=EDGE_CURVE('',#1240,#1260,#1172,.T.);
#1334=EDGE_CURVE('',#1260,#1253,#1173,.T.);
#1335=EDGE_CURVE('',#1261,#1239,#1174,.T.);
#1336=EDGE_CURVE('',#1261,#1260,#1175,.T.);
#1337=EDGE_CURVE('',#1238,#1262,#1176,.T.);
#1338=EDGE_CURVE('',#1262,#1261,#1177,.T.);
#1339=EDGE_CURVE('',#1263,#1237,#1178,.T.);
#1340=EDGE_CURVE('',#1263,#1262,#1179,.T.);
#1341=EDGE_CURVE('',#1252,#1263,#1180,.T.);
#1342=EDGE_CURVE('',#1250,#1264,#1181,.T.);
#1343=EDGE_CURVE('',#1264,#1265,#1182,.T.);
#1344=EDGE_CURVE('',#1265,#1266,#1183,.T.);
#1345=EDGE_CURVE('',#1266,#1267,#1184,.T.);
#1346=EDGE_CURVE('',#1267,#1251,#1185,.T.);
#1347=EDGE_CURVE('',#1268,#1269,#1186,.T.);
#1348=EDGE_CURVE('',#1270,#1268,#1187,.T.);
#1349=EDGE_CURVE('',#1271,#1270,#1188,.T.);
#1350=EDGE_CURVE('',#1272,#1271,#1189,.T.);
#1351=EDGE_CURVE('',#1273,#1272,#1190,.T.);
#1352=EDGE_CURVE('',#1274,#1273,#1191,.T.);
#1353=EDGE_CURVE('',#1275,#1274,#1192,.T.);
#1354=EDGE_CURVE('',#1269,#1275,#1193,.T.);
#1355=EDGE_CURVE('',#1267,#1260,#1194,.T.);
#1356=EDGE_CURVE('',#1264,#1263,#1195,.T.);
#1357=EDGE_CURVE('',#1266,#1261,#1196,.T.);
#1358=EDGE_CURVE('',#1265,#1262,#1197,.T.);
#1359=EDGE_CURVE('',#1268,#1276,#1198,.T.);
#1360=EDGE_CURVE('',#1276,#1277,#1199,.T.);
#1361=EDGE_CURVE('',#1269,#1277,#1200,.T.);
#1362=EDGE_CURVE('',#1270,#1278,#1201,.T.);
#1363=EDGE_CURVE('',#1278,#1276,#1202,.T.);
#1364=EDGE_CURVE('',#1277,#1279,#1203,.T.);
#1365=EDGE_CURVE('',#1275,#1279,#1204,.T.);
#1366=EDGE_CURVE('',#1271,#1280,#1205,.T.);
#1367=EDGE_CURVE('',#1280,#1278,#1206,.T.);
#1368=EDGE_CURVE('',#1279,#1281,#1207,.T.);
#1369=EDGE_CURVE('',#1274,#1281,#1208,.T.);
#1370=EDGE_CURVE('',#1272,#1282,#1209,.T.);
#1371=EDGE_CURVE('',#1282,#1280,#1210,.T.);
#1372=EDGE_CURVE('',#1281,#1283,#1211,.T.);
#1373=EDGE_CURVE('',#1273,#1283,#1212,.T.);
#1374=EDGE_CURVE('',#1283,#1282,#1213,.T.);
#1375=EDGE_CURVE('',#1276,#1284,#1214,.T.);
#1376=EDGE_CURVE('',#1284,#1285,#1215,.T.);
#1377=EDGE_CURVE('',#1285,#1277,#1216,.T.);
#1378=EDGE_CURVE('',#1286,#1278,#1217,.T.);
#1379=EDGE_CURVE('',#1284,#1286,#1218,.T.);

#1380=EDGE_CURVE('',#1279,#1287,#1219,.T.);
#1381=EDGE_CURVE('',#1287,#1285,#1220,.T.);
#1382=EDGE_CURVE('',#1280,#1288,#1221,.T.);
#1383=EDGE_CURVE('',#1288,#1286,#1222,.T.);
#1384=EDGE_CURVE('',#1287,#1289,#1223,.T.);
#1385=EDGE_CURVE('',#1289,#1281,#1224,.T.);
#1386=EDGE_CURVE('',#1290,#1282,#1225,.T.);
#1387=EDGE_CURVE('',#1288,#1290,#1226,.T.);
#1388=EDGE_CURVE('',#1283,#1291,#1227,.T.);
#1389=EDGE_CURVE('',#1291,#1289,#1228,.T.);
#1390=EDGE_CURVE('',#1291,#1290,#1229,.T.);
#1391=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1292,.F.);
#1392=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1293,.F.);
#1393=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1294,.T.);
#1394=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1295,.T.);
#1395=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1296,.T.);
#1396=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1297,.T.);
#1397=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1292,.T.);
#1398=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1298,.T.);
#1399=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1299,.F.);
#1400=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1300,.F.);
#1401=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1301,.F.);
#1402=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1302,.F.);
#1403=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1303,.F.);
#1404=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1304,.T.);
#1405=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1305,.T.);
#1406=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1306,.T.);
#1407=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1307,.F.);
#1408=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1308,.T.);
#1409=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1309,.F.);
#1410=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1310,.T.);
#1411=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1297,.F.);
#1412=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1311,.T.);
#1413=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1312,.T.);
#1414=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1293,.T.);
#1415=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1294,.F.);
#1416=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1312,.F.);
#1417=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1313,.F.);
#1418=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1314,.F.);
#1419=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1315,.F.);
#1420=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1316,.T.);
#1421=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1317,.T.);
#1422=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1298,.F.);
#1423=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1295,.F.);
#1424=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1314,.T.);
#1425=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1318,.T.);
#1426=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1304,.F.);
#1427=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1319,.T.);
#1428=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1320,.F.);
#1429=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1321,.F.);
#1430=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1322,.F.);
#1431=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1323,.F.);
#1432=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1305,.F.);
#1433=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1318,.F.);
#1434=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1313,.T.);
#1435=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1311,.F.);
#1436=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1296,.F.);
#1437=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1321,.F.);
#1438=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1324,.T.);
#1439=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1325,.T.);
#1440=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1310,.T.);
#1441=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1326,.T.);
#1442=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1325,.T.);
#1443=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1309,.T.);
#1444=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1327,.T.);
#1445=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1328,.T.);
#1446=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1308,.T.);
#1447=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1327,.T.);
#1448=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1329,.T.);
#1449=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1330,.T.);
#1450=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1328,.T.);
#1451=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1307,.T.);
#1452=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1331,.T.);
#1453=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1323,.F.);
#1454=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1306,.T.);
#1455=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1331,.T.);
#1456=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1332,.T.);
#1457=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1319,.F.);
#1458=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1303,.T.);
#1459=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1333,.T.);

#1460=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1334,.T.);
#1461=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1335,.T.);
#1462=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1302,.F.);
#1463=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1333,.T.);
#1464=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1336,.F.);
#1465=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1335,.T.);
#1466=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1301,.T.);
#1467=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1337,.T.);
#1468=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1338,.T.);
#1469=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1339,.T.);
#1470=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1300,.F.);
#1471=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1337,.T.);
#1472=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1340,.F.);
#1473=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1317,.F.);
#1474=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1341,.T.);
#1475=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1339,.T.);
#1476=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1299,.T.);
#1477=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1315,.F.);
#1478=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1342,.T.);
#1479=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1343,.T.);
#1480=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1344,.T.);
#1481=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1345,.T.);
#1482=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1346,.T.);
#1483=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1347,.F.);
#1484=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1348,.F.);
#1485=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1349,.F.);
#1486=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1350,.F.);
#1487=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1351,.F.);
#1488=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1352,.F.);
#1489=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1353,.F.);
#1490=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1354,.F.);
#1491=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1320,.F.);
#1492=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1346,.F.);
#1493=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1355,.T.);
#1494=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1334,.T.);
#1495=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1342,.F.);
#1496=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1316,.T.);
#1497=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1341,.T.);
#1498=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1356,.F.);
#1499=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1322,.F.);
#1500=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1332,.F.);
#1501=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1330,.T.);
#1502=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1329,.F.);
#1503=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1326,.T.);
#1504=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1324,.F.);
#1505=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1357,.F.);
#1506=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1345,.T.);
#1507=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1355,.T.);
#1508=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1336,.F.);
#1509=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1358,.T.);
#1510=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1338,.T.);
#1511=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1357,.F.);
#1512=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1344,.F.);
#1513=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1356,.F.);
#1514=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1343,.T.);
#1515=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1358,.T.);
#1516=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1340,.F.);
#1517=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1359,.T.);
#1518=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1360,.T.);
#1519=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1361,.F.);
#1520=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1347,.F.);
#1521=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1362,.T.);
#1522=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1363,.T.);
#1523=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1359,.F.);
#1524=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1348,.F.);
#1525=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1361,.T.);
#1526=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1364,.T.);
#1527=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1365,.F.);
#1528=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1354,.F.);
#1529=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1366,.T.);
#1530=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1367,.T.);
#1531=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1362,.F.);
#1532=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1349,.F.);
#1533=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1365,.T.);
#1534=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1368,.T.);
#1535=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1369,.F.);
#1536=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1353,.F.);
#1537=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1370,.T.);
#1538=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1371,.T.);
#1539=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1366,.F.);

#1540=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1350,.F.);
#1541=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1369,.T.);
#1542=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1372,.T.);
#1543=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1373,.F.);
#1544=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1352,.F.);
#1545=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1373,.T.);
#1546=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1374,.T.);
#1547=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1370,.F.);
#1548=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1351,.F.);
#1549=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1375,.T.);
#1550=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1376,.T.);
#1551=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1377,.T.);
#1552=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1360,.F.);
#1553=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1378,.T.);
#1554=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1363,.T.);
#1555=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1375,.T.);
#1556=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1379,.T.);
#1557=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1377,.T.);
#1558=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1364,.T.);
#1559=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1380,.T.);
#1560=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1381,.T.);
#1561=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1382,.T.);
#1562=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1383,.T.);
#1563=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1378,.T.);
#1564=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1367,.F.);
#1565=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1380,.T.);
#1566=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1384,.T.);
#1567=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1385,.T.);
#1568=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1368,.F.);
#1569=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1386,.T.);
#1570=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1371,.T.);
#1571=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1382,.T.);
#1572=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1387,.T.);
#1573=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1385,.T.);
#1574=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1372,.T.);
#1575=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1388,.T.);
#1576=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1389,.T.);
#1577=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1388,.T.);
#1578=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1390,.T.);
#1579=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1386,.T.);
#1580=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1374,.F.);
#1581=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1376,.F.);
#1582=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1379,.T.);
#1583=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1383,.F.);
#1584=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1387,.T.);
#1585=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1390,.F.);
#1586=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1389,.T.);
#1587=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1384,.F.);
#1588=ORIENTED_EDGE('',*,*,#1381,.T.);
#1589=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1391,#1392,#1393,#1394));
#1590=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1395,#1396,#1397,#1398,#1399,#140
0,#1401,#1402,#1403,
#1404,#1405,#1406,#1407,#1408,#1409,#1410));
#1591=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1411,#1412,#1413,#1414));
#1592=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1415,#1416,#1417,#1418));
#1593=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1419,#1420,#1421,#1422,#1423,#142
4,#1425,#1426,#1427,
#1428));
#1594=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1429,#1430,#1431,#1432,#1433,#143
4,#1435,#1436));
#1595=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1437,#1438,#1439,#1440));
#1596=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1441,#1442,#1443,#1444));
#1597=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1445,#1446,#1447,#1448));
#1598=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1449,#1450,#1451,#1452));
#1599=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1453,#1454,#1455,#1456));
#1600=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1457,#1458,#1459,#1460));
#1601=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1461,#1462,#1463,#1464));
#1602=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1465,#1466,#1467,#1468));
#1603=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1469,#1470,#1471,#1472));
#1604=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1473,#1474,#1475,#1476));
#1605=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1477,#1478,#1479,#1480,#1481,#148
2));
#1606=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1483,#1484,#1485,#1486,#1487,#148
8,#1489,#1490));
#1607=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1491,#1492,#1493,#1494));
#1608=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1495,#1496,#1497,#1498));
#1609=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1499,#1500,#1501,#1502,#1503,#150
4));
#1610=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1505,#1506,#1507,#1508));
#1611=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1509,#1510,#1511,#1512));
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#1612=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1513,#1514,#1515,#1516));
#1613=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1517,#1518,#1519,#1520));
#1614=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1521,#1522,#1523,#1524));
#1615=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1525,#1526,#1527,#1528));
#1616=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1529,#1530,#1531,#1532));
#1617=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1533,#1534,#1535,#1536));
#1618=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1537,#1538,#1539,#1540));
#1619=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1541,#1542,#1543,#1544));
#1620=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1545,#1546,#1547,#1548));
#1621=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1549,#1550,#1551,#1552));
#1622=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1553,#1554,#1555,#1556));
#1623=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1557,#1558,#1559,#1560));
#1624=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1561,#1562,#1563,#1564));
#1625=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1565,#1566,#1567,#1568));
#1626=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1569,#1570,#1571,#1572));
#1627=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1573,#1574,#1575,#1576));
#1628=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1577,#1578,#1579,#1580));
#1629=EDGE_LOOP('',(#1581,#1582,#1583,#1584,#1585,#158
6,#1587,#1588));
#1630=FACE_BOUND('',#1589,.T.);
#1631=FACE_BOUND('',#1590,.T.);
#1632=FACE_BOUND('',#1591,.T.);
#1633=FACE_BOUND('',#1592,.T.);
#1634=FACE_BOUND('',#1593,.T.);
#1635=FACE_BOUND('',#1594,.T.);
#1636=FACE_BOUND('',#1595,.F.);
#1637=FACE_BOUND('',#1596,.T.);
#1638=FACE_BOUND('',#1597,.F.);
#1639=FACE_BOUND('',#1598,.T.);
#1640=FACE_BOUND('',#1599,.F.);
#1641=FACE_BOUND('',#1600,.T.);
#1642=FACE_BOUND('',#1601,.F.);
#1643=FACE_BOUND('',#1602,.T.);
#1644=FACE_BOUND('',#1603,.F.);
#1645=FACE_BOUND('',#1604,.T.);
#1646=FACE_BOUND('',#1605,.F.);
#1647=FACE_BOUND('',#1606,.F.);
#1648=FACE_BOUND('',#1607,.F.);
#1649=FACE_BOUND('',#1608,.F.);
#1650=FACE_BOUND('',#1609,.F.);
#1651=FACE_BOUND('',#1610,.T.);
#1652=FACE_BOUND('',#1611,.F.);
#1653=FACE_BOUND('',#1612,.T.);
#1654=FACE_BOUND('',#1613,.T.);
#1655=FACE_BOUND('',#1614,.T.);
#1656=FACE_BOUND('',#1615,.T.);
#1657=FACE_BOUND('',#1616,.T.);
#1658=FACE_BOUND('',#1617,.T.);
#1659=FACE_BOUND('',#1618,.T.);
#1660=FACE_BOUND('',#1619,.T.);
#1661=FACE_BOUND('',#1620,.T.);
#1662=FACE_BOUND('',#1621,.T.);
#1663=FACE_BOUND('',#1622,.F.);
#1664=FACE_BOUND('',#1623,.F.);
#1665=FACE_BOUND('',#1624,.T.);
#1666=FACE_BOUND('',#1625,.T.);
#1667=FACE_BOUND('',#1626,.F.);
#1668=FACE_BOUND('',#1627,.F.);
#1669=FACE_BOUND('',#1628,.T.);
#1670=FACE_BOUND('',#1629,.T.);
#1671=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1630),#564,.T.);
#1672=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1631),#565,.T.);
#1673=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1632),#566,.T.);
#1674=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1633),#567,.T.);
#1675=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1634),#568,.T.);
#1676=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1635),#569,.T.);
#1677=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1636),#575,.F.);
#1678=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1637),#37,.F.);
#1679=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1638),#574,.F.);
#1680=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1639),#36,.F.);
#1681=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1640),#573,.F.);
#1682=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1641),#572,.T.);
#1683=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1642),#35,.F.);
#1684=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1643),#571,.T.);
#1685=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1644),#34,.F.);
#1686=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1645),#570,.T.);
#1687=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1646,#1647),#576,.F.);
#1688=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1648),#39,.F.);
#1689=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1649),#38,.F.);
#1690=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1650),#577,.F.);

#1691=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1651),#20,.F.);
#1692=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1652),#40,.F.);
#1693=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1653),#21,.F.);
#1694=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1654),#41,.F.);
#1695=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1655),#16,.T.);
#1696=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1656),#19,.T.);
#1697=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1657),#42,.F.);
#1698=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1658),#44,.F.);
#1699=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1659),#17,.T.);
#1700=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1660),#18,.T.);
#1701=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1661),#43,.F.);
#1702=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1662),#578,.T.);
#1703=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1663),#45,.T.);
#1704=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1664),#46,.T.);
#1705=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1665),#579,.T.);
#1706=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1666),#580,.T.);
#1707=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1667),#47,.T.);
#1708=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1668),#48,.T.);
#1709=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1669),#581,.T.);
#1710=ADVANCED_FACE('',(#1670),#582,.T.);
#1711=CLOSED_SHELL('',(#1671,#1672,#1673,#1674,#1675,#
1676,#1677,#1678,
#1679,#1680,#1681,#1682,#1683,#1684,#1685,#1686,#1687,
#1688,#1689,#1690,
#1691,#1692,#1693,#1694,#1695,#1696,#1697,#1698,#1699,
#1700,#1701,#1702,
#1703,#1704,#1705,#1706,#1707,#1708,#1709,#1710));
#1712=MANIFOLD_SOLID_BREP('',#1711);
#1713=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1714=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1715=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1716=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1717=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1718=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1719=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1720=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1721=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1722=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1723=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1724=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1725=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1726=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1727=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1728=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1729=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1730=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1731=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1732=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1733=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1734=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1735=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1736=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1737=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1738=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1739=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1740=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1741=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1742=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1743=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1744=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1745=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1746=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1747=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1748=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1749=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1750=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1751=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1752=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1753=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1754=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1755=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1756=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1757=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1758=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1759=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1760=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1761=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1762=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1763=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1764=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));

#1765=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1766=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1767=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1768=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1769=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1770=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1771=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1772=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1773=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1774=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1775=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1776=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1777=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1778=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1779=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1780=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1781=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1782=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1783=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1784=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1785=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1786=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1787=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1788=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1789=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1790=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1791=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1792=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1793=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1794=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1795=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1796=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1797=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1798=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1799=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1800=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1801=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1802=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1803=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1804=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1805=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1806=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1807=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1808=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1809=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1810=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1811=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1812=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1813=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1814=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1815=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1816=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1817=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1818=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1819=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1820=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1821=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1822=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1823=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1824=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1825=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1826=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1827=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1828=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1829=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1830=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1831=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1832=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1833=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1834=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1835=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1836=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1837=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1838=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1839=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1840=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1841=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1842=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1843=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1844=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));

#1845=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1846=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1847=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1848=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1849=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1850=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1851=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1852=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1853=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1854=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1855=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1856=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1857=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1858=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1859=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1860=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1861=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1862=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1863=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1864=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1865=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1866=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1867=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1868=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1869=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1870=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1871=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1872=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1873=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1874=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1875=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1876=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1877=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1878=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1879=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1880=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1881=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1882=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1883=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1884=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1885=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1886=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1887=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1888=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1889=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1890=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1891=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1892=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1893=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1894=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1895=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1896=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1897=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1898=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1899=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1900=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1901=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1902=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1903=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1904=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1905=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1906=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1907=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1908=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1909=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1910=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1911=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1912=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1913=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1914=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1915=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1916=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1917=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1918=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1919=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1920=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1921=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1922=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1923=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1924=DIRECTION('',(6.123031769112E-17,-1.,0.));
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#1925=DIRECTION('',(1.,6.123031769112E-17,0.));
#1926=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1927=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1928=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1929=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1930=DIRECTION('',(1.,6.123031769112E-17,0.));
#1931=DIRECTION('',(-6.123031769112E-17,1.,0.));
#1932=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1933=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1934=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1935=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1936=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1937=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1938=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1939=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1940=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1941=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1942=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1943=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1944=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1945=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1946=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1947=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1948=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1949=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1950=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1951=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1952=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1953=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1954=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1955=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1956=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1957=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1958=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1959=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1960=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1961=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1962=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1963=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1964=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1965=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1966=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1967=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1968=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1969=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1970=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1971=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1972=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#1973=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1974=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1975=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1976=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.,0.));
#1977=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1978=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1979=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1980=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1981=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1982=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1983=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1984=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#1985=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1986=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#1987=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1988=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1989=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1990=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1991=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#1992=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1993=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#1994=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.,0.));
#1995=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1996=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#1997=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#1998=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#1999=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#2000=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#2001=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#2002=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#2003=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#2004=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));

#2005=DIRECTION('',(0.,1.));
#2006=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#2007=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#2008=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#2009=DIRECTION('',(-1.,0.));
#2010=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.,0.));
#2011=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.));
#2012=DIRECTION('',(0.,-1.));
#2013=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#2014=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,180.,0.));
#2015=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#2016=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,180.,0.));
#2017=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#2018=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,0.));
#2019=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2020=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#2021=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,180.));
#2022=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,180.,-50.));
#2023=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,180.,-50.));
#2024=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,50.));
#2025=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,-1.42108547152E-14));
#2026=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,180.,0.));
#2027=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,50.));
#2028=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,-50.));
#2029=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,180.,-50.));
#2030=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,50.));
#2031=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,-50.));
#2032=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,0.));
#2033=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2034=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,-50.));
#2035=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,50.));
#2036=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#2037=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,0.));
#2038=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2039=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,138.5,0.));
#2040=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,180.,0.));
#2041=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,0.,0.));
#2042=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,0.));
#2043=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,180.,0.));
#2044=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,0.));
#2045=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2046=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,180.,0.));
#2047=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,180.));
#2048=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,0.));
#2049=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2050=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,0.,0.));
#2051=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#2052=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2053=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2054=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,260.));
#2055=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,40.,0.));
#2056=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,40.,0.));
#2057=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,40.));
#2058=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,40.,0.));
#2059=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2060=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,49.5,0.));
#2061=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,40.,0.));
#2062=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,40.));
#2063=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,40.,0.));
#2064=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.712388980385,0.));
#2065=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(3.14159265359,0.));
#2066=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,49.5,0.));
#2067=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,49.5,0.));
#2068=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,49.5));
#2069=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,49.5,0.));
#2070=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2071=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.5,40.,0.));
#2072=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,40.,0.));
#2073=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,40.));
#2074=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,40.,0.));
#2075=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(6.28318530718,0.));
#2076=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.712388980385,0.));
#2077=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.5,0.,0.));
#2078=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.5,-10.,0.));
#2079=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.5,-10.));
#2080=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.5,-10.,0.));
#2081=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2082=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,0.,0.));
#2083=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#2084=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));

#2085=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2086=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,260.));
#2087=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,41.5,0.));
#2088=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,0.,0.));
#2089=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,0.));
#2090=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,0.));
#2091=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2092=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,41.5,0.));
#2093=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(270.,41.5,0.));
#2094=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(270.,41.5));
#2095=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(270.,41.5,0.));
#2096=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2097=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,50.,0.));
#2098=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,50.,0.));
#2099=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,50.));
#2100=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,50.,0.));
#2101=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2102=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,130.,0.));
#2103=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,50.,0.));
#2104=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,50.));
#2105=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,50.,0.));
#2106=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2107=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,138.5,0.));
#2108=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,130.,0.));
#2109=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,130.));
#2110=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,130.,0.));
#2111=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2112=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,138.5,0.));
#2113=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,138.5));
#2114=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,138.5,0.));
#2115=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2116=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,180.,-50.));
#2117=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,180.,0.));
#2118=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,0.));
#2119=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2120=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,50.));
#2121=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,180.,-50.));
#2122=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,50.));
#2123=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,260.));
#2124=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,0.));
#2125=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,0.,-50.));
#2126=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,0.,-50.));
#2127=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,260.));
#2128=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,260.));
#2129=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,50.));
#2130=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,-50.));
#2131=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2132=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,260.));
#2133=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,0.));
#2134=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.6,0.,-5.));
#2135=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.4,0.,-5.));
#2136=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(25.25,0.,-5.));
#2137=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(5.,50.556668395559));
#2138=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(5.,119.44293046076));
#2139=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,-10.,-5.));
#2140=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,0.05666839555862));
#2141=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,68.942930460769));
#2142=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,0.,-4.9));
#2143=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.6,0.,-4.9));
#2144=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.8,50.6));
#2145=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.8,50.773205080757));
#2146=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.95,50.686602540378));
#2147=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(5.1,50.6));
#2148=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.95,50.513397459622));
#2149=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.8,50.426794919243));
#2150=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.8,50.6));
#2151=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.6,-9.9,-4.9));
#2152=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.14159265359,9.9));
#2153=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,0.,0.));
#2154=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.9,50.5));
#2155=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,50.5));
#2156=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(40.,4.9));
#2157=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(40.,0.));
#2158=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,0.,-50.));
#2159=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,260.));
#2160=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,50.));
#2161=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(180.,0.));
#2162=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.5,0.,-4.9));
#2163=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.5,0.,0.));
#2164=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,119.5));

#2165=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.9,119.5));
#2166=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,0.));
#2167=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,4.9));
#2168=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.4,0.,-4.9));
#2169=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.9,119.4));
#2170=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.4,40.,-4.9));
#2171=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,40.));
#2172=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,138.5,-18.));
#2173=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,138.5,0.));
#2174=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(41.5,18.));
#2175=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(41.5,0.));
#2176=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(20.,18.));
#2177=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(20.,0.));
#2178=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,41.5,-18.));
#2179=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,115.,-18.));
#2180=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(138.5391828338,18.));
#2181=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(41.461179902496,18.));
#2182=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,50.,-18.));
#2183=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-28.5,-8.539182833803));
#2184=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-28.5,88.538820097504));
#2185=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(260.,41.5,0.));
#2186=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(138.5,0.));
#2187=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(138.5,18.));
#2188=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,0.));
#2189=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,18.));
#2190=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,138.5,-18.));
#2191=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(270.,138.5,-18.));
#2192=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(30.,18.));
#2193=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-38.5,88.5));
#2194=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-8.5,88.5));
#2195=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,138.5,-18.));
#2196=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,138.5,0.));
#2197=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,18.));
#2198=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,18.));
#2199=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,130.,-18.));
#2200=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,130.,-18.));
#2201=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.14159265359,18.));
#2202=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-8.5,80.));
#2203=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,130.,0.));
#2204=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.14159265359,0.));
#2205=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(80.,0.));
#2206=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,50.,-18.));
#2207=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,50.,-18.));
#2208=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,50.,0.));
#2209=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,18.));
#2210=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.14159265359,18.));
#2211=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(231.5,130.,-18.));
#2212=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(80.,18.));
#2213=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,80.));
#2214=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2215=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,41.5,-18.));
#2216=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,50.,-18.));
#2217=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-9.424777960769,18.));
#2218=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-8.5,0.));
#2219=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,41.5,0.));
#2220=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,41.5,-18.));
#2221=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-4.712388980385,0.));
#2222=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(30.,0.));
#2223=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(240.,41.5,-18.));
#2224=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(30.,18.));
#2225=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-8.5,-8.5));
#2226=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-38.5,-8.5));
#2227=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.5,40.,-4.9));
#2228=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.5,40.,0.));
#2229=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.5,40.,-5.));
#2230=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,0.));
#2231=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(6.28318530718,0.));
#2232=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.5,40.,-4.9));
#2233=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,4.9));
#2234=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.570796326795,0.));
#2235=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,49.5,-4.9));
#2236=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,49.5,-5.));
#2237=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.712388980385,5.));
#2238=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,5.));
#2239=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,40.,-4.9));
#2240=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.712388980385,4.9));
#2241=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,40.,-4.9));
#2242=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,6.28318530718));
#2243=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,49.5,-4.9));
#2244=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,49.5,0.));
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#2245=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,49.5,-5.));
#2246=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,0.));
#2247=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(4.712388980385,0.));
#2248=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,49.5,-4.9));
#2249=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,4.9));
#2250=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,49.4,-4.9));
#2251=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.570796326795,0.));
#2252=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,40.,-4.9));
#2253=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,40.,-5.));
#2254=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,40.,0.));
#2255=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(3.14159265359,5.));
#2256=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,5.));
#2257=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,40.,-4.9));
#2258=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(3.14159265359,4.9));
#2259=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,40.,-4.9));
#2260=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,6.28318530718));
#2261=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.5,-9.9,-4.9));
#2262=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(49.9,4.9));
#2263=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.570796326795,0.));
#2264=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.6,40.,-5.));
#2265=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.6,-9.9,-5.));
#2266=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.1,0.1));
#2267=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2268=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,49.4,-5.));
#2269=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,40.,-5.));
#2270=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,9.5));
#2271=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,4.712388980385));
#2272=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,49.4,-5.));
#2273=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,49.4,-5.));
#2274=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(59.4,9.5));
#2275=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2276=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.4,40.,-5.));
#2277=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,40.,-5.));
#2278=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,59.5));
#2279=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,4.712388980385));
#2280=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.4,40.,-5.));
#2281=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,68.9));
#2282=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2283=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,20.,-5.));
#2284=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,30.,-5.));
#2285=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,20.,-5.));
#2286=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(30.,18.9));
#2287=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,20.,-4.9));
#2288=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2289=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.4,-5.));
#2290=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.4,-5.));
#2291=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.533929481727,14.4,-5.));
#2292=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.06797076223,14.8604876878
74,-5.));
#2293=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.782120260305,15.782120260
305,-5.));
#2294=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.860487687874,17.067970762
231,-5.));
#2295=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,18.533929481726,-5.));
#2296=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,20.,-5.));
#2297=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(24.4,24.5));
#2298=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(24.4,23.033929481727));
#2299=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(24.860487687874,21.567970762
23));
#2300=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(25.782120260305,20.282120260
305));
#2301=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(27.067970762231,19.360487687
874));
#2302=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(28.533929481726,18.9));
#2303=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(30.,18.9));
#2304=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.4,-5.));
#2305=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.533929481727,14.4,-5.));
#2306=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.06797076223,14.8604876878
74,-5.));
#2307=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.782120260305,15.782120260
305,-5.));
#2308=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.860487687874,17.067970762
231,-5.));
#2309=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,18.533929481726,-5.));
#2310=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,20.,-5.));
#2311=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.5,-5.));
#2312=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.560103367105,14.5,-5.));
#2313=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.120341944658,14.952268842
421,-5.));

#2314=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.85742751717,15.8574275171
7,-5.));
#2315=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.952268842421,17.120341944
658,-5.));
#2316=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,18.560103367105,-5.));
#2317=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.,-5.));
#2318=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.5,-4.9));
#2319=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.560103367105,14.5,-4.9));
#2320=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.120341944658,14.952268842
421,-4.9));
#2321=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.85742751717,15.8574275171
7,-4.9));
#2322=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.952268842421,17.120341944
658,-4.9));
#2323=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,18.560103367105,-4.9));
#2324=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.,-4.9));
#2325=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2326=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.4,-5.));
#2327=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.4,-5.));
#2328=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(24.4,44.5));
#2329=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.4,-4.9));
#2330=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2331=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,20.,-5.));
#2332=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,20.,-5.));
#2333=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,18.533929481726,-5.));
#2334=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.13951231212,17.067970762
231,-5.));
#2335=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.217879739696,15.782120260
305,-5.));
#2336=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.932029237769,14.860487687
874,-5.));
#2337=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.466070518274,14.4,-5.));
#2338=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.4,-5.));
#2339=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(30.,50.1));
#2340=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(28.533929481726,50.1));
#2341=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(27.067970762231,49.639512312
126));
#2342=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(25.782120260305,48.717879739
696));
#2343=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(24.860487687874,47.432029237
769));
#2344=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(24.4,45.966070518274));
#2345=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(24.4,44.5));
#2346=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,20.,-5.));
#2347=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,18.533929481726,-5.));
#2348=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.13951231212,17.067970762
231,-5.));
#2349=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.217879739696,15.782120260
305,-5.));
#2350=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.932029237769,14.860487687
874,-5.));
#2351=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.466070518274,14.4,-5.));
#2352=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.4,-5.));
#2353=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,20.,-5.));
#2354=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,18.560103367105,-5.));
#2355=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.04773115757,17.120341944
658,-5.));
#2356=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.14257248283,15.8574275171
7,-5.));
#2357=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.879658055342,14.952268842
421,-5.));
#2358=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.439896632895,14.5,-5.));
#2359=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,-5.));
#2360=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,20.,-4.9));
#2361=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,18.560103367105,4.9));
#2362=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.04773115757,17.120341944
658,-4.9));
#2363=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.14257248283,15.8574275171
7,-4.9));
#2364=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.879658055342,14.952268842
421,-4.9));
#2365=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.439896632895,14.5,-4.9));
#2366=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,-4.9));
#2367=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2368=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,30.,-5.));
#2369=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,30.,-5.));
#2370=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(40.,50.1));
#2371=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,30.,-4.9));
#2372=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));

#2373=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.6,-5.));
#2374=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.6,-5.));
#2375=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.466070518274,35.6,-5.));
#2376=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.932029237769,35.139512312
126,-5.));
#2377=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.217879739696,34.217879739
695,-5.));
#2378=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.13951231212,32.932029237
769,-5.));
#2379=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,31.466070518274,-5.));
#2380=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,30.,-5.));
#2381=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.6,44.5));
#2382=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.6,45.966070518274));
#2383=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.139512312126,47.432029237
769));
#2384=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(44.217879739695,48.717879739
696));
#2385=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(42.932029237769,49.639512312
126));
#2386=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(41.466070518274,50.1));
#2387=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(40.,50.1));
#2388=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.6,-5.));
#2389=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.466070518274,35.6,-5.));
#2390=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.932029237769,35.139512312
126,-5.));
#2391=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.217879739696,34.217879739
695,-5.));
#2392=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.13951231212,32.932029237
769,-5.));
#2393=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,31.466070518274,-5.));
#2394=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,30.,-5.));
#2395=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.5,-5.));
#2396=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.439896632895,35.5,-5.));
#2397=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.879658055341,35.047731157
579,-5.));
#2398=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.14257248283,34.1425724828
3,-5.));
#2399=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.04773115757,32.879658055
342,-5.));
#2400=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,31.439896632895,-5.));
#2401=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,-5.));
#2402=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.5,-4.9));
#2403=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.439896632895,35.5,-4.9));
#2404=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.879658055341,35.047731157
579,-4.9));
#2405=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.14257248283,34.1425724828
3,-4.9));
#2406=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.04773115757,32.879658055
342,-4.9));
#2407=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,31.439896632895,4.9));
#2408=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,-4.9));
#2409=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2410=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.6,-5.));
#2411=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.6,-5.));
#2412=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.6,24.5));
#2413=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.6,-4.9));
#2414=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2415=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,30.,-5.));
#2416=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,31.466070518274,-5.));
#2417=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.860487687874,32.932029237
769,-5.));
#2418=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.782120260305,34.217879739
695,-5.));
#2419=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.067970762231,35.139512312
126,-5.));
#2420=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.533929481727,35.6,-5.));
#2421=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.6,-5.));
#2422=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(40.,18.9));
#2423=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(41.466070518274,18.9));
#2424=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(42.932029237769,19.360487687
874));
#2425=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(44.217879739695,20.282120260
305));
#2426=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.139512312126,21.567970762
231));
#2427=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.6,23.033929481727));
#2428=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.6,24.5));
#2429=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,30.,-5.));
#2430=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,31.466070518274,-5.));

#2431=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.860487687874,32.932029237
769,-5.));
#2432=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.782120260305,34.217879739
695,-5.));
#2433=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.067970762231,35.139512312
126,-5.));
#2434=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.533929481727,35.6,-5.));
#2435=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.6,-5.));
#2436=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,30.,-5.));
#2437=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,31.439896632895,-5.));
#2438=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.952268842421,32.879658055
342,-5.));
#2439=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.85742751717,34.1425724828
3,-5.));
#2440=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.120341944658,35.047731157
579,-5.));
#2441=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.560103367105,35.5,-5.));
#2442=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,-5.));
#2443=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,30.,-4.9));
#2444=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,31.439896632895,-4.9));
#2445=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.952268842421,32.879658055
342,-4.9));
#2446=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.85742751717,34.1425724828
3,-4.9));
#2447=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.120341944658,35.047731157
579,-4.9));
#2448=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.560103367105,35.5,-4.9));
#2449=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,-4.9));
#2450=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2451=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(119.4,40.,-4.9));
#2452=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2453=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.570796326795,0.));
#2454=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.570796326795,4.712388980385));
#2455=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.570796326795,6.28318530718));
#2456=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.6,40.,-4.9));
#2457=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,49.9));
#2458=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.570796326795,49.9));
#2459=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,4.712388980385));
#2460=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,6.28318530718));
#2461=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(110.,49.4,-4.9));
#2462=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,4.712388980385));
#2463=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,6.28318530718));
#2464=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,50.));
#2465=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.570796326795,50.));
#2466=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,49.4,-4.9));
#2467=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2468=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.570796326795,0.));
#2469=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.570796326795,4.712388980385));
#2470=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.570796326795,6.28318530718));
#2471=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.,-4.9));
#2472=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,20.,-4.9));
#2473=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2474=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2475=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-8.881784197001E16,103.19690740522));
#2476=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.919188028919,103.196907405
22));
#2477=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(3.527425341157,103.196907405
22));
#2478=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(5.111956139888,103.196907405
22));
#2479=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(6.720193452126,103.196907405
22));
#2480=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,103.196907405
22));
#2481=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,30.,-4.9));
#2482=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.,-4.9));
#2483=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2484=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.,0.));
#2485=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,4.9));
#2486=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.4,30.,-4.9));
#2487=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,10.));
#2488=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,10.));
#2489=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.881784197001E16,18.639381481045));
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#2490=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.919188028919,18.6393814810
45));
#2491=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(3.527425341159,18.6393814810
45));
#2492=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(5.111956139888,18.6393814810
45));
#2493=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(6.720193452126,18.6393814810
45));
#2494=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,18.6393814810
45));
#2495=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.5,-4.9));
#2496=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.4,-4.9));
#2497=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-8.881784197001E16,94.55752592418));
#2498=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.919188028919,94.5575259241
8));
#2499=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(3.527425341157,94.5575259241
8));
#2500=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(5.111956139887,94.5575259241
8));
#2501=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(6.720193452126,94.5575259241
8));
#2502=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,94.5575259241
8));
#2503=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,20.));
#2504=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,20.));
#2505=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.5,-4.9));
#2506=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.560103367105,14.5,-4.9));
#2507=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.120341944658,14.952268842
421,-4.9));
#2508=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.85742751717,15.8574275171
7,-4.9));
#2509=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.952268842421,17.120341944
658,-4.9));
#2510=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,18.560103367105,-4.9));
#2511=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.,-4.9));
#2512=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,0.));
#2513=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,20.,0.));
#2514=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-4.712388980385,4.9));
#2515=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-4.450589592586,4.9));
#2516=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-4.188789933238,4.9));
#2517=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.926990816987,4.9));
#2518=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.665191700736,4.9));
#2519=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.403392041389,4.9));
#2520=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.14159265359,4.9));
#2521=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,-4.9));
#2522=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,30.,-4.9));
#2523=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,31.439896632895,-4.9));
#2524=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.952268842421,32.879658055
342,-4.9));
#2525=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.85742751717,34.1425724828
3,-4.9));
#2526=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.120341944658,35.047731157
579,-4.9));
#2527=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.560103367105,35.5,-4.9));
#2528=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,-4.9));
#2529=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,0.));
#2530=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,30.,0.));
#2531=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.14159265359,4.9));
#2532=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-2.879793265791,4.9));
#2533=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-2.617993606443,4.9));
#2534=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-2.356194490192,4.9));
#2535=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-2.094395373942,4.9));
#2536=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.832595714594,4.9));
#2537=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,4.9));
#2538=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.6,-5.));
#2539=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,-5.));
#2540=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,-4.9));
#2541=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,27.27876296209));
#2542=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,27.2787629620
9));
#2543=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2544=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.282842712475,0.));
#2545=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.606612105388,0.));
#2546=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.964184221407,0.));
#2547=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.28795361432,0.));
#2548=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2549=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,-4.9));
#2550=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.4,-5.));
#2551=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,-5.));

#2552=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,-4.9));
#2553=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.110223024625E-16,0.));
#2554=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.282842712475,0.));
#2555=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.606612105387,0.));
#2556=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.964184221407,0.));
#2557=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.28795361432,0.));
#2558=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2559=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,74.55752592418));
#2560=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,74.5575259241
8));
#2561=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,-4.9));
#2562=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2563=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,0.));
#2564=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,4.9));
#2565=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.5,-4.9));
#2566=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,-4.9));
#2567=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2568=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,0.));
#2569=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,4.9));
#2570=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.6,-4.9));
#2571=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,20.));
#2572=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,20.));
#2573=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,47.27876296209));
#2574=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.919188028919,47.2787629620
9));
#2575=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(3.527425341158,47.2787629620
9));
#2576=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(5.111956139887,47.2787629620
9));
#2577=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(6.720193452126,47.2787629620
9));
#2578=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,47.2787629620
9));
#2579=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,20.,-4.9));
#2580=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,20.,-4.9));
#2581=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,65.918144443135));
#2582=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(1.919188028919,65.9181444431
35));
#2583=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(3.527425341151,65.9181444431
35));
#2584=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(5.111956139888,65.9181444431
35));
#2585=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(6.720193452126,65.9181444431
35));
#2586=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,65.9181444431
35));
#2587=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,10.));
#2588=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,10.));
#2589=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,20.,-4.9));
#2590=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,18.560103367105,4.9));
#2591=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.04773115757,17.120341944
658,-4.9));
#2592=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.14257248283,15.8574275171
7,-4.9));
#2593=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.879658055342,14.952268842
421,-4.9));
#2594=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.439896632895,14.5,-4.9));
#2595=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,-4.9));
#2596=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,0.));
#2597=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,20.,0.));
#2598=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-6.28318530718,4.9));
#2599=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-6.02138591938,4.9));
#2600=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-5.759586260033,4.9));
#2601=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-5.497787143782,4.9));
#2602=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-5.235988027531,4.9));
#2603=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-4.974188368184,4.9));
#2604=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-4.712388980385,4.9));
#2605=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,-4.9));
#2606=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.5,-4.9));
#2607=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.439896632895,35.5,-4.9));
#2608=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.879658055341,35.047731157
579,-4.9));
#2609=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.14257248283,34.1425724828
3,-4.9));
#2610=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.04773115757,32.879658055
342,-4.9));
#2611=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,31.439896632895,4.9));
#2612=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,-4.9));

#2613=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,0.));
#2614=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,30.,0.));
#2615=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,4.9));
#2616=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.308996938996,4.9));
#2617=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.047197279648,4.9));
#2618=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.785398163397,4.9));
#2619=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.523599047147,4.9));
#2620=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.261799387799,4.9));
#2621=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(6.238841686862E-17,4.9));
#2622=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.6,30.,-5.));
#2623=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,-5.));
#2624=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,-4.9));
#2625=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,55.918144443135));
#2626=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(8.639381481045,55.9181444431
35));
#2627=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.110223024625E-16,0.));
#2628=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.282842712475,0.));
#2629=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.606612105388,0.));
#2630=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-0.964184221407,0.));
#2631=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.28795361432,0.));
#2632=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2633=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,-4.9));
#2634=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2635=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,0.));
#2636=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,4.9));
#2637=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.,0.));
#2638=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.,-5.));
#2639=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.,0.));
#2640=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,5.));
#2641=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.14159265359,5.));
#2642=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,30.,0.));
#2643=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.,0.));
#2644=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2645=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#2646=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.));
#2647=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,30.,0.));
#2648=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,0.));
#2649=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.14159265359,0.));
#2650=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.5,0.));
#2651=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.5,0.));
#2652=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-4.712388980385,0.));
#2653=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(20.,0.));
#2654=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.,0.));
#2655=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,18.560103367105,0.));
#2656=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.952252273111,17.120329246
122,0.));
#2657=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.85745417698,15.8574541769
79,0.));
#2658=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.120329246121,14.952252273
111,0.));
#2659=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.560103367105,14.5,0.));
#2660=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.5,0.));
#2661=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-3.14159265359,0.));
#2662=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,20.));
#2663=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,18.560103367105));
#2664=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.952252273111,17.120329246
122));
#2665=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.85745417698,15.8574541769
79));
#2666=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.120329246121,14.952252273
111));
#2667=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.560103367105,14.5));
#2668=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,14.5));
#2669=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,0.));
#2670=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,-5.));
#2671=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,0.));
#2672=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,5.));
#2673=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,5.));
#2674=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,0.));
#2675=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.560103367105,35.5,0.));
#2676=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.120329246121,35.047747726
888,0.));
#2677=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.85745417698,34.1425458230
21,0.));
#2678=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.952252273111,32.879670753
878,0.));
#2679=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,31.439896632895,0.));
#2680=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,30.,0.));
#2681=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2682=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5));

#2683=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(73.560103367105,35.5));
#2684=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(72.120329246121,35.047747726
888));
#2685=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.85745417698,34.1425458230
21));
#2686=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.952252273111,32.879670753
878));
#2687=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,31.439896632895));
#2688=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(69.5,30.));
#2689=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,0.));
#2690=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,-5.));
#2691=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,5.));
#2692=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-4.712388980385,5.));
#2693=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,0.));
#2694=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2695=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5));
#2696=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.5,0.));
#2697=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5,0.));
#2698=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2699=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(75.,35.5));
#2700=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.5,0.));
#2701=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(20.,0.));
#2702=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-1.570796326795,0.));
#2703=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,20.,0.));
#2704=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,20.,0.));
#2705=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-6.28318530718,0.));
#2706=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,0.));
#2707=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5,0.));
#2708=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.439896632895,14.5,0.));
#2709=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.879670753878,14.952252273
111,0.));
#2710=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.142545823022,15.857454176
979,0.));
#2711=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.04774772688,17.120329246
122,0.));
#2712=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,18.560103367105,0.));
#2713=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,20.,0.));
#2714=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(-4.712388980385,0.));
#2715=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,14.5));
#2716=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.439896632895,14.5));
#2717=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.879670753878,14.952252273
111));
#2718=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.142545823022,15.857454176
979));
#2719=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.04774772688,17.120329246
122));
#2720=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,18.560103367105));
#2721=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,20.));
#2722=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,0.));
#2723=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,-5.));
#2724=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,0.));
#2725=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,5.));
#2726=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,5.));
#2727=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,0.));
#2728=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,31.439896632895,0.));
#2729=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.04774772688,32.879670753
878,0.));
#2730=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.142545823022,34.142545823
021,0.));
#2731=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.879670753878,35.047747726
888,0.));
#2732=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.439896632895,35.5,0.));
#2733=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.5,0.));
#2734=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2735=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.));
#2736=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,31.439896632895));
#2737=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.04774772688,32.879670753
878));
#2738=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(99.142545823022,34.142545823
021));
#2739=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(97.879670753878,35.047747726
888));
#2740=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(96.439896632895,35.5));
#2741=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(95.,35.5));
#2742=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.,0.));
#2743=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.));
#2744=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(100.5,30.));
#2745=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2013,#1713,#1714);
#2746=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2017,#1716,#1717);
#2747=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2020,#1718,#1719);
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#2748=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2026,#1722,#1723);
#2749=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2031,#1727,#1728);
#2750=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2036,#1731,#1732);
#2751=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2043,#1735,#1736);
#2752=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2058,#1743,#1744);
#2753=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2061,#1746,#1747);
#2754=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2063,#1749,#1750);
#2755=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2069,#1753,#1754);
#2756=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2072,#1756,#1757);
#2757=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2074,#1759,#1760);
#2758=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2080,#1763,#1764);
#2759=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2095,#1772,#1773);
#2760=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2098,#1775,#1776);
#2761=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2100,#1778,#1779);
#2762=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2105,#1783,#1784);
#2763=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2108,#1786,#1787);
#2764=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2110,#1789,#1790);
#2765=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2114,#1794,#1795);
#2766=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2139,#1806,#1807);
#2767=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2143,#1808,#1809);
#2768=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2151,#1810,#1811);
#2769=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2168,#1817,#1818);
#2770=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2170,#1820,#1821);
#2771=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2182,#1825,#1826);
#2772=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2200,#1832,#1833);
#2773=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2216,#1843,#1844);
#2774=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2239,#1859,#1860);
#2775=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2241,#1862,#1863);
#2776=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2250,#1869,#1870);
#2777=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2257,#1874,#1875);
#2778=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2259,#1877,#1878);
#2779=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2269,#1886,#1887);
#2780=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2277,#1893,#1894);
#2781=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2287,#1902,#1903);
#2782=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2329,#1908,#1909);
#2783=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2371,#1914,#1915);
#2784=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2413,#1920,#1921);
#2785=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2451,#1924,#1925);
#2786=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2456,#1926,#1927);
#2787=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2461,#1928,#1929);
#2788=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2466,#1930,#1931);
#2789=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2472,#1932,#1933);
#2790=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2484,#1936,#1937);
#2791=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2486,#1939,#1940);
#2792=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2496,#1941,#1942);
#2793=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2513,#1944,#1945);
#2794=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2530,#1947,#1948);
#2795=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2563,#1951,#1952);
#2796=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2568,#1956,#1957);
#2797=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2570,#1959,#1960);
#2798=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2580,#1961,#1962);
#2799=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2597,#1964,#1965);
#2800=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2614,#1967,#1968);
#2801=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2635,#1971,#1972);
#2802=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#2645,#1978,#1979);
#2803=CIRCLE('',#3149,5.);
#2804=CIRCLE('',#3150,5.);
#2805=CIRCLE('',#3151,5.);
#2806=CIRCLE('',#3152,5.);
#2807=CIRCLE('',#3153,10.);
#2808=CIRCLE('',#3154,10.);
#2809=TRIMMED_CURVE('TEST2',#2803,(PARAMETER_VALUE(270
.)),(
PARAMETER_VALUE(0.)),.T.,.PARAMETER.);
#2810=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#2804,(PARAMETER_VALUE(0.)),(PA
RAMETER_VALUE(90.)),
.T.,.PARAMETER.);
#2811=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#2805,(PARAMETER_VALUE(90.)),(P
ARAMETER_VALUE(180.)),
.T.,.PARAMETER.);
#2812=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#2806,(PARAMETER_VALUE(180.)),(
PARAMETER_VALUE(270.)),.T.,.PARAMETER.);
#2813=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#2807,(PARAMETER_VALUE(180.)),(
PARAMETER_VALUE(90.)),.F.,.PARAMETER.);
#2814=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#2808,(PARAMETER_VALUE(90.)),(P
ARAMETER_VALUE(0.)),
.F.,.PARAMETER.);
#2815=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#3035);

#2816=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#2809);
#2817=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#3036);
#2818=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#2810);
#2819=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#3037);
#2820=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#2811);
#2821=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#3038);
#2822=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#2812);
#2823=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#3039);
#2824=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#2813);
#2825=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#3040);
#2826=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#2814);
#2827=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#3041);
#2828=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('SECURITIY PLANE',#3114);
#2829=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('PLANAR FACE1-DEPTH
PLANE',#3116);
#2830=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('SIDE1-DEPTH',#3118);
#2831=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('STEP1-DEPTH',#3120);
#2832=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('POCKET1-DEPTH',#3122);
#2833=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('SLOT1:DEPTH',#3144);
#2834=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('SLOT2:DEPTH',#3145);
#2835=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('TEE1:DEPTH',#3146);
#2836=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('SIDE1:DEPTH',#3147);
#2837=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3155);
#2838=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
TAPERED',#3156);
#2839=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
TAPERED',#3157);
#2840=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3158);
#2841=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3159);
#2842=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3160);
#2843=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3161);
#2844=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3162);
#2845=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3163);
#2846=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3164);
#2847=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3165);
#2848=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3166);
#2849=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3167);
#2850=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3168);
#2851=T_SLOT_MILL('T-SLOT
MILL',(#2906),62.,15.,15.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$);
#2852=T_SLOT_MILL('T-SLOT MILL
25',(#2908),63.,10.,10.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,
$);
#2853=T_SLOT_MILL('T-SLOT MILL
32MM',(#2909),72.,10.,10.,.NEUTRAL.,.F.,
$,$,$);
#2854=REAMING_CUTTING_TOOL('REAMER
10',(#2905),100.,8.,8.,.RIGHT.,.F.,10.);
#2855=TAPPING_CUTTING_TOOL('TAP
M10',(#2902),63.,7.,7.,.RIGHT.,.F.,'',0.1,
0.1,0.1);
#2856=COUNTERBORE('BORING TOOL
25',(#2899),180.,25.,25.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#2857=COUNTERSINK('COUNTERSINK
40',(#2897),70.,45.,45.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.,$,
45.);

#2858=COUNTERSINK('COUNTERSINK
25',(#2900),60.,20.,20.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.,$,
20.);
#2859=COUNTERSINK('COUNTERSINK
10',(#2903),50.,10.,10.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.,$,
10.);
#2860=SPADE_DRILL('SPADE DRILL
40',(#2896),40.,20.,40.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#2861=TWIST_DRILL('DRILL
8',(#2895),70.,8.,70.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#2862=TWIST_DRILL('DRILL
15',(#2898),165.,15.,15.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#2863=TWIST_DRILL('DRILL
10',(#2901),90.,10.,10.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#2864=TWIST_DRILL('DRILL
9',(#2904),80.,9.,9.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#2865=ROTATING_BORING_CUTTING_TOOL('BORING TOOL
36',(#2894),200.,32.,32.,
.RIGHT.,.F.,.T.);
#2866=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
25',(#2892),72.,20.,20.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$);
#2867=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
12',(#2893),54.,8.,8.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$);
#2868=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
16',(#2907),54.,10.,10.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$);
#2869=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
18',(#2892),64.,15.,15.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$);
#2870=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
8',(#2910),54.,8.,8.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$);
#2871=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
10',(#2911),54.,8.,8.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$);
#2872=MILLING_MACHINE_FUNCTIONS(.F.,$,$,.F.,$,(),.T.,$
,$,());
#2873=MILLING_MACHINE_FUNCTIONS(.F.,$,$,.F.,$,(),.T.,$
,$,());
#2874=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.5,.TCP.,14.,$,0.5,.T.,.F.,.
F.,$);
#2875=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.CCP.,5.5,40.,$,.T.,.F.,.F.
,$);
#2876=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,$,50.,0.2,.T.,.F.,.F.
,$);
#2877=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.024,.TCP.,$,120.,$,.T.,.F.,
.F.,$);
#2878=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,2.3,$,0.1,.T.,.F.,.F.
,$);
#2879=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.08,.TCP.,1.6,$,$,.T.,.F.,.F
.,$);
#2880=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.005,.TCP.,2.3,$,$,.T.,.F.,.
F.,$);
#2881=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.09,.TCP.,1.2,$,$,.T.,.F.,.F
.,$);
#2882=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.005,.TCP.,2.1,$,$,.T.,.F.,.
F.,$);
#2883=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.035809,.TCP.,0.9,$,$,.T.,.F
.,.F.,$);
#2884=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.08,.TCP.,1.2,$,$,.T.,.F.,.F
.,$);
#2885=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.0165,.TCP.,5.5,$,$,.T.,.F.,
.F.,$);
#2886=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.024,.TCP.,$,120.,$,.T.,.F.,
.F.,$);
#2887=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,$,70.,0.18,.T.,.F.,.F
.,$);
#2888=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.02,.TCP.,$,70.,$,.T.,.F.,.F
.,$);
#2889=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,3.,$,0.1,.T.,.F.,.F.,
$);
#2890=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,$,120.,0.1,.T.,.F.,.F
.,$);
#2891=CUTTING_COMPONENT(20.,#3275,1230.,#2874);
#2892=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3276,1200.,#2876);
#2893=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,1000.,#2877);
#2894=CUTTING_COMPONENT(200.,$,$,$);
#2895=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,1230.,#2879);
#2896=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3275,1200.,#2880);
#2897=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,1400.,#2881);
#2898=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,1350.,#2879);
#2899=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3275,1000.,#2882);
#2900=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,1400.,#2881);
#2901=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,1280.,#2879);

#2902=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,200.,#2883);
#2903=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,1400.,#2881);
#2904=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,1230.,#2879);
#2905=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3275,980.,#2884);
#2906=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3275,1120.,#2885);
#2907=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3275,1110.,#2886);
#2908=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3275,1230.,#2887);
#2909=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,1120.,#2888);
#2910=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,1000.,#2889);
#2911=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#3277,1000.,#2890);
#2912=FACEMILL('MILL
36MM',(#2891),75.,32.,32.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$);
#2913=CENTER_MILLING(5.,$);
#2914=CENTER_MILLING(5.,$);
#2915=CENTER_MILLING(4.,$);
#2916=CENTER_MILLING(4.,$);
#2917=PLUNGE_HELIX($,25.,45.);
#2918=PLUNGE_HELIX($,25.,45.);
#2919=LOOP_SLOT_END_TYPE();
#2920=RADIUSED_SLOT_END_TYPE();
#2921=OPEN_SLOT_END_TYPE();
#2922=THROUGH_BOTTOM_CONDITION();
#2923=FLAT_HOLE_BOTTOM();
#2924=CONICAL_HOLE_BOTTOM(30.,$);
#2925=ANGLE_TAPER(45.);
#2926=PLUNGE_RAMP($,45.);
#2927=PLUNGE_RAMP($,45.);
#2928=BIDIRECTIONAL_CONTOUR($,.T.,$,$,$,.CONVENTIONAL.
);
#2929=BIDIRECTIONAL_CONTOUR($,.T.,$,$,$,.CONVENTIONAL.
);
#2930=GENERAL_PROFILE($,#2933);
#2931=PLANAR_POCKET_BOTTOM_CONDITION();
#2932=COMPOSITE_CURVE('BOSS BOUNDARY
POCKET1',(#2815,#2816,#2817,#2818,
#2819,#2820,#2821,#2822),.F.);
#2933=COMPOSITE_CURVE('OPEN BOUNDARY
POCKET1',(#2823,#2824,#2825,#2826,
#2827),.F.);
#2934=GENERAL_CLOSED_PROFILE($,#2932);
#2935=BOSS('POCKET1-BOSS1',#3363,(),#3121,#2832,$,$);
#2936=BIDIRECTIONAL(5.,.T.,$,$,$);
#2937=BIDIRECTIONAL(0.2,.T.,#2949,$,$);
#2938=PLUNGE_TOOLAXIS($);
#2939=PLUNGE_TOOLAXIS($);
#2940=CONTOUR_PARALLEL($,.T.,.CW.,.CLIMB.);
#2941=CONTOUR_PARALLEL($,.T.,.CW.,.CLIMB.);
#2942=CONTOUR_PARALLEL($,$,$,.CLIMB.);
#2943=UNIDIRECTIONAL(0.2,.T.,#2995,.CONVENTIONAL.);
#2944=NUMERIC_PARAMETER('PROFILE LENGTH',260.,'MM');
#2945=NUMERIC_PARAMETER('PROFILE LENGTH',230.,'MM');
#2946=DIRECTION('COURSE OF TRAVEL
DIRECTION',(0.,1.,0.));
#2947=DIRECTION('COURSE OF TRAVEL DIRECTION',(0.,0.,1.));
#2948=DIRECTION('COURSE OF TRAVEL
DIRECTION',(0.,1.,0.));
#2949=DIRECTION('OPEN POCKET:FEED
DIRECTION',(0.,1.,0.));
#2950=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#2951=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#2952=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#2953=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#2954=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#2955=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#2956=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#2957=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#2958=DIRECTION('
AXIS
',(0.,0.,1.));
#2959=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION
',(1.,0.,0.));
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#2960=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#2961=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#2962=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#2963=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#2964=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#2965=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#2966=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#2967=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#2968=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#2969=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#2970=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#2971=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#2972=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#2973=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2974=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#2975=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2976=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#2977=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2978=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#2979=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2980=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#2981=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2982=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#2983=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2984=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#2985=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2986=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#2987=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2988=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#2989=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2990=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#2991=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2992=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2993=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#2994=DIRECTION('X',(1.,0.,0.));
#2995=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2996=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#2997=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#2998=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#2999=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3000=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3001=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3002=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3003=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3004=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3005=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3006=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3007=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3008=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3009=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3010=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3011=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3012=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3013=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3014=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3015=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3016=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3017=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3018=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3019=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3020=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3021=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3022=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3023=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3024=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#3025=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#3026=LINEAR_PROFILE($,#2944);
#3027=LINEAR_PROFILE($,#2945);

#3028=LINEAR_PATH($,#3081,#2946);
#3029=LINEAR_PATH($,#3082,#2947);
#3030=LINEAR_PATH($,#3083,#2948);
#3031=TEE_PROFILE($,60.,60.,#3071,#3072,#3073,#3074,#3
075,#3076);
#3032=POLYLINE('TEE_SLOT1',(#3284,#3285));
#3033=POLYLINE('SLOT1',(#3287,#3288));
#3034=POLYLINE('SLOT2',(#3290,#3291));
#3035=POLYLINE('TEST1',(#3329,#3330));
#3036=POLYLINE('',(#3332,#3333));
#3037=POLYLINE('',(#3335,#3336));
#3038=POLYLINE('',(#3338,#3339));
#3039=POLYLINE('',(#3341,#3342));
#3040=POLYLINE('',(#3344,#3345));
#3041=POLYLINE('',(#3347,#3348));
#3042=GENERAL_PATH(#3109,#3032);
#3043=GENERAL_PATH(#3110,#3033);
#3044=GENERAL_PATH(#3111,#3034);
#3045=SQUARE_U_PROFILE(#3148,#3069,#3070,0.,#3070,0.);
#3046=SQUARE_U_PROFILE($,#3077,#3078,0.,#3078,0.);
#3047=SQUARE_U_PROFILE($,#3079,#3080,0.,#3080,0.);
#3048=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#3049=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#3050=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.02,0.02,3);
#3051=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#3052=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#3053=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.01,0.01,3);
#3054=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#3055=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.02,0.02,3);
#3056=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.02,0.02,3);
#3057=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#3058=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.02,0.02,3);
#3059=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#3060=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.02,0.02,3);
#3061=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.3,0.3,3);
#3062=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.3,0.3,3);
#3063=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.3,0.3,3);
#3064=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.5,0.,3);
#3065=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.025,0.,3);
#3066=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#3067=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.015,0.,3);
#3068=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(44.,#3048);
#3069=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(3.5,#3049);
#3070=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.1,#3050);
#3071=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(32.,#3051);
#3072=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(20.,#3052);
#3073=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.2,#3053);
#3074=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(20.,#3054);
#3075=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.1,#3055);
#3076=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.1,#3056);
#3077=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(10.,#3057);
#3078=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.1,#3058);
#3079=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(10.,#3049);
#3080=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.1,#3050);
#3081=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(180.,#3061);
#3082=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(-50.,#3062);
#3083=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(100.,#3063);
#3084=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(40.,#3064);
#3085=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(40.,#3065);
#3086=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.5,#3065);
#3087=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(41.,#3066);
#3088=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(30.,#3066);
#3089=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(22.,#3065);
#3090=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(22.,#3065);
#3091=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(23.,#3065);
#3092=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(40.,#3065);
#3093=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(22.,#3065);
#3094=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(22.,#3065);
#3095=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.5,#3065);
#3096=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(23.,#3065);
#3097=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(15.,#3065);
#3098=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(10.,#3065);
#3099=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(11.,#3065);
#3100=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(25.,#3065);
#3101=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(9.,#3065);
#3102=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(8.3,#3065);
#3103=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(1.75,#3065);
#3104=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(11.,#3065);
#3105=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(20.,#3065);
#3106=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(10.,#3067);

#3107=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(11.,#3067);
#3108=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE1:COURSE OF
TRAVEL',#3282,$,$);
#3109=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('TEE1:COURSE OF
TRAVEL',#3283,$,$);
#3110=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT1:COURSE OF
TRAVEL',#3286,$,$);
#3111=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT2:COURSE OF
TRAVEL',#3289,$,$);
#3112=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SETUP1',#3292,#2950,#2951);
#3113=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('PL_WORKPIECE_EXAMPLE2',#3293
,#2952,#2953);
#3114=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('PL_MAIN_SECPLANE',#3294,#295
4,#2955);
#3115=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('PL_HEAD1',#3295,#2956,#2957)
;
#3116=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('PLANAR
FACE1',#3296,#2958,#2959);
#3117=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE1PLACEMENT',#3297,#2960,#2961);
#3118=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE1DEPTH',#3298,#2962,#2963);
#3119=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('STEP1PLACEMENT',#3299,#2964,#2965);
#3120=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('STEP1DEPTH',#3300,#2966,#2967);
#3121=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('POCKET1PLACEMENT',#3301,#2968,#2969);
#3122=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('POCKET1DEPTH',#3302,#2970,#2971);
#3123=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('CF_HOLE1',#3303,#2972,#2973)
;
#3124=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE1',#3304,#2974,#2975);
#3125=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE2',#3305,#2972,#2973);
#3126=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('CF_HOLE3',#3306,#2976,#2977)
;
#3127=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE3',#3307,#2976,#2977);
#3128=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('GP_HOLE4',#3308,#2978,#2979)
;
#3129=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE4_NEAR_REGION',#3309,#29
78,#2979);
#3130=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE4_NEAR_POCKET',#3310,#29
78,#2978);
#3131=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE4',#3311,#2978,#2978);
#3132=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('GP_HOLE5',#3312,#2980,#2981)
;
#3133=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE5_NEAR_REGION',#3313,#29
80,#2981);
#3134=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE5_NEAR_POCKET',#3314,#29
80,#2981);
#3135=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE5',#3315,#2980,#2981);
#3136=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('GP_HOLE6',#3316,#2982,#2983)
;
#3137=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE6_NEAR_REGION',#3317,#29
82,#2983);
#3138=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE6_NEAR_POCKET',#3318,#29
82,#2983);
#3139=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE6',#3319,#2982,#2983);
#3140=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT1',#3320,#2984,#2985);
#3141=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT2',#3321,#2986,#2987);
#3142=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('TEE_SLOT',#3322,#2988,#2989)
;
#3143=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE_SLOT',#3323,#2990,#2991
);
#3144=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT1:DEPTH',#3324,$,$);
#3145=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT2:DEPTH',#3325,$,$);
#3146=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('TEE_SLOT:DEPTH',#3326,$,$);
#3147=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE_SLOT:DEPTH',#3327,$,$);
#3148=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE_SLOT:SQUARE',#3328,#299
2,#2993);
#3149=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#3331,#2996,#2997);
#3150=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#3334,#2996,#2997);
#3151=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#3337,#2996,#2997);
#3152=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#3340,#2996,#2997);
#3153=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#3343,#2996,#2997);
#3154=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#3346,#2996,#2997);
#3155=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3349,#2998,#2999);
#3156=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
TAPERED',#3350,#3000,#3001);

#3157=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
TAPERED',#3351,#3002,#3003);
#3158=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3352,#3004,#3005);
#3159=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3353,#3006,#3007);
#3160=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3354,#3008,#3009);
#3161=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3355,#3010,#3011);
#3162=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3356,#3012,#3013);
#3163=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3357,#3014,#3015);
#3164=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3358,#3016,#3017);
#3165=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3359,#3018,#3019);
#3166=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3360,#3020,#3021);
#3167=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3361,#3022,#3023);
#3168=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#3362,#3024,#3025);
#3169=COMPLETE_CIRCULAR_PATH(#3108,#3068);
#3170=SLOT('SIDESLOT1',#3363,(#3219),#3143,#2833,$,$,$);
#3171=SLOT('TEE_SLOT1
',#3363,(#3228,#3229,#3220,#3221),#3142,#2834,$,$,
$);
#3172=SLOT('SLOT1
',#3363,(#3230,#3217),#3140,#2835,$,$,$);
#3173=SLOT('SLOT2
',#3363,(#3203,#3231,#3223),#3141,#2836,$,$,$);
#3174=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE1 STRAIGHT
',#3363,(#3213,#3210),#3124,
#2837,$,$,$);
#3175=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE1 TAPERED
',#3363,(#3204),#3124,#2838,
$,$,$);
#3176=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE2 FLAT BOTTOM
',#3363,(#3211),#3125,#2839,
$,$,$);
#3177=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE2 CONICAL BOTTOM
',#3363,(#3199),#3125,#2840,
$,$,$);
#3178=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE2 TAPERED
',#3363,(#3205),#3125,#2841,
$,$,$);
#3179=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE3 FLAT BOTTOM
',#3363,(#3212),#3127,#2842,
$,$,$);
#3180=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE2 THROUGH BOTTOM
',#3363,(#3200),#3127,#2843,
$,$,$);
#3181=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE4 CONICAL BOTTOM
',#3363,(#3201),#3131,#2844,
$,$,$);
#3182=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE4 TAPERED
',#3363,(#3207),#3131,#2845,
$,$,$);
#3183=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE5 CONICAL BOTTOM
',#3363,(#3214),#3135,#2846,
$,$,$);
#3184=ROUND_HOLE('TAPM10
',#3363,(#3198),#3135,#2847,
$,$,$);
#3185=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE5 TAPERED
',#3363,(#3208),#3135,#2848,
$,$,$);
#3186=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE6 CONICAL BOTTOM
',#3363,(#3202,#3197),#3139,
#2849,$,$,$);
#3187=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE6 TAPERED
',#3363,(#3209),#3139,#2850,
$,$,$);
#3188=GENERAL_PATTERN('PATTERN_HOLE4',#3363,(),#3128,#
3194,(#3130,#3129));
#3189=GENERAL_PATTERN('PATTERN_HOLE5',#3363,(),#3132,#
3195,(#3134,#3133));
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#3190=GENERAL_PATTERN('PATTERN_HOLE6',#3363,(),#3136,#
3196,(#3138,#3137));
#3191=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND FEATURE
HOLE1',#3363,(),#3123,(#3174,#3175));
#3192=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND_FEATURE_HOLE2',#3363,
(),#3123,(#3176,#3177,
#3178));
#3193=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND_FEATURE_HOLE3',#3363,
(),#3126,(#3179,#3180,
#3178));
#3194=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND_FEATURE_HOLE4',#3363,
(),#3131,(#3181,#3182));
#3195=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND_FEATURE_HOLE5',#3363,
(),#3135,(#3183,#3184,
#3185));
#3196=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND_FEATURE_HOLE6',#3363,
(),#3139,(#3186,#3187));
#3197=REAMING($,$,'REAMING HOLE6
',10.,$,#2854,#2884,#2872,
$,21.,9.,$,$,$,.F.,$,$);
#3198=TAPPING($,$,'TAPPING HOLE5
',10.,$,#2855,#2883,#2872,
$,15.,8.3,$,$,$,.T.);
#3199=DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING HOLE2
',20.,$,#2862,#2879,#2872,
$,$,0.,$,$,$);
#3200=DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING HOLE3
',20.,$,#2862,#2879,#2872,
$,$,0.,$,$,$);
#3201=DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING HOLE4
',20.,$,#2863,#2879,#2872,
$,$,0.,$,$,$);
#3202=DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING HOLE6
',10.,$,#2864,#2879,#2872,
$,22.,0.,$,$,$);
#3203=DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING
SLOT2',10.,$,#2864,#2879,#2872,$,5.,0.,$,$,
$);
#3204=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUNTER SINKING
HOLE1',30.,$,#2857,#2881,#2872,
$,1.,40.,$,$,$);
#3205=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUNTER SINKING
HOLE2',30.,$,#2858,#2881,#2872,
$,1.,25.,$,$,$);
#3206=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUNTER SINKING
HOLE3',30.,$,#2858,#2881,#2872,
$,1.,25.,$,$,$);
#3207=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUNTER SINKING
HOLE4',30.,$,#2859,#2881,#2872,
$,1.,10.,$,$,$);
#3208=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUNTER SINKING
HOLE5',30.,$,#2859,#2881,#2872,
$,1.,10.,$,$,$);
#3209=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUTNER SINKING
HOLE6',30.,$,#2859,#2881,#2872,
$,1.,10.,$,$,$);
#3210=BORING($,$,'BORING2 HOLE1
',20.,$,#2860,#2880,#2872,
$,45.,36.,$,$,$,.T.,1.,$);
#3211=BORING($,$,'BORING HOLE2
',20.,$,#2856,#2882,#2872,
$,15.,15.,$,$,$,.T.,1.,$);
#3212=BORING($,$,'BORING HOLE3
',20.,$,#2856,#2882,#2872,
$,15.,15.,$,$,$,.T.,1.,$);
#3213=MULTISTEP_DRILLING($,$,'BORING1 HOLE1
',20.,$,#2865,#2878,#2872,
$,48.,0.,$,$,$,5.,15.,10.,1.);
#3214=MULTISTEP_DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING HOLE5
',20.,$,#2861,#2879,#2872,
$,$,0.,$,$,$,5.,10.,10.,$);
#3215=SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISH SIDE1
',10.,$,#2866,
#2875,#2872,$,$,$,#2941,1.5,1.,$);
#3216=PLANE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISH HEAD1
',10.,$,#2912,
#2874,#2872,$,#2926,#2927,#2937,2.5,$);
#3217=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISH
POCKET1 ',10.,$,#2867,
#2877,#2873,$,$,$,#2929,10.,5.,$,$);

#3218=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISH STEP1
',65.,$,#2866,
#2875,#2873,$,#2938,#2939,#2936,5.,12.5,$,$);
#3219=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'SIDE SLOT
',40.,$,#2851,
#2885,#2872,$,#2917,#2918,#2942,$,$,$,$);
#3220=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISHING1
T-SLOT ',10.,$,#2869,
#2876,#2872,$,$,$,$,$,$,$,$);
#3221=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISHING2
T-SLOT ',10.,$,#2853,
#2888,#2872,$,$,$,$,$,$,$,$);
#3222=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISHING
SLOT1
',10.,$,#2871,
#2890,#2872,$,#2938,#2939,#2915,5.,5.,$,$);
#3223=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISH SLOT2
',10.,$,#2871,
#2890,#2872,$,#2938,#2939,#2916,5.,6.,$,$);
#3224=OPEN_POCKET('POCKET1',#3363,(#3226,#3217),#3121,
#2832,$,$,$,$,$,$,
$);
#3225=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING
STEP1 ',65.,$,#2866,
#2875,#2873,$,#2938,#2939,#2936,10.,18.,1.5,2.);
#3226=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING
POCKET1',10.,$,#2867,
#2877,#2873,$,$,$,#2928,5.,10.,0.5,0.5);
#3227=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING
STEP1 ',65.,$,#2866,
#2875,#2873,$,#2938,#2939,#2936,10.,18.,1.5,2.);
#3228=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING1 TSLOT
',10.,$,#2868,
#2886,#2872,$,$,#2939,$,5.,$,1.,0.5);
#3229=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING2 TSLOT
',10.,$,#2852,
#2887,#2872,$,$,$,$,11.,$,1.,0.5);
#3230=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING
SLOT1
',10.,$,#2870,
#2889,#2872,$,$,#2939,#2913,$,$,1.,0.5);
#3231=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING
SLOT2
',10.,$,#2870,
#2889,#2872,$,#2938,#2939,#2914,$,$,1.,0.5);
#3232=STEP('STEP1',#3363,(#3227,#3218),#3119,#2831,$,$
,$);
#3233=SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGH SIDE1
',10.,$,#2866,
#2875,#2873,$,$,$,#2940,4.,15.,0.5);
#3234=GENERAL_OUTSIDE_PROFILE('SIDE1
',#3363,(#3233,
#3215),#3117,#2830,$,$);
#3235=PLANE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING HEAD1
',10.,$,#2912,
#2874,#2872,$,$,$,#2943,$,$);
#3236=PLANAR_FACE('HEAD1
',#3363,(#3235,
#3216),#3115,#2829,$,$,$,$);
#3237=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING
HEAD1',#2828,#3236,#3235,$);
#3238=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING
SIDE1',#2828,#3234,#3233,$);
#3239=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING
STEP',#2828,#3232,#3225,$);
#3240=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING
POCKET1',#2828,#3224,#3226,$);
#3241=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH
POCKET1',#2828,#3224,#3217,$);
#3242=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('BORING1
HOLE1',#2828,#3191,#3213,$);
#3243=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('DRILLING
HOLE2',#2828,#3192,#3199,$);
#3244=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('DRILLING
HOLE3',#2828,#3193,#3200,$);
#3245=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('BORING
HOLE2',#2828,#3192,#3211,$);
#3246=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('BORING
HOLE3',#2828,#3193,#3212,$);
#3247=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE2',#2828,#3192,#3205,$);
#3248=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE3',#2828,#3193,#3206,$);

#3249=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('DRILLING
HOLE4',#2828,#3188,#3201,$);
#3250=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('DRILLING
HOLE5',#2828,#3189,#3214,$);
#3251=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('TAPPING
HOLE5',#2828,#3189,#3198,$);
#3252=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE4',#2828,#3188,#3207,$);
#3253=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE5',#2828,#3189,#3208,$);
#3254=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('DRILLING
HOLE6',#2828,#3190,#3202,$);
#3255=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('REAMING
HOLE6',#2828,#3190,#3197,$);
#3256=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE6',#2828,#3190,#3209,$);
#3257=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH SIDE-SLOT
',#2828,#3170,#3219,$);
#3258=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('BORING HOLE1
',#2828,#3191,#3210,$);
#3259=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE1',#2828,#3191,#3204,$);
#3260=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING1 T-SLOT
',#2828,#3171,#3228,$);
#3261=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING2 T-SLOT
',#2828,#3171,#3229,$);
#3262=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH1 T-SLOT
',#2828,#3171,#3220,$);
#3263=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH2 T-SLOT
',#2828,#3171,#3221,$);
#3264=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING SLOT1
',#2828,#3172,#3230,$);
#3265=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('SLOT2_PLUNGE_DRILLING',#2
828,#3173,#3203,$);
#3266=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING SLOT2
',#2828,#3173,#3231,$);
#3267=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH SLOT1
',#2828,#3172,#3222,$);
#3268=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH SLOT2
',#2828,#3173,#3223,$);
#3269=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH STEP
',#2828,#3232,#3218,$);
#3270=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH HEAD1
',#2828,#3236,#3216,$);
#3271=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH SIDE1
',#2828,#3234,#3215,$);
#3272=WORKPIECE_SETUP(#3363,#3113,$,$,());
#3273=SETUP('SETUP OF WORKPIECE',#3112,#2828,(#3272));
#3274=MATERIAL('FC200','CAST IRON ',());
#3275=MATERIAL('TIN','TIN',());
#3276=MATERIAL('TIN','TIN',());
#3277=MATERIAL('EMO5CO5','HSS/CO',());
#3278=CARTESIAN_POINT('CLAMPING_POSITION1',(25.,25.,20.));
#3279=CARTESIAN_POINT('CLAMPING_POSITION2',(205.,25.,20.));
#3280=CARTESIAN_POINT('CLAMPING_POSITION3',(25.,155.,20.));
#3281=CARTESIAN_POINT('CLAMPING_POSITION4',(205.,155.,
-20.));
#3282=CARTESIAN_POINT('SIDE1:PLACEMENT',(0.,0.,-20.));
#3283=CARTESIAN_POINT('TEE1:PLACEMENT',(0.,0.,-10.));
#3284=CARTESIAN_POINT('TEE_SLOT1',(0.,0.,0.));
#3285=CARTESIAN_POINT('TEE_SLOT1',(50.,0.,0.));
#3286=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT1:PLACEMENT',(0.,0.,0.));
#3287=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT1',(0.,0.,0.));
#3288=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT1',(-20.,0.,0.));
#3289=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT2:PLACEMENT',(0.,0.,0.));
#3290=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT2',(0.,0.,0.));
#3291=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT2',(25.,0.,0.));
#3292=CARTESIAN_POINT('SETUP1:
LOCATION',(123.,123.,45.));
#3293=CARTESIAN_POINT('WORKPIECE1:LOCATION',(0.,0.,0.)
);
#3294=CARTESIAN_POINT('SECPLANE1:
LOCATION',(0.,0.,30.));
#3295=CARTESIAN_POINT('PLANAR FACE :
LOCATION',(0.,0.,5.));
#3296=CARTESIAN_POINT('PLANAR FACE1:DEPTH
LOCATION',(0.,0.,-5.));

#3297=CARTESIAN_POINT('SIDE1
PROFILE:LOCATION',(0.,0.,0.));
#3298=CARTESIAN_POINT('SIDE1 PROFILE:DEPTH',(0.,0.,50.));
#3299=CARTESIAN_POINT('STEP1
PROFILE:LOCATION',(230.,40.,0.));
#3300=CARTESIAN_POINT('STEP1 PROFILE:DEPTH',(0.,0.,20.));
#3301=CARTESIAN_POINT('POCKET1
PROFILE:LOCATION',(50.,0.,0.));
#3302=CARTESIAN_POINT('POCKET1 PROFILE:DEPTH',(0.,0.,20.));
#3303=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(160.,150.,0.));
#3304=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#3305=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#3306=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(160.,30.,0.));
#3307=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#3308=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(130.,120.,0.));
#3309=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#3310=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,-60.,0.));
#3311=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#3312=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(190.,120.,0.));
#3313=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#3314=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,-60.,0.));
#3315=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#3316=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(245.,110.,0.));
#3317=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#3318=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,-40.,0.));
#3319=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#3320=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(230.,90.,0.));
#3321=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(85.,90.,0.));
#3322=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,90.,0.));
#3323=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(160.,90.,0.));
#3324=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT1:DEPTH',(0.,0.,-10.));
#3325=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT2:DEPTH',(0.,0.,-10.));
#3326=CARTESIAN_POINT('TEE1:DEPTH',(0.,0.,-10.));
#3327=CARTESIAN_POINT('SIDE1:DEPTH',(0.,0.,-10.));
#3328=CARTESIAN_POINT('SIDE1:SQUARE U PROFILE',(22.,0.,-20.));
#3329=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(25.,15.,0.));
#3330=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.,15.,0.));
#3331=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.,20.,0.));
#3332=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,20.,0.));
#3333=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,30.,0.));
#3334=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.,30.,0.));
#3335=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.,35.,0.));
#3336=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(25.,35.,0.));
#3337=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(25.,30.,0.));
#3338=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(20.,30.,0.));
#3339=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(20.,20.,0.));
#3340=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(25.,20.,0.));
#3341=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#3342=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,40.,0.));
#3343=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,40.,0.));
#3344=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,50.,0.));
#3345=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,50.,0.));
#3346=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,40.,0.));
#3347=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.,40.,0.));
#3348=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.,0.,0.));
#3349=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,40.));
#3350=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 TAPERED DEPTH',(0.,0.,40.));
#3351=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 TAPERED DEPTH',(0.,0.,14.));
#3352=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#3353=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,40.));
#3354=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#3355=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#3356=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#3357=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#3358=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
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#3359=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#3360=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#3361=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#3362=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#3363=WORKPIECE('PART
2',#3274,0.01,#3364,$,$,(#3278,#3279,#3280,#3281));
#3364=WORKPIECE('RAW',$,0.,$,#10,$,$);
#3365=WORKPLAN('MAIN
WORKPLAN',(#3366,#3367,#3368),$,#3273,$);
#3366=WORKPLAN('WORKPLAN
ROUGHING',(#3237,#3238,#3239,#3240,#3241),$,$,
$);
#3367=WORKPLAN('WORKPLAN
DRILLING',(#3242,#3243,#3244,#3245,#3246,#3247,
#3248,#3249,#3250,#3251,#3252,#3253,#3254,#3255,#3256)
,$,$,$);
#3368=WORKPLAN('WORKPLAN
FINISHING',(#3257,#3258,#3259,#3260,#3261,#3262,
#3263,#3264,#3265,#3266,#3267,#3268,#3269,#3270,#3271)
,$,$,$);
#3369=PROJECT('EXECUTE_EXAMPLE2',#3365,(#3363),$,$,$);
ENDSEC;
END-ISO-10303-21;

A.4 P21 file with the parameterised completion status of workingsteps
ISO-10303-21;
HEADER;
/* Generated by software containing ST-Developer
* from STEP Tools, Inc. (www.steptools.com)
*/
FILE_DESCRIPTION(('ISO 14649-11 EXAMPLE 2',
'COMPLEX PRORGRAM WITH VARIOUS MANUFACTURING
FEATURES'),'1');
FILE_NAME('EXAMPLE2.STP','2017-02-27',('Zhiqian
Sang'),('The University of Auckland'),$,'ISO
14649',$);
FILE_SCHEMA(('MACHINING_MILLING_SCHEMA'));
ENDSEC;
DATA;
#1=PROJECT('EXECUTE_EXAMPLE2',#2,(#7),$,$,$);
#2=WORKPLAN('MAIN WORKPLAN',(#4,#5,#6),$,#14,$);
#4=WORKPLAN('WORKPLAN
ROUGHING',(#17,#18,#19,#20,#21),$,$,$);
#5=WORKPLAN('WORKPLAN
DRILLING',(#23,#24,#25,#26,#27,#28,#29,#30,#31,
#32,#33,#34,#35,#36,#37),$,$,$);
#6=WORKPLAN('WORKPLAN
FINISHING',(#39,#40,#41,#42,#43,#44,#45,#46,#47
,#48,#49,#50,#51,#52,#53),$,$,$);
#7=WORKPIECE('PART
2',#13,0.01,$,$,$,(#9,#10,#11,#12));
#9=CARTESIAN_POINT('CLAMPING_POSITION1',(25.,25.,20.));
#10=CARTESIAN_POINT('CLAMPING_POSITION2',(205.,25.,20.));
#11=CARTESIAN_POINT('CLAMPING_POSITION3',(25.,155.,20.));
#12=CARTESIAN_POINT('CLAMPING_POSITION4',(205.,155.,20.));
#13=MATERIAL('FC200','CAST IRON ',());
#14=SETUP('SETUP OF WORKPIECE',#342,#333,(#16));
#16=WORKPIECE_SETUP(#7,#344,$,$,());
#17=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING
HEAD1',#333,#60,#61,$,.FINISHED.);
#18=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING
SIDE1',#333,#62,#63,$,.FINISHED.);
#19=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING
STEP',#333,#64,#65,$,.FINISHED.);
#20=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING
POCKET1',#333,#66,#67,$,.UNFINISHED.);
#21=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH
POCKET1',#333,#66,#68,$,.TO_BE_MACHINED.);
#23=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('BORING1
HOLE1',#333,#100,#73,$,.TO_BE_MACHINED.);
#24=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('DRILLING
HOLE2',#333,#101,#76,$,.TO_BE_MACH
INED.);
#25=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('DRILLING
HOLE3',#333,#102,#77,$,.TO_BE_MACH
INED.);
#26=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('BORING
HOLE2',#333,#101,#78,$,.TO_BE_MACHINED.);
#27=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('BORING
HOLE3',#333,#102,#79,$,.TO_BE_MACHINED.);
#28=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE2',#333,#101,#80,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#29=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE3',#333,#102,#81,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#30=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('DRILLING
HOLE4',#333,#103,#82,$,.TO_BE_MACH
INED.);
#31=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('DRILLING
HOLE5',#333,#104,#83,$,.TO_BE_MACH
INED.);
#32=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('TAPPING
HOLE5',#333,#104,#84,$,.TO_BE_MACHINED.);
#33=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE4',#333,#103,#85,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);

#34=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE5',#333,#104,#86,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#35=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('DRILLING
HOLE6',#333,#105,#87,$,.TO_BE_MACH
INED.);
#36=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('REAMING
HOLE6',#333,#105,#88,$,.TO_BE_MACHINED.);
#37=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE6',#333,#105,#89,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#39=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH SIDE-SLOT
',#333,#123,#90,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#40=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('BORING HOLE1
',#333,#100,#74,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#41=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('COUNTER SINKING
HOLE1',#333,#100,#75,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#42=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING1 T-SLOT
',#333,#124,#91,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#43=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING2 T-SLOT
',#333,#124,#92,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#44=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH1 T-SLOT
',#333,#124,#93,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#45=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH2 T-SLOT
',#333,#124,#94,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#46=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING SLOT1
',#333,#125,#95,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#47=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('SLOT2_PLUNGE_DRILLING',#333
,#126,#96,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#48=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('ROUGHING SLOT2
',#333,#126,#97,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#49=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH SLOT1
',#333,#125,#98,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#50=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH SLOT2
',#333,#126,#99,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#51=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH STEP
',#333,#64,#72,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#52=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH HEAD1
',#333,#60,#69,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#53=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('FINISH SIDE1
',#333,#62,#70,$,.TO_B
E_MACHINED.);
#60=PLANAR_FACE('HEAD1
',#7,(#61,#69),
#348,#334,$,#178,#179,$,());
#61=PLANE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING HEAD1
',10.,$,#226,
#229,#230,$,$,$,#184,$,$);
#62=GENERAL_OUTSIDE_PROFILE('SIDE1
',#7,(#63,#70),
#352,#335,$,#185,#186);
#63=SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGH SIDE1
',10.,$,#231,
#234,#235,$,$,$,#191,4.,15.,0.5);
#64=STEP('STEP1',#7,(#71,#72),#355,#336,$,#192,$,());
#65=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING STEP1
',65.,$,#231,
#234,#235,$,#196,#197,#198,10.,18.,1.5,2.);
#66=OPEN_POCKET('POCKET1',#7,(#67,#68),#359,#337,$,(#1
99),$,#202,$,$,
#203,$);
#67=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING
POCKET1',10.,$,#237,
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#241,#235,$,$,$,#205,5.,10.,0.5,0.5);
#68=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISH POCKET1
',10.,$,#237,
#241,#235,$,$,$,#206,10.,5.,$,$);
#69=PLANE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISH HEAD1
',10.,$,#226,
#229,#230,$,#207,#208,#209,2.5,$);
#70=SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISH SIDE1
',10.,$,#231,
#234,#230,$,$,$,#211,1.5,1.,$);
#71=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING STEP1
',65.,$,#231,
#234,#235,$,#196,#197,#198,10.,18.,1.5,2.);
#72=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISH STEP1
',65.,$,#231,
#234,#235,$,#196,#197,#198,5.,12.5,$,$);
#73=MULTISTEP_DRILLING($,$,'BORING1 HOLE1
',20.,$,#242,#246,#230,$
,48.,0.,$,$,$,5.,15.,10.,1.);
#74=BORING($,$,'BORING2 HOLE1
',20.,$,#252,#256,#230,$
,45.,36.,$,$,$,.T.,1.,$);
#75=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUNTER SINKING
HOLE1',30.,$,#257,#261,#230,$
,1.,40.,$,$,$);
#76=DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING HOLE2
',20.,$,#262,#251,#230,$
,$,0.,$,$,$);
#77=DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING HOLE3
',20.,$,#262,#251,#230,$
,$,0.,$,$,$);
#78=BORING($,$,'BORING HOLE2
',20.,$,#266,#270,#230,$
,15.,15.,$,$,$,.T.,1.,$);
#79=BORING($,$,'BORING HOLE3
',20.,$,#266,#270,#230,$
,15.,15.,$,$,$,.T.,1.,$);
#80=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUNTER SINKING
HOLE2',30.,$,#271,#261,#230,$
,1.,25.,$,$,$);
#81=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUNTER SINKING
HOLE3',30.,$,#271,#261,#230,$
,1.,25.,$,$,$);
#82=DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING HOLE4
',20.,$,#275,#251,#230,$
,$,0.,$,$,$);
#83=MULTISTEP_DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING HOLE5
',20.,$,#247,#251,#230,$
,$,0.,$,$,$,5.,10.,10.,$);
#84=TAPPING($,$,'TAPPING HOLE5
',10.,$,#279,#283,#230,$
,15.,8.3,$,$,$,.T.);
#85=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUNTER SINKING
HOLE4',30.,$,#284,#261,#230,$
,1.,10.,$,$,$);
#86=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUNTER SINKING
HOLE5',30.,$,#284,#261,#230,$
,1.,10.,$,$,$);
#87=DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING HOLE6
',10.,$,#288,#251,#230,$
,22.,0.,$,$,$);
#88=REAMING($,$,'REAMING HOLE6
',10.,$,#292,#296,#230,$
,21.,9.,$,$,$,.F.,$,$);
#89=COUNTER_SINKING($,$,'COUTNER SINKING
HOLE6',30.,$,#284,#261,#230,$
,1.,10.,$,$,$);
#90=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'SIDE SLOT
',40.,$,
#297,#301,#230,$,#219,#220,#221,$,$,$,$);
#91=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING1 TSLOT
',10.,$,
#302,#306,#230,$,$,#197,$,5.,$,1.,0.5);
#92=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING2 TSLOT
',10.,$,
#307,#311,#230,$,$,$,$,11.,$,1.,0.5);
#93=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISHING1 TSLOT ',10.,$,
#312,#236,#230,$,$,$,$,$,$,$,$);

#94=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISHING2 TSLOT ',10.,$,
#313,#317,#230,$,$,$,$,$,$,$,$);
#95=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING SLOT1
',10.,$,
#318,#322,#230,$,$,#197,#222,$,$,1.,0.5);
#96=DRILLING($,$,'DRILLING
SLOT2',10.,$,#288,#251,#230,$,5.,0.,$,$,$);
#97=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGHING SLOT2
',10.,$,
#318,#322,#230,$,#196,#197,#223,$,$,1.,0.5);
#98=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISHING
SLOT1
',10.,$,
#323,#327,#230,$,#196,#197,#224,5.,5.,$,$);
#99=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISH SLOT2
',10.,$,
#323,#327,#230,$,#196,#197,#225,5.,6.,$,$);
#100=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND FEATURE
HOLE1',#7,(),#363,(#106,#107));
#101=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND_FEATURE_HOLE2',#7,(),#
363,(#108,#109,
#110));
#102=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND_FEATURE_HOLE3',#7,(),#
370,(#111,#112,
#110));
#103=GENERAL_PATTERN('PATTERN_HOLE4',#7,(),#374,#113,(
#377,#376));
#104=GENERAL_PATTERN('PATTERN_HOLE5',#7,(),#380,#116,(
#383,#382));
#105=GENERAL_PATTERN('PATTERN_HOLE6',#7,(),#386,#120,(
#389,#388));
#106=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE1 STRAIGHT
',#7,(#73,#74),#368,
#5380,$,#539,$,#215);
#107=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE1 TAPERED
',#7,(#75),#368,#5390,$,
#542,#212,#215);
#108=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE2 FLAT BOTTOM
',#7,(#78),#369,#5450,$,
#546,$,#214);
#109=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE2 CONICAL BOTTOM
',#7,(#76),#369,#5480,$,
#549,$,#213);
#110=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE2 TAPERED
',#7,(#80),#369,#5510,$,
#552,#212,#215);
#111=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE3 FLAT BOTTOM
',#7,(#79),#373,#5550,$,
#556,$,#214);
#112=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE2 THROUGH BOTTOM
',#7,(#77),#373,#5580,$,
#559,$,#215);
#113=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND_FEATURE_HOLE4',#7,(),#
379,(#114,#115));
#114=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE4 CONICAL BOTTOM
',#7,(#82),#379,#5660,$,
#567,$,#213);
#115=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE4 TAPERED
',#7,(#85),#379,#5690,$,
#570,#212,#214);
#116=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND_FEATURE_HOLE5',#7,(),#
385,(#117,#118,
#119));
#117=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE5 CONICAL BOTTOM
',#7,(#83),#385,#5750,$,
#576,$,#213);
#118=ROUND_HOLE('TAPM10
',#7,(#84),#385,#5780,$,
#579,$,#214);
#119=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE5 TAPERED
',#7,(#86),#385,#5820,$,
#583,#212,#214);
#120=COMPOUND_FEATURE('COMPOUND_FEATURE_HOLE6',#7,(),#
391,(#121,#122));
#121=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE6 CONICAL BOTTOM
',#7,(#87,#88),#391,
#5880,$,#589,$,#213);
#122=ROUND_HOLE('HOLE6 TAPERED
',#7,(#89),#391,#5910,$,
#592,#212,#214);

#123=SLOT('SIDESLOT1',#7,(#90),#395,#338,$,#127,#132,(#218));
#124=SLOT('TEE_SLOT1
',#7,(#91,#92,#93,#94),#394,#339,$,#137,#143,(
#216,#217));
#125=SLOT('SLOT1
',#7,(#95,#68),#392,#340,$,#156,#162,(#216,#217));
#126=SLOT('SLOT2
',#7,(#96,#97,#99),#393,#341,$,#167,#173,(#217,
#217));
#127=COMPLETE_CIRCULAR_PATH(#128,#130);
#128=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE1:COURSE OF
TRAVEL',#129,$,$);
#129=CARTESIAN_POINT('SIDE1:PLACEMENT',(0.,0.,-20.));
#130=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(44.,#131);
#131=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#132=SQUARE_U_PROFILE(#400,#133,#135,0.,#135,0.);
#133=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(3.5,#134);
#134=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#135=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.1,#136);
#136=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.02,0.02,3);
#137=GENERAL_PATH(#138,#140);
#138=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('TEE1:COURSE OF
TRAVEL',#139,$,$);
#139=CARTESIAN_POINT('TEE1:PLACEMENT',(0.,0.,-10.));
#140=POLYLINE('TEE_SLOT1',(#141,#142));
#141=CARTESIAN_POINT('TEE_SLOT1',(0.,0.,0.));
#142=CARTESIAN_POINT('TEE_SLOT1',(50.,0.,0.));
#143=TEE_PROFILE($,60.,60.,#144,#146,#148,#150,#152,#1
54);
#144=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(32.,#145);
#145=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#146=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(20.,#147);
#147=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#148=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.2,#149);
#149=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.01,0.01,3);
#150=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(20.,#151);
#151=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#152=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.1,#153);
#153=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.02,0.02,3);
#154=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.1,#155);
#155=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.02,0.02,3);
#156=GENERAL_PATH(#157,#159);
#157=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT1:COURSE OF
TRAVEL',#158,$,$);
#158=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT1:PLACEMENT',(0.,0.,0.));
#159=POLYLINE('SLOT1',(#160,#161));
#160=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT1',(0.,0.,0.));
#161=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT1',(-20.,0.,0.));
#162=SQUARE_U_PROFILE($,#163,#165,0.,#165,0.);
#163=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(10.,#164);
#164=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#165=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.1,#166);
#166=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.02,0.02,3);
#167=GENERAL_PATH(#168,#170);
#168=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT2:COURSE OF
TRAVEL',#169,$,$);
#169=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT2:PLACEMENT',(0.,0.,0.));
#170=POLYLINE('SLOT2',(#171,#172));
#171=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT2',(0.,0.,0.));
#172=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT2',(25.,0.,0.));
#173=SQUARE_U_PROFILE($,#174,#176,0.,#176,0.);
#174=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(10.,#134);
#175=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#176=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.1,#136);
#177=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.02,0.02,3);
#178=LINEAR_PATH($,#180,#181);
#179=LINEAR_PROFILE($,#183);
#180=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(180.,#182);
#181=DIRECTION('COURSE OF TRAVEL
DIRECTION',(0.,1.,0.));
#182=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.3,0.3,3);
#183=NUMERIC_PARAMETER('PROFILE LENGTH',260.,'MM');
#184=UNIDIRECTIONAL(0.2,.T.,#483,.CONVENTIONAL.);
#185=LINEAR_PATH($,#187,#188);
#186=LINEAR_PROFILE($,#190);
#187=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(-50.,#189);
#188=DIRECTION('COURSE OF TRAVEL DIRECTION',(0.,0.,1.));
#189=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.3,0.3,3);

#190=NUMERIC_PARAMETER('PROFILE LENGTH',230.,'MM');
#191=CONTOUR_PARALLEL($,.T.,.CW.,.CLIMB.);
#192=LINEAR_PATH($,#193,#194);
#193=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(100.,#195);
#194=DIRECTION('COURSE OF TRAVEL
DIRECTION',(0.,1.,0.));
#195=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.3,0.3,3);
#196=PLUNGE_TOOLAXIS($);
#197=PLUNGE_TOOLAXIS($);
#198=BIDIRECTIONAL(5.,.T.,$,$,$);
#199=BOSS('POCKET1-BOSS1',#7,(),#359,#337,$,#200,$);
#200=GENERAL_CLOSED_PROFILE($,#201);
#201=COMPOSITE_CURVE('BOSS BOUNDARY
POCKET1',(#4840,#487,#4940,#497,
#5020,#505,#5100,#513),.F.);
#202=PLANAR_POCKET_BOTTOM_CONDITION();
#203=GENERAL_PROFILE($,#204);
#204=COMPOSITE_CURVE('OPEN BOUNDARY
POCKET1',(#5180,#521,#5260,#529,
#5340),.F.);
#205=BIDIRECTIONAL_CONTOUR($,.T.,$,$,$,.CONVENTIONAL.)
;
#206=BIDIRECTIONAL_CONTOUR($,.T.,$,$,$,.CONVENTIONAL.)
;
#207=PLUNGE_RAMP($,45.);
#208=PLUNGE_RAMP($,45.);
#209=BIDIRECTIONAL(0.2,.T.,#210,$,$);
#210=DIRECTION('OPEN POCKET:FEED
DIRECTION',(0.,1.,0.));
#211=CONTOUR_PARALLEL($,.T.,.CW.,.CLIMB.);
#212=ANGLE_TAPER(45.);
#213=CONICAL_HOLE_BOTTOM(30.,$);
#214=FLAT_HOLE_BOTTOM();
#215=THROUGH_BOTTOM_CONDITION();
#216=OPEN_SLOT_END_TYPE();
#217=RADIUSED_SLOT_END_TYPE();
#218=LOOP_SLOT_END_TYPE();
#219=PLUNGE_HELIX($,25.,45.);
#220=PLUNGE_HELIX($,25.,45.);
#221=CONTOUR_PARALLEL($,$,$,.CLIMB.);
#222=CENTER_MILLING(5.,$);
#223=CENTER_MILLING(5.,$);
#224=CENTER_MILLING(4.,$);
#225=CENTER_MILLING(4.,$);
#226=FACEMILL('MILL
36MM',(#227),75.,32.,32.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$,$,0.);
#227=CUTTING_COMPONENT(20.,#328,1230.,#229);
#229=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.5,.TCP.,14.,$,0.5,.T.,.F.,.F
.,$);
#230=MILLING_MACHINE_FUNCTIONS(.F.,$,$,.F.,$,(),.T.,$,
$,());
#231=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
25',(#232),72.,20.,20.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$,$,0.);
#232=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#330,1200.,#236);
#234=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.CCP.,5.5,40.,$,.T.,.F.,.F.,
$);
#235=MILLING_MACHINE_FUNCTIONS(.F.,$,$,.F.,$,(),.T.,$,
$,());
#236=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,$,50.,0.2,.T.,.F.,.F.,
$);
#237=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
12',(#238),54.,8.,8.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$,$,0.);
#238=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,1000.,#241);
#241=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.024,.TCP.,$,120.,$,.T.,.F.,.
F.,$);
#242=ROTATING_BORING_CUTTING_TOOL('BORING TOOL
36',(#243),200.,32.,
32.,.RIGHT.,.F.,.T.);
#243=CUTTING_COMPONENT(200.,$,$,$);
#246=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,2.3,$,0.1,.T.,.F.,.F.,
$);
#247=TWIST_DRILL('DRILL
8',(#248),70.,8.,70.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#248=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,1230.,#251);
#251=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.08,.TCP.,1.6,$,$,.T.,.F.,.F.
,$);
#252=SPADE_DRILL('SPADE DRILL
40',(#253),40.,20.,40.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#253=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#328,1200.,#256);
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#256=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.005,.TCP.,2.3,$,$,.T.,.F.,.F
.,$);
#257=COUNTERSINK('COUNTERSINK
40',(#258),70.,45.,45.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.,$,
45.);
#258=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,1400.,#261);
#261=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.09,.TCP.,1.2,$,$,.T.,.F.,.F.
,$);
#262=TWIST_DRILL('DRILL
15',(#263),165.,15.,15.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#263=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,1350.,#251);
#266=COUNTERBORE('BORING TOOL
25',(#267),180.,25.,25.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#267=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#328,1000.,#270);
#270=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.005,.TCP.,2.1,$,$,.T.,.F.,.F
.,$);
#271=COUNTERSINK('COUNTERSINK
25',(#272),60.,20.,20.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.,$,
20.);
#272=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,1400.,#261);
#275=TWIST_DRILL('DRILL
10',(#276),90.,10.,10.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#276=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,1280.,#251);
#279=TAPPING_CUTTING_TOOL('TAP
M10',(#280),63.,7.,7.,.RIGHT.,.F.,'',
0.1,0.1,0.1);
#280=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,200.,#283);
#283=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.035809,.TCP.,0.9,$,$,.T.,.F.
,.F.,$);
#284=COUNTERSINK('COUNTERSINK
10',(#285),50.,10.,10.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.,$,
10.);
#285=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,1400.,#261);
#288=TWIST_DRILL('DRILL
9',(#289),80.,9.,9.,.RIGHT.,.F.,0.);
#289=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,1230.,#251);
#292=REAMING_CUTTING_TOOL('REAMER
10',(#293),100.,8.,8.,.RIGHT.,.F.,
10.);
#293=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#328,980.,#296);
#296=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.08,.TCP.,1.2,$,$,.T.,.F.,.F.
,$);
#297=T_SLOT_MILL('T-SLOT
MILL',(#298),62.,15.,15.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$,$,
0.);
#298=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#328,1120.,#301);
#301=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.0165,.TCP.,5.5,$,$,.T.,.F.,.
F.,$);
#302=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
16',(#303),54.,10.,10.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$,$,0.);
#303=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#328,1110.,#306);
#306=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.024,.TCP.,$,120.,$,.T.,.F.,.
F.,$);
#307=T_SLOT_MILL('T-SLOT MILL
25',(#308),63.,10.,10.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$
,$,0.);
#308=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#328,1230.,#311);
#311=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,$,70.,0.18,.T.,.F.,.F.
,$);
#312=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
18',(#232),64.,15.,15.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$,$,0.);
#313=T_SLOT_MILL('T-SLOT MILL
32MM',(#314),72.,10.,10.,.NEUTRAL.,.F.,$
,$,$,$,0.);
#314=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,1120.,#317);
#317=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.02,.TCP.,$,70.,$,.T.,.F.,.F.
,$);
#318=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
8',(#319),54.,8.,8.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$,$,0.);
#319=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,1000.,#322);
#322=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,3.,$,0.1,.T.,.F.,.F.,$
);
#323=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
10',(#324),54.,8.,8.,.RIGHT.,.F.,$,$,$,$,0.);
#324=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#332,1000.,#327);
#327=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,$,120.,0.1,.T.,.F.,.F.
,$);
#328=MATERIAL('TIN','TIN',());
#330=MATERIAL('TIN','TIN',());
#332=MATERIAL('EMO5CO5','HSS/CO',());

#333=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('SECURITIY PLANE',#347);
#334=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('PLANAR FACE1-DEPTH
PLANE',#351);
#335=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('SIDE1-DEPTH',#354);
#336=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('STEP1-DEPTH',#358);
#337=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('POCKET1-DEPTH',#362);
#338=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('SLOT1:DEPTH',#396);
#339=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('SLOT2:DEPTH',#397);
#340=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('TEE1:DEPTH',#398);
#341=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('SIDE1:DEPTH',#399);
#342=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SETUP1',#401,#402,#403);
#344=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('PL_WORKPIECE_EXAMPLE2',#404,#
405,#406);
#347=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('PL_MAIN_SECPLANE',#407,#408,#
409);
#348=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('PL_HEAD1',#410,#411,#412);
#351=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('PLANAR
FACE1',#413,#414,#415);
#352=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE1PLACEMENT',#416,#417,#418);
#354=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE1-DEPTH',#419,#420,#421);
#355=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('STEP1PLACEMENT',#422,#423,#424);
#358=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('STEP1-DEPTH',#425,#426,#427);
#359=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('POCKET1PLACEMENT',#428,#429,#430);
#362=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('POCKET1DEPTH',#431,#432,#433);
#363=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('CF_HOLE1',#434,#435,#436);
#368=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE1',#437,#438,#439);
#369=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE2',#440,#435,#436);
#370=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('CF_HOLE3',#441,#442,#443);
#373=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE3',#444,#442,#443);
#374=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('GP_HOLE4',#445,#446,#447);
#376=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE4_NEAR_REGION',#448,#446,
#447);
#377=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE4_NEAR_POCKET',#449,#446,
#446);
#379=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE4',#450,#446,#446);
#380=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('GP_HOLE5',#451,#452,#453);
#382=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE5_NEAR_REGION',#454,#452,
#453);
#383=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE5_NEAR_POCKET',#455,#452,
#453);
#385=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE5',#456,#452,#453);
#386=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('GP_HOLE6',#457,#458,#459);
#388=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE6_NEAR_REGION',#460,#458,
#459);
#389=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE6_NEAR_POCKET',#461,#458,
#459);
#391=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('HOLE6',#462,#458,#459);
#392=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT1',#463,#464,#465);
#393=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT2',#466,#467,#468);
#394=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('TEE_SLOT',#469,#470,#471);
#395=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE_SLOT',#472,#473,#474);
#396=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT1:DEPTH',#475,$,$);
#397=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SLOT2:DEPTH',#476,$,$);
#398=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('TEE_SLOT:DEPTH',#477,$,$);
#399=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE_SLOT:DEPTH',#478,$,$);
#400=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SIDE_SLOT:SQUARE',#479,#480,#
481);
#401=CARTESIAN_POINT('SETUP1:
LOCATION',(123.,123.,45.));
#402=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#403=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#404=CARTESIAN_POINT('WORKPIECE1:LOCATION',(0.,0.,0.))
;
#405=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#406=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#407=CARTESIAN_POINT('SECPLANE1:
LOCATION',(0.,0.,30.));
#408=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#409=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));

#410=CARTESIAN_POINT('PLANAR FACE :
LOCATION',(0.,0.,5.));
#411=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#412=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#413=CARTESIAN_POINT('PLANAR FACE1:DEPTH
LOCATION',(0.,0.,-5.));
#414=DIRECTION('
AXIS
',(0.,0.,1.));
#415=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION
',(1.,0.,0.));
#416=CARTESIAN_POINT('SIDE1
PROFILE:LOCATION',(0.,0.,0.));
#417=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#418=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#419=CARTESIAN_POINT('SIDE1 PROFILE:DEPTH',(0.,0.,50.));
#420=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#421=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#422=CARTESIAN_POINT('STEP1
PROFILE:LOCATION',(230.,40.,0.));
#423=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#424=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#425=CARTESIAN_POINT('STEP1 PROFILE:DEPTH',(0.,0.,20.));
#426=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#427=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#428=CARTESIAN_POINT('POCKET1
PROFILE:LOCATION',(50.,0.,0.));
#429=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#430=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#431=CARTESIAN_POINT('POCKET1 PROFILE:DEPTH',(0.,0.,20.));
#432=DIRECTION('
AXIS',(0.,0.,1.));
#433=DIRECTION('
REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#434=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(160.,150.,0.));
#435=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#436=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#437=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#438=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#439=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#440=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#441=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(160.,30.,0.));
#442=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#443=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#444=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#445=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(130.,120.,0.));
#446=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#447=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#448=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#449=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,-60.,0.));
#450=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#451=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(190.,120.,0.));
#452=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#453=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#454=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#455=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,-60.,0.));
#456=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#457=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(245.,110.,0.));
#458=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#459=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#460=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#461=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,-40.,0.));
#462=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#463=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(230.,90.,0.));
#464=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#465=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));

#466=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(85.,90.,0.));
#467=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#468=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#469=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,90.,0.));
#470=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#471=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#472=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(160.,90.,0.));
#473=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#474=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#475=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT1:DEPTH',(0.,0.,-10.));
#476=CARTESIAN_POINT('SLOT2:DEPTH',(0.,0.,-10.));
#477=CARTESIAN_POINT('TEE1:DEPTH',(0.,0.,-10.));
#478=CARTESIAN_POINT('SIDE1:DEPTH',(0.,0.,-10.));
#479=CARTESIAN_POINT('SIDE1:SQUARE U PROFILE',(22.,0.,-20.));
#480=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#481=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,-1.));
#482=DIRECTION('X',(1.,0.,0.));
#483=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#484=POLYLINE('TEST1',(#485,#486));
#485=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(25.,15.,0.));
#486=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.,15.,0.));
#487=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,
#488);
#488=TRIMMED_CURVE('TEST2',#489,(PARAMETER_VALUE(270.)
),(
PARAMETER_VALUE(0.)),.T.,.PARAMETER.);
#489=CIRCLE('',#490,5.);
#490=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#491,#492,#493);
#491=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.,20.,0.));
#492=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#493=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));
#494=POLYLINE('',(#495,#496));
#495=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,20.,0.));
#496=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(50.,30.,0.));
#497=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,
#498);
#498=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#499,(PARAMETER_VALUE(0.)),(PARA
METER_VALUE(90.
)),.T.,.PARAMETER.);
#499=CIRCLE('',#500,5.);
#500=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#501,#492,#493);
#501=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.,30.,0.));
#502=POLYLINE('',(#503,#504));
#503=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(45.,35.,0.));
#504=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(25.,35.,0.));
#505=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,
#506);
#506=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#507,(PARAMETER_VALUE(90.)),(PAR
AMETER_VALUE(
180.)),.T.,.PARAMETER.);
#507=CIRCLE('',#508,5.);
#508=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#509,#492,#493);
#509=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(25.,30.,0.));
#510=POLYLINE('',(#511,#512));
#511=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(20.,30.,0.));
#512=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(20.,20.,0.));
#513=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,
#514);
#514=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#515,(PARAMETER_VALUE(180.)),(PA
RAMETER_VALUE(
270.)),.T.,.PARAMETER.);
#515=CIRCLE('',#516,5.);
#516=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#517,#492,#493);
#517=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(25.,20.,0.));
#518=POLYLINE('',(#519,#520));
#519=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,0.,0.));
#520=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,40.,0.));
#521=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,
#522);
#522=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#523,(PARAMETER_VALUE(180.)),(PA
RAMETER_VALUE(
90.)),.F.,.PARAMETER.);
#523=CIRCLE('',#524,10.);
#524=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#525,#492,#493);
#525=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,40.,0.));
#526=POLYLINE('',(#527,#528));
#527=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,50.,0.));
#528=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,50.,0.));
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#529=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,
#530);
#530=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#531,(PARAMETER_VALUE(90.)),(PAR
AMETER_VALUE(0.
)),.F.,.PARAMETER.);
#531=CIRCLE('',#532,10.);
#532=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#533,#492,#493);
#533=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(60.,40.,0.));
#534=POLYLINE('',(#535,#536));
#535=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.,40.,0.));
#536=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(70.,0.,0.));
#537=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(40.,#780);
#539=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(40.,#781);
#541=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.5,#781);
#542=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(41.,#782);
#544=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(30.,#782);
#546=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(22.,#781);
#549=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(22.,#781);
#552=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(23.,#781);
#554=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(40.,#781);
#556=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(22.,#781);
#559=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(22.,#781);
#563=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(0.5,#781);
#564=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(23.,#781);
#565=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(15.,#781);
#567=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(10.,#781);
#570=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(11.,#781);
#574=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(25.,#781);
#576=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(9.,#781);
#579=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(8.3,#781);
#581=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(1.75,#781);
#583=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(11.,#781);
#587=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(20.,#781);
#589=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(10.,#783);
#592=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(11.,#783);
#780=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.5,0.,3);
#781=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.025,0.,3);
#782=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#783=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.015,0.,3);
#4840=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#484);
#4940=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#494);
#5020=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#502);
#5100=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#510);
#5180=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#518);
#5260=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#526);
#5340=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.
,#534);
#5380=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5381);
#5381=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5382,#5383,#5384);
#5382=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,40.));
#5383=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5384=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5390=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
TAPERED',#5391);
#5391=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
TAPERED',#5392,#5393,#5394);
#5392=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 TAPERED DEPTH',(0.,0.,40.));
#5393=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5394=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5450=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
TAPERED',#5451);
#5451=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
TAPERED',#5452,#5453,#5454);
#5452=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 TAPERED DEPTH',(0.,0.,14.));
#5453=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5454=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5480=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5481);

#5481=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5482,#5483,#5484);
#5482=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#5483=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5484=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5510=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5511);
#5511=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5512,#5513,#5514);
#5512=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,40.));
#5513=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5514=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5550=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5551);
#5551=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5552,#5553,#5554);
#5552=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#5553=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5554=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5580=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5581);
#5581=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5582,#5583,#5584);
#5582=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#5583=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5584=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5660=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5661);
#5661=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5662,#5663,#5664);
#5662=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#5663=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5664=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5690=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5691);
#5691=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5692,#5693,#5694);
#5692=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#5693=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5694=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5750=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5751);
#5751=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5752,#5753,#5754);
#5752=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#5753=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5754=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5780=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5781);
#5781=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5782,#5783,#5784);
#5782=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#5783=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5784=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5820=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5821);
#5821=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5822,#5823,#5824);
#5822=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#5823=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5824=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5880=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5881);
#5881=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5882,#5883,#5884);
#5882=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#5883=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5884=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#5910=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5911);

#5911=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('FOR HOLE1
STRAIGHT',#5912,#5913,#5914);
#5912=CARTESIAN_POINT('HOLE1 STRAIGHT DEPTH',(0.,0.,30.));
#5913=DIRECTION('AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#5914=DIRECTION('REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
ENDSEC;
END-ISO-10303-21;
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A.5 P21 file for Case-study 2
ISO-10303-21;
HEADER;
/* Generated by software containing ST-Developer
* from STEP Tools, Inc. (www.steptools.com)
*/
FILE_DESCRIPTION(
/* description */ ('CLOUD-BASED MACHINE CONTROL
EXAMPLE'),
/* implementation_level */ '2;1');
FILE_NAME(
/* name */ 'CLOUD EXAMPLE.STP',
/* time_stamp */ '2017-02-27T12:33:01+13:00',
/* author */ ('Zhiqian SANG'),
/* organization */ ('University of Auckland'),
/* preprocessor_version */ 'ST-DEVELOPER v16',
/* originating_system */ 'ISO 14649',
/* authorisation */ $);
FILE_SCHEMA (('MACHINING_MILLING_SCHEMA'));
ENDSEC;
DATA;
#10=CIRCLE('',#88,10.);
#11=CIRCLE('',#89,10.);
#12=CIRCLE('',#90,10.);
#13=CIRCLE('',#91,10.);
#14=TRIMMED_CURVE('ARC1',#10,(PARAMETER_VALUE(270.)),(
PARAMETER_VALUE(0.)),.T.,.PARAMETER.);
#15=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#11,(PARAMETER_VALUE(0.)),(PARAME
TER_VALUE(90.)),.T.,
.PARAMETER.);
#16=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#12,(PARAMETER_VALUE(90.)),(PARAM
ETER_VALUE(180.)),
.T.,.PARAMETER.);
#17=TRIMMED_CURVE('',#13,(PARAMETER_VALUE(180.)),(PARA
METER_VALUE(270.)),
.T.,.PARAMETER.);
#18=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,#
14);
#19=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,#
15);
#20=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,#
16);
#21=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,#
17);
#22=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,#
26);
#23=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,#
27);
#24=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,#
28);
#25=COMPOSITE_CURVE_SEGMENT(.CONT_SAME_GRADIENT.,.T.,#
29);
#26=POLYLINE('LINE1',(#49,#50));
#27=POLYLINE('',(#52,#53));
#28=POLYLINE('',(#55,#56));
#29=POLYLINE('',(#58,#59));
#30=COMPOSITE_CURVE('POCKET1',(#22,#18,#23,#19,#24,#20
,#25,
#21),.F.);
#31=GENERAL_CLOSED_PROFILE($,#30);
#32=DIRECTION(' AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#33=DIRECTION(' REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#34=DIRECTION(' AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#35=DIRECTION(' REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#36=DIRECTION(' AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#37=DIRECTION(' REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#38=DIRECTION(' AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#39=DIRECTION(' REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#40=DIRECTION(' AXIS ',(0.,0.,1.));
#41=DIRECTION(' REF_DIRECTION',(1.,0.,0.));
#42=DIRECTION('',(0.,0.,1.));
#43=DIRECTION('',(1.,0.,0.));

#44=CARTESIAN_POINT('SETUP1: LOCATION
',(100.,90.,0.));
#45=CARTESIAN_POINT('SECPLANE1: LOCATION
',(0.,0.,30.));
#46=CARTESIAN_POINT('WORKPIECE1:LOCATION
',(0.,0.,0.));
#47=CARTESIAN_POINT('POCKET1: LOCATION
',(19.,44.,0.));
#48=CARTESIAN_POINT('POCKET1: DEPTH ',(0.,0.,-4.5));
#49=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,0.,0.));
#50=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(55.,0.,0.));
#51=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(55.,10.,0.));
#52=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(65.,10.,0.));
#53=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(65.,30.,0.));
#54=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(55.,30.,0.));
#55=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(55.,40.,0.));
#56=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,40.,0.));
#57=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,30.,0.));
#58=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,30.,0.));
#59=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(0.,10.,0.));
#60=CARTESIAN_POINT('',(10.,10.,0.));
#61=CARTESIAN_POINT('BLOCK POSITION',(0.,0.,-24.));
#62=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('SECURITY PLANE',#84);
#63=ELEMENTARY_SURFACE('DEPTH SURFACE FOR
POCKET1',#87);
#64=BIDIRECTIONAL_CONTOUR($,.T.,$,$,$,$);
#65=BIDIRECTIONAL_CONTOUR($,.T.,$,$,$,$);
#66=MILLING_MACHINE_FUNCTIONS(.T.,$,$,.F.,$,(),.T.,$,$
,());
#67=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#68=PLUS_MINUS_VALUE(0.1,0.1,3);
#69=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(1.,#67);
#70=TOLERANCED_LENGTH_MEASURE(10.,#68);
#71=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY($,.TCP.,$,50.,0.2,.T.,.F.,.F.,$
);
#72=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(1.,.TCP.,$,$,$,.F.,.F.,.F.,$);
#73=MILLING_TECHNOLOGY(0.5,.TCP.,$,$,$,.F.,.F.,.F.,$);
#74=CUTTING_COMPONENT(30.,#97,1200.,#71);
#75=ENDMILL('ENDMILL
3/8',(#74),50.,9.525,5.,.RIGHT.,.F.,2,$,$,$,0.);
#76=PLANAR_POCKET_BOTTOM_CONDITION();
#77=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_FINISH_MILLING($,$,'FINISH
POCKET1',15.,$,#75,#73,#66,
$,$,$,#65,2.,10.,$,$);
#78=BOTTOM_AND_SIDE_ROUGH_MILLING($,$,'ROUGH
POCKET1',15.,$,#75,#72,#66,
$,$,$,#64,2.5,5.,1.,0.5);
#79=CLOSED_POCKET('POCKET1',#98,(#78,#77),#86,#63,$,()
,$,#76,#69,#70,#31);
#80=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('WS ROUGH
POCKET1',#62,#79,#78,$,$);
#81=MACHINING_WORKINGSTEP('WS FINISH
POCKET1',#62,#79,#77,$,$);
#82=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('BLOCK PLACEMENT',#61,#36,#37);
#83=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('SETUP1',#44,#32,#33);
#84=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('PLANE1',#45,#34,#35);
#85=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('WORKPIECE',#46,#36,#37);
#86=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('POCKET1
LOCATION',#47,#38,#39);
#87=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('POCKET1 DEPTH',#48,#40,#41);
#88=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#51,#42,#43);
#89=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#54,#42,#43);
#90=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#57,#42,#43);
#91=AXIS2_PLACEMENT_3D('',#60,#42,#43);
#92=BLOCK('BLOCK',#82,100.,100.,24.);
#93=WORKPIECE_SETUP(#98,#85,$,$,());
#94=SETUP('SETUP1',#83,#62,(#93));
#95=DESCRIPTIVE_PARAMETER('ISO513','N');
#96=MATERIAL('ALUMINIUM','ALUMINIUM',(#95));
#97=MATERIAL('CARBIDE','CARBIDE',());
#98=WORKPIECE('SIMPLE WORKPIECE',#96,0.01,$,$,#92,());
#99=WORKPIECE('RAW PIECE',$,$,$,$,#92,());
#100=WORKPLAN('MAIN WORKPLAN',(#80,#81),$,#94,$);
#101=PROJECT('CLOUD EXAMPLE',#100,(#98),$,$,$);
ENDSEC;
END-ISO-10303-21

